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Editorial

Life’s challenges

M

ost of life’s lessons
are learned the
hard way, and I
make this statement from
personal experience. All of
us seek to combine happiness with self-esteem, and
our life experiences shape
that pursuit every day.
The key to being happy is
balancing the internal scale
that measures positive and
negative feedback and reactions. Every dentist wants
to lead a full life, complete with loving relationships,
satisfying work, and an overall sense of happiness. With
our world in an increasingly violent, sad, stressful, and
fast-paced state, happiness is often hard-won and can
be even harder to hold onto. We need to find a way to
deal with the triumphs, tragedies, stress, and changes in
our lives.
The most important internal coping skill we can
develop is our own self-esteem. We are all born without judgment; however, as we grow, the world tends to
shuttle us into categories, grouping us based on what
we look like and where we come from, and telling us
what we can and cannot do. With a solid, positive sense
of self-esteem, we can accept who we are and what we
do, and not waste energy wondering why we are not
someone else or feeling sorry for ourselves for being what
we are. We can boost our self-esteem by using the most
powerful tool we have—our thoughts. To say this aloud
might sound like boasting, but the fact is that there is no
one like you and no one who can do what you can do.
It’s no crime to know that—or to remind yourself of it
when you need to.
While your work is clearly valued by patients and
colleagues, none of us are completely free from criticism.
Allowing those barbs to get under our skin, however, is
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another matter, as I learned from two experiences that
took place during my time in the military.
During my internship, an oral surgeon berated those
around him to make his points. He used criticism as a
teaching tool. Conversely, at my first duty station, the
colonel (an oral surgeon to whom I directly reported)
would tell me to try a surgical procedure; if I ran into
difficulty, he would be there to help. Now whose name
do you think I remember some 40 years later? Which
one do you think I still respect and admire? All of us
know that we are better than those whose only way to
elevate themselves is to put others down. Those people
are more to be pitied than censured.
We can build up an immunity to the criticisms of
others by silencing the critic within ourselves. We should
keep track of our accomplishments to keep self-criticism
to a minimum. We must remember all of the dental
procedures that went well, rather than dwelling on the
one case that turned out less than perfect. Ours is not
the only profession that fails to score a triumph every
single time.
Years ago, Franklin D. Roosevelt proclaimed to a
frightened people that “the only thing we have to fear
is fear itself.” Our fears are usually rooted in low selfesteem—the fear that we will fail at what must be done,
and thus shouldn’t even attempt it. To overcome these
fears, I recommend trying new things—by seeking new
experiences and facing new challenges, you’ll develop a
wide range of skills, talents, and qualities. What’s more,
you’ll demystify the monster known as Failure. Confidence comes not from always being right, but from not
fearing to be wrong.

Roger D. Winland, DDS, MS, MAGD
Editor

Pharmacology

Cardioprotective aspirin—
Update on three previous special alerts
Richard L. Wynn, PhD

T

hrough its antiplatelet action, low-dose aspirin
that aspirin withdrawal has been linked to heart attacks.7
can prevent arterial thrombosis in both high-risk
According to Fischer et al, patients who stopped
patients with known occlusive vascular disease and
taking NSAIDs (including aspirin) were at greater risk
in low-risk healthy patients with no known history of
for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) over a 29-day
vascular disease.1
period compared to non-users. The risk of AMI was
Among patients with a 4–8% annual risk of serious
highest in subjects with rheumatoid arthritis or systemic
vascular events, aspirin prevents at least 10–20 fatal and
lupus erythematosus. Current or past NSAID use (past
nonfatal vascular events for every 1,000 patients who
meaning discontinued therapy 60 days or more prior
take the drug for one year.1 In addition, it is estimated
to evaluation) was not associated with any increased
that aspirin (and possibly other platelet-inhibiting drugs
risk of AMI. The authors concluded that the risk of
as well) reduces the risk
AMI increases during the
of nonfatal myocardial
first several weeks after
Studies suggest that daily
infarction (MI), noncessation of NSAID or
fatal stroke, or death
aspirin therapy.6
doses
of
aspirin
(75–100
mg)
from vascular causes by
Collett et al reported
approximately 25%.2
that temporary withare optimal for the long-term
Studies suggest that daily
drawal of aspirin is
doses of aspirin (75–100
common and an acute
prevention of serious vascular
mg) are optimal for the
rebound effect with
long-term prevention of
coronary thrombosis may
events in high-risk patients.
serious vascular events in
result. This 2004 study
high-risk patients.2,3
examined a cohort of
Among every 100 patients at a lower annual risk of
1,358 patients admitted for suspected ACS: 930 nonusvascular events (<4%), aspirin reduces the risk of MI
ers, 355 prior users, and 73 recent withdrawers. Nonusers
by about 30%.4 However, it probably has no significant
were defined as patients who had not taken any oral
effect on the risk of stroke, as the literature reported a
antiplatelet agents for the six months prior to admission
similar number of strokes among those using aspirin and
and had no history of vascular disease. Prior users were
those who did not.4
patients who took either aspirin (97%) or another oral
This column will discuss three special alerts of clinical
antiplatelet agent as chronic therapy to prevent acute
importance that relate to aspirin patients.
vascular events without cessation during the three weeks
prior to admission. Recent withdrawers were patients
Sudden aspirin discontinuation may elevate the
who had stopped taking oral antiplatelet agents during
the three weeks before admission.5
risk of MI
It was reported in 2004 that patients with acute coronary
At 30 days, there was no statistical difference between
syndrome (ACS) who discontinued aspirin therapy had
nonusers and prior users in terms of the incidence of
worse short-term outcomes than individuals not prevideath or MI (10.3% for nonusers compared to 12.4%
ously on aspirin therapy.5 That same year, Fischer et al
for users). The withdrawers had higher 30-day rates of
reported similar findings and suggested that daily aspirin
death or MI (21.9% vs. 12.4%) and bleedings (13.7%
users who discontinue aspirin use may increase the risk
vs. 5.9%) than prior users. Five percent of the 73
of MI.6 In 2005, a Harvard Health Letter stated that
patients admitted with ACS had withdrawn oral antiquitting aspirin “cold turkey” could be dangerous and
platelet agents during the three weeks before admission.
www.agd.org
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Oral antiplatelet agents were found to be an independent
predictor of both mortality and bleedings at 30 days.
It was concluded that prior users of oral antiplatelet
agents and patients who had recently interrupted oral
antiplatelet agent use displayed worse clinical outcomes
than nonusers.5
Update

Warnings against the premature discontinuation of aspirin remain valid. A 2009 literature review updated the
risks associated with discontinuing aspirin antiplatelet
therapy and the bleeding risks associated with continuing aspirin during surgical procedures.8 The authors
confirmed the possibility of a pharmacological rebound
phenomenon that could lead to adverse ischemic events,
and supported previously issued warnings against premature discontinuation of aspirin.5,6,8
In an analysis of data obtained from 50,279 patients,
Biondi-Zoccai et al reported that the patients who withdrew or did not adhere to aspirin therapy had a threefold
risk of major adverse cardiac events compared to those
who used aspirin. The risk was amplified by a factor of
89 among patients who had undergone stenting.9
A 2005 study by Burger et al reported that as many as
10.2% of ACS cases follow interruption of aspirin therapy by a mean delay of 8.5 days; this delay is consistent
with rebound platelet activity. The delay was longer for a
cerebrovascular event (approximately 14.3 days) and for
peripheral arterial syndromes (approximately 25.8 days).
The authors also reported that acute thrombotic complications are not immediate and usually follow interruption of aspirin therapy after a mean delay of 8–25 days,
a time lapse consistent with normal platelet turnover
required to replace the platelet pool in circulation and
one that suggests a rebound phenomenon.10

Ibuprofen may interfere with aspirin’s
cardioprotection
In a statement released on September 8, 2006, the FDA
notified consumers and health care professionals that
administering ibuprofen as a pain reliever may interfere
with aspirin’s cardiovascular benefits. The report stated
that ibuprofen can interfere with the antiplatelet effect
of low-dose aspirin (81 mg daily), which could diminish
the effectiveness of aspirin used for cardioprotection and
stroke prevention. The FDA added that although ibuprofen and aspirin can be taken together, patients should
talk with their health care providers for additional information concerning the effectiveness of such a regimen.11
In addressing situations where these drugs would be
used concomitantly, the FDA indicated that patients
88
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who use immediate-release aspirin (non-enteric-coated
aspirin) and take a single 400 mg dose of ibuprofen
should wait at least 30 minutes after taking aspirin
before taking ibuprofen, or take the ibuprofen more than
eight hours before aspirin ingestion to avoid attenuating
the effect of aspirin.11
Although available data did not allow the FDA to issue
recommendations about the timing of a 400 mg dose
of ibuprofen for patients taking enteric-coated low-dose
aspirin, one study showed that the antiplatelet effect of
enteric-coated low-dose aspirin was attenuated when
ibuprofen 400 mg was taken 2, 7, or 12 hours after aspirin.12 With occasional use of ibuprofen, there was likely
to be minimal risk from any attenuation of the antiplatelet effect of low-dose aspirin, due to aspirin’s long-lasting
effect on platelets.12
At present, there are no clear data regarding if or how
the antiplatelet effect of aspirin would be affected by
chronic ibuprofen dosing of more than 400 mg; however, according to Catella-Lawson et al, acetaminophen
does not appear to interfere with the antiplatelet effect of
low-dose aspirin.12
Other OTC NSAIDs (that is, naproxen sodium) should
be considered capable of interfering with the antiplatelet
effect of low-dose aspirin until proven otherwise. A 2005
study by Capone et al suggested that naproxen may
interfere with aspirin’s antiplatelet activity when the two
are co-administered; however, 500 mg of naproxen administered two hours before or after 100 mg of aspirin did not
interfere with aspirin’s antiplatelet effect.13
Update

According to recent studies, other NSAIDs may be
involved in blunting the antiplatelet effects of aspirin.
A 2008 study by Gladding et al compared the ex vivo
antiplatelet effects of six NSAIDs (300 mg tiaprofenic
acid, 400 mg ibuprofen, 25 mg indomethacin, 550 mg
naproxen, 200 mg sulindac, and 200 mg celecoxib) to
determine whether these agents antagonize the effects
of aspirin. Platelet function was measured 12 hours
after the administration of each NSAID. The NSAID
was administered again two hours before aspirin (300
mg) and platelet function was reassessed 24 hours after
aspirin.14 Platelet function was assessed by Platelet Function Analyzer 100 closure time in normal subjects in a
randomized, blinded, multiple crossover study.
The Platelet Function Analyzer 100 closure time is
an in vitro test that simulates the conditions of platelet
aggregation at a vascular wall injured site. Whole blood
is aspirated from a reservoir through a capillary and a
biologically active membrane. As blood flows through

the aperture, platelets begin to adhere and aggregate; the
closure time refers to the time required before the platelet
thrombus occludes the aperture completely; as the length
of closure time increases, so does the antiplatelet effect.
Closure time was significantly prolonged 12 hours after
the administration of naproxen, while the other NSAIDs
did not cause significant prolongations. Compared with
placebo plus aspirin, closure time was significantly reduced
when ibuprofen, indomethacin, naproxen, or tiaprofenic
acid were given before aspirin. The authors concluded that
ibuprofen, indomethacin, and naproxen all block the antiplatelet effect of aspirin. Sulindac and celecoxib did not
demonstrate any significant antiplatelet effect or reduce
aspirin’s antiplaletlet actions. Based on these results, it was
suggested that sulindac and celecoxib may be the NSAIDs
of choice for patients who must take aspirin and NSAIDs
concomitantly.14
A 2008 study by Gengo et al measured the magnitude
and duration of inhibition of platelet aggregation in a
group of healthy volunteers following doses of aspirin or
ibuprofen taken alone or in combination.15 Ten subjects
underwent three randomized treatment sessions: aspirin
(325 mg) alone, ibuprofen (400 mg) alone, and finally
ibuprofen (400 mg) followed two hours later by aspirin
(325 mg). Ibuprofen given prior to aspirin resulted in a
significant reduction in both the magnitude and the duration of aspirin’s inhibitory effect on platelet aggregation.15
The same authors performed a confirmatory study
over 27 months, as patients treated with aspirin (325
mg daily) for secondary stroke prophylaxis while taking
an NSAID were identified.15 None of the 18 patients
who were taking either ibuprofen (200–800 mg per
dose) or naproxen (220–500 mg per dose) with aspirin
demonstrated inhibited platelet aggregation; however,
all 18 showed such inhibition after discontinuing the
NSAID and 13 experienced a recurrent ischemic episode
while taking an NSAID and aspirin concomitantly. The
authors concluded that ibuprofen and naproxen prevent
aspirin’s irreversible inhibition of platelet aggregation,
which is needed for secondary stroke prophylaxis. This
interaction can have clinical consequences for patients
taking aspirin.15

A strong advisory warning against the
discontinuation of dual aspirin/clopidogrel
antiplatelet therapy in patients with coronary
artery stents
For coronary patients, aspirin and clopidogrel (Plavix,
Bristol-Myers Squibb) in combination is the primary
prevention strategy against stent thrombosis after the
placement of a drug-eluting metal stent.16 According

to a 2007 advisory issued by the American Heart Association (AHA), discontinuing this drug combination
prematurely increases the risk of a catastrophic event of
stent thrombosis, which can lead to MI and/or death.16
To prevent thrombosis at the site of a drug-eluting stent,
the advisory stresses a 12-month combination therapy of
aspirin and clopidogrel after placement and recommends
educating both the patient and the health care provider
about the hazards of premature antiplatelet-drug discontinuation. Any elective surgery should be postponed
for one year after stent implantation. If surgery must
be performed on high-risk patients with drug-eluting
stents, the practitioner should consider continuing the
antiplatelet therapy during the perioperative period.16
The advisory panel was concerned that antiplatelet
therapy sometimes is prematurely discontinued within
a year after stent implantation, either by the patient or
by a health care provider who may not realize the consequences of discontinuing the antiplatelet combination.
According to the panel, the leading adverse event resulting from discontinuation is stent thrombosis, which can
result in AMI or death.16
Update

A 2008 report by Chhatriwalla and Bhatt recommended
extending dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and
clopidogrel for more than one year (perhaps indefinitely)
in all patients receiving drug-eluting stents. This recommendation was based on a current body of randomized
and observational evidence which indicated that extending antiplatelet therapy improved cardiovascular outcomes for patients with ACS, a prior history of ischemic
events, or percutaneous coronary intervention with bare
metal stents or drug-eluting stents.17
More recently, a literature review by Eisenberg et al
sought to examine the safety of short-term discontinuation of antiplatelet therapy. Of 161 cases of late stent
thrombosis found in the literature, 19 occurred in
patients who were receiving dual antiplatelet therapy
(aspirin and Plavix) at the time of the event. If patients
stopped both drugs, the median time to late stent
thrombosis was seven days. Among patients who stopped
Plavix with no ill effect and subsequently stopped aspirin, the median time to event was seven days from the
time of aspirin cessation. By comparison, the median
time to event was 122 days when Plavix was stopped but
aspirin was maintained.18
Among the 48 patients who stopped both agents, 36
cases of late stent thrombosis (75%) occurred within
10 days. By comparison, of the 95 patients who discontinued Plavix but continued aspirin, only six cases (6%)
www.agd.org
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occurred within 10 days. The authors concluded that
short-term discontinuation of Plavix may be relatively
safe in patients with drug-eluting stents, provided that
aspirin therapy is maintained.18
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Restorative Dentistry

Intracoronal cast gold restorations
Bruce W. Small, DMD, MAGD

C

ast gold has been used as a dental restorative
material for more than 100 years. Taggart is generally credited with being the first to perform the
dental gold casting technique.1 Cast gold that is cast and
finished properly displays wear very similar to that of
natural teeth.2 A 2004 article by Donovan et al reported
that intra- and extracoronal cast gold restorations had an
overall survival rate of 95.4% after 52 years.3 In many
cases, intracoronal cast gold restorations can be constructed for both functional and esthetic purposes (Fig.
1–3)—which begs the question: Why do so relatively
few restorative dentists place intracoronal cast gold restorations? This column attempts to answer that question
while also describing the technique for the preparation of
a Class II cast gold inlay.

In the 1970s, porcelain-fused-to-metal (PFM) crowns
were introduced, as were direct and indirect toothcolored restorations. All three contributed to the shift
from cast gold to materials with a shorter lifespan.
In addition to the paucity of opportunities to learn
about cast gold restorations, some dental insurance companies have declined to cover such procedures, which
affects a dentist’s treatment plan options when a tooth
needs to be restored.

Intracoronal gold—Why not?

After anesthesia is administered and a rubber dam is
placed, the old restoration and/or caries is removed (Fig.
4). If the caries is on a virgin tooth and this is the initial
entry into that tooth, one might consider a direct gold
foil or other type of restoration. Do not remove any
healthy tooth structure at this time, even if the excavation creates an undercut. The tooth should be examined
very closely for any fracture lines or wear facets, particularly internal cracks seen on the pulpal floor. If there are
fracture lines on the pulpal floor but no clinical signs of
pain or discomfort, it may be possible to complete the
preparation and place a long-lasting inlay. The patient

The technique for casting intracoronal cast gold restorations does not get sufficient attention from most
dental schools, especially now that the construction
of a cast restoration is no longer included in licensing
examinations within the U.S. Since the demand for
cast gold restorations has diminished, qualified cast
gold technicians have retired and new ones are not
being trained. Consequently, many teeth that could be
restored using a conservative intracoronal restoration
are being prepared for ceramic inlays or full coverage
of some kind.

Fig. 1. Anterior retracted view of a patient with
eight cast gold restorations and three direct
gold restorations.

Class II inlay technique
Most intracoronal cast gold restorations begin with a
Class II inlay. The following paragraphs will describe the
clinical procedure for a Class II inlay.
Removal of existing restoration and caries

Fig. 2. A maxillary occlusal view of the patient
in Figure 1.
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Fig. 3. A mandibular occlusal view of the
patient in Figure 1.
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Fig. 4. An ill-fitting all-ceramic restoration prior to removal.

Fig. 5. Preparation of maxillary premolar for a disto-occlusal cast gold
inlay.

should be informed as to the prognosis and an onlay
or other restoration that will help to hold the tooth
together should be considered.
Placement of blockout and preparation

After removing the old restoration and any caries, place
a blockout or a build-up material in the cavity. The
blockout is utilized to fill in any undercuts, thus allowing
the operator to create an ideal preparation with the proper
depth, draw, and flare of the proximal walls while conserving as much tooth structure as possible. The blockout
should have a draw of approximately 6 degrees on each
wall (including the axial wall), with the proximal walls
flared enough to break contact, thus allowing the dentist
to finish the margins with sandpaper disks (Fig. 5). The
occlusal portion of the preparation should be at least 2
mm deep, with an axial depth of approximately 1.5 mm.
The preparation (particularly the cavosurface margins)
can be refined using hand instruments and a 7404
finishing bur with a pear-shaped head. Using hand instruments, place an external bevel of 60 degrees on the cavosurface of any proximal box and add a 30 degree internal
acuteness to two surface restorations on premolars
without a definitive keyway. The internal acuteness aids in
seating and draws the casting close to the axial wall.
Impression and laboratory construction

After the final refinement of the preparation, a very
precise impression should be taken. The rubber dam
septum should be cut and a retraction cord placed. Following the appropriate amount of time (usually three to
five minutes), remove the rubber dam and place a cotton
roll holder (if operating on the mandibular arch) and
possibly a dri-angle (if working on the maxillary arch).
Controlling moisture is mandatory.
92
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Fig. 6. An occlusal view of a
completed disto-occlusal cast
gold inlay.

Fig. 7. The lingual view of
completed disto-occlusal cast
gold inlay.

The impression should be poured as soon as possible to
prevent any dimensional change in the impression material. The wax-up is completed and the inlay cast is finished
and polished to the operator’s specifications. A Type 2 gold
is recommended for constructing the casting.
Seating, finishing, and polishing

After placing the rubber dam, try-in the inlay and adjust
the contact, if necessary. If the preparation was designed to
provide sufficient retention and it fits properly, zinc phosphate is the cement of choice, as it allows the operator to
adjust the working time of the cement mix. Other, more
adhesive cements are available, but most will harden too
quickly, making it difficult to remove excess material.
Finish the inlay using paper-backed sandpaper disks.
Rotating carefully from gold to tooth, the disks are used to
level the gold with the tooth in three planes. Three grits of
sandpaper disks are recommended for finishing: medium
garnet, fine sand, and fine cuttle used on a straight
mandrel at slow speeds.

Fig. 8. A gold casting showing an integral pin.

Fig. 9. An example of a cast gold onlay with a
Tucker pin in the center of casting.

Fig. 10. An example of a two-surface cast gold
restoration with an integral pin in the restoration.

Summary

Fig. 11. An example of a two-surface cast gold restoration with a large
lingual bale.

Finally, any scratches made on the inlay by the disks
should be removed and the polishing procedure completed. This step is accomplished by using three powders (a wet No. 4 flour of pumice, a wet 15 µ aluminum
oxide powder, and a dry 1 µ aluminum oxide powder)
in webbed rubber prophy cups. The end result should
be highly polished and have no reflective margins (Fig.
6 and 7).

Additional retention techniques
After the completion of a surface preparation, an operator may determine that extra retention is necessary. In
the author’s experience, it is common to use additional
retention in large, wide open preparations or clinically
short teeth. Clinical experience is the best guide for deciding the most appropriate treatment plan for any particular
case. The most common methods are adding integral pins
(Fig. 8 and 9), slots (Fig. 10), or bales (Fig. 11).

Cast gold is by far the longest lasting dental material available.3 However, cast gold has been used less frequently for
intracoronal restorations since the “esthetic revolution” of
the early 1970s. As a result, more direct composites and
tooth-colored inlays, onlays, and crowns are being placed,
with each having problems of sensitivity, secondary caries,
fracture, and increased wear. The author recommends
that dentists obtain some exposure to intracoronal cast
gold techniques so that they can determine which type of
restoration is most appropriate for their patients.
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Dental Materials

Impression materials—
Are there any really new ones?
Michael B. Miller, DDS, FAGD

P

olyethers (PEs) and vinyl polysiloxane (VPS)
first “hydrophilic” VPS material (Aquasil) in 1997. Since
materials are the most popular classifications of
that time, there has been a race among manufacturers to
impression materials for precision restorations
be the first to create VPS materials with as much hydrosuch as inlays, onlays, crowns, and bridges. But you
philicity as PE materials. Note that hydrophilic properties in VPS products need to be additives, since, unlike
might be amazed to know that PEs were first introPEs, these materials are not inherently hydrophilic. This
duced by ESPE (before the company was purchased by
race escalated recently
3M) in 1965—yes, Impwhen several manufacturregum (3M ESPE) has
ers released marketing
been around that long!
A quick check shows that
videos to illustrate what
Dentsply Caulk led the
happens when you place
way with VPS materials
there have been no other
a drop of water on a set
by bringing Reprosil to
or even an unset mix of
the market back in 1982.
major category advancements
impression material. PreA quick check shows that
sumably, the material is
there have been no other
in the material side of
not hydrophilic if it beads
major category advanceup like water on a freshly
ments in the material
impression-taking for 28 years!
waxed car; however, if it
side of impression-taking
flattens out, it will do the
for 28 years!
same on a preparation in
So what has changed—
the mouth, showing that it has enhanced hydrophilicity
and which of these changes really affect your chances
and wetting out ability.
of taking the perfect impression the first time?
The Reality Research Lab (RRL) has developed
Hydrophilicity
a more clinically relevant (albeit more labor-intensive)
One of the main advantages PEs have over VPS prodtest, in which an acrylic model with prepped and intact
ucts is their inherent hydrophilicity. Hydrocolloid,
extracted teeth is impressed with different materials
which still has a very small segment of the impression
after the teeth have been dried, coated with a glistenmaterial market, is the epitome of this type of material.
ing layer of water, or coated with a rather thick film of
It is generally considered that the greater a material’s
freshly captured saliva. Not only are the impressions
hydrophilicity, the less likely that fluid in the sulcus or
and models examined closely, but full-cast crowns are
really anywhere else on the preparation will distort the
fabricated and marginal gaps are measured under a
impression; the hydrophilic material will merely absorb
stereomicroscope at 50x. A recent RRL product comthe fluid and continue with its mission of registering
parison showed virtually no differences between two
an accurate and detailed impression. This property also
popular materials, Flexitime (Heraeus Kulzer, Inc.) and
goes hand-in-hand with the ability of the impression
Aquasil Ultra (Dentsply Caulk).
material to “wet out” on the preparation and capture
On the other hand, one VPS material bucking the
better detail. This latter property has enhanced my own
hydrophilicity trend is Precision (Discus Dental), which
experience taking impressions over the years with PEs,
is marketed as “hydrokinetic” (which simply means
especially Permadyne (3M ESPE), which has long been
“moving water”). Well, you can’t move water if you
one of my favorite materials.
also have an affinity for it, which is the essence of the
Dentsply Caulk trumped the market again with the
meaning of “hydrophilic.” Therefore, another way of
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describing “hydrokinetic” would be “hydrophobic.” In
other words, this product essentially returns to the early
days when all VPS materials were hydrophobic. The
RRL also tested this product, but the manufacturer did
not specify another product as a control. This makes it
more difficult to interpret the data, although there were
virtually no differences between the experimental groups,
indicating that this product will perform as the manufacturer claims it will.
Does any of this matter when you are trying to take an
accurate impression? Well, if the sulcus is filled with fluid
(including blood), thus obscuring your margin, it could
definitely make a difference. If you are using a supremely
hydrophilic material, you hope that the product will
literally soak up the fluid similar to a sponge and, at the
same time, register the impression.
On the other hand, if the material is hydrokinetic, the
aim is to move the fluid out of the sulcus first and then
capture the margin. Is this a better strategy? The answer
is probably yes, since there is less chance that the fluid
will distort the material, which could happen if the fluid
is absorbed.
But if this strategy is preferred, why have virtually all
manufacturers opted for the hydrophilic route? One
reason could be the mob mentality: If it works for one
company, then other companies will produce the same
item with some slight tweaks. Another reason is that
the hydrokinetic concept flies in the face of the trend.
Hydrophilic is the in concept, from bonding agents to
cements to sealants. Why should impression materials be
any different? Hydrophilic PEs followed in the successful
footprints of hydrophilic hydrocolloid. Finally, only one
company thought of using the hydrokinetic approach.
So should you switch to a hydrokinetic impression
material? Not necessarily. There are numerous other factors to consider, such as working and setting times, flow,
availability in different delivery systems, and so forth.
All of these criteria may be as important or even more so
than hydrophilicity.
Of course, none of this matters at all if you use proper
soft tissue management before you even lay a diamond
on the tooth. I obsess over tissue management, so I
believe that preventing a bloody sulcus is much more
effective than having to deal with it after the fact. As
admirable as this goal may be, though, it doesn’t always
happen. Therefore, an impression material that will work
in less than optimal conditions has significant value,
which is why PEs continue to garner kudos from their
devotees: These products tend to be less sensitive to
moisture and have a terrific ability to wet out the preparation under adverse conditions.

Viscosity and flow
This issue depends on how you prefer to take an impression. Personally, I prefer a very light body/heavy body
combination: I look for a light body material that
syringes easily and flows well without being too runny,
and a heavy body tray material that will push the syringe
material firmly against the preparation and, at the same
time, not allow it to run down the patient’s throat,
which materials with very low viscosity have a tendency
to do. Less popular is a monophase material for both the
syringe and tray.
The combination of very low viscosity syringe materials and heavy body tray materials is not new, although
the RRL tests on flow using the Shark Fin device developed by 3M ESPE have found more recently introduced
materials with high flow. So, if you’re like me, you no
longer have to stick with one or two brands to get better
flow in your syringe material.

Hardness/stiffness
With the increasing popularity of closed mouth impressions (especially with sideless trays), a more rigid or
stiff material should work better by providing lateral
support, although to my knowledge, this theory has
never been proven in a clinical comparison. Nevertheless, using a digital durometer, the RRL has found a few
materials that are, indeed, stiffer than the rest. Just don’t
be tempted to use a very rigid material for a full-arch
impression, especially if you are using a well-fitting
custom tray—you may need a “knee-on-chest” maneuver
to remove it from the patient’s mouth!

Dispensing options
Another area that has undergone some significant
changes is the mixing/dispensing of materials. The handmixing required for tube-based products has been largely
replaced with cartridge-based products that are mixed
and dispensed using a ubiquitous automix gun. However, these guns are not exactly cutting-edge any longer;
they look like you bought them in a home improvement store, and can make filling a full-arch tray a real
challenge for an auxiliary due to the hand and forearm
strength required for heavy body materials.
To overcome the disadvantages of guns, ESPE introduced the first electronic mixer in 1995. There have
been tweaks and speed improvements in these machines,
which have been cloned by a handful of competitors over
the ensuing 15 years, but the overall design is largely the
same as that of the original version.
For syringe materials, at least two VPS products have
unidose versions. While I like unidose packaging, it
www.agd.org
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doesn’t seem to have caught on with impression materials
and has not been a significant factor in product selection.

Intraoral working time
Our thirst for speed has resulted in the availability of a
number of very fast-setting materials, which can be a real
time-saver when you impress one or two teeth. However,
when you try to stretch the use of fast-set materials for
more than the aforementioned one or two teeth, the
intraoral working time of these materials becomes a
major issue.
Unfortunately, the working times provided by manufacturers are typically determined at room temperature.
While this provides some comparison between products,
it doesn’t really give you much indication about how
much time you have between starting to syringe the
material around your preparation and when you need
to seat the tray. For example, if you are taking a 10-unit
impression, how much time do you have from when you
syringe material around the first preparation and when
you need to seat the tray? This is critical to know because
the material syringed around the first of the 10 preparations is already starting to set before you’ve reached the
last preparation; this setting is accelerated by the heat
and moisture of the mouth. If it sets too fast, the tray
material will not bond adequately to the syringe material
and you’ll most likely end up with wrinkles or other
types of distortion.
To my knowledge, there are only two extended working time VPS materials on the market—Aquasil Ultra
Xtra (Dentsply Caulk) and Multi-Prep (Clinician’s
Choice)—both of which have been introduced in recent
years. For large cases, it would be prudent to consider
using one of them.

Tear strength
If you have ever removed an impression from a patient’s
mouth and found that it has torn on a critical marginal
area, you know how important this property is. I
recently took an impression for 10 veneers in a patient
who had open gingival embrasures. Normally, I would
block out these embrasures from the lingual to prevent
the impression material from locking into them and tearing when it is removed from the mouth. But I was using
an “improved” formula of a well-known material (Take
1 Advanced, Kerr Dental) that had claims of high tear
strength. Therefore, on this case, I decided to go for it
and dispense with the block out procedure. Sure enough,
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the impression tore. I took a second impression and it
also tore.
The guru of tear strength testing, in my opinion, is
Dr. Alan Boghosian, a member of the REALITY Editorial Team. Dr. Boghosian and his colleague recently
completed a test of eight impression materials for the
RRL. The material I used that tore in the mouth scored
in the middle of the pack, meaning it did not quite
match the strength forecast by the manufacturer. To be
fair, even though the impressions I took did indeed tear,
the margins were still captured and the veneers seated
beautifully.
Nevertheless, since a torn impression can ruin an
otherwise perfect effort, it would be wise not to tempt
fate. Block out areas that could cause tears, such as the
aforementioned open embrasures—assuming, of course,
that these areas don’t need to be captured.

What to use?
Many aspects of taking an impression are personal. For
example, you get to select the material that meets your
flow and set time requirements. Beyond that, don’t get
too caught up with pseudo-categories like “vinyl polyether silicone” or marketing slogans such as “polyeasier.”
There are still only two real classes of impression material, the same as there have been for the past 28 years.
And remember, no impression material can do it all. To
get the best of all worlds, you probably need to stock two
or three different types of material to cover all clinical
situations as efficiently and productively as possible.
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Digital Radiography

Asymptomatic carotid artery calcifications
discovered on panoramic radiography
Mohammad Ali Dolatabadi, DDS
Yousef Janbaz, DDS

n
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This article presents the case of a 50-year-old asymptomatic man
whose panoramic radiograph revealed calcium deposits within the
left internal carotid bifurcation region. Subsequent duplex ultrasonic
examination indicated unilateral low-grade carotid arterial stenosis,
a condition associated with a significant risk of stroke, which had
not been identified previously. The findings on the panoramic

T

he most common manifestations of atherosclerosis are coronary artery disease, peripheral
vascular disease, and cerebrovascular
accidents (strokes).1 A 2009 article
reported that carotid artery calcification is responsible for an estimated
5% of ischemic strokes.2 Stroke
survivors face lifelong disabilities
such as loss of mobility, aphasia,
and depression.3 Atheroma-related
formations of thrombi and emboli

n
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radiograph prompted appropriate and potentially lifesaving treatment. Dentists who are well-versed in diagnosing calcified plaques
on panoramic radiographs can play a major role in the early referral
and treatment of undiagnosed asymptomatic patients.
Received: November 21, 2008
Accepted: February 6, 2009

in the carotid artery are the most
frequent causes of stroke.2 Early
detection of carotid atherosclerosis
not only can save lives but also may
reduce medical expenditures.
Friedlander and Lande reported
that panoramic radiology could
aid in detecting patients at risk of
stroke.4 Calcified atherosclerotic
lesions in the carotid bifurcation can
be detected in the lower corners of
the panoramic radiograph, adjacent

to the cervical spine and hyoid
bone; such lesions may appear as
a nodular radiopaque mass or as
double radiopaque vertical lines
within the neck. These calcifications
are found on panoramic radiographs
inferior-posterior to the angle of the
mandible, at the lower margin of
the third cervical vertebra and the
entirety of the fourth cervical vertebra; such lesions are approximately
1.5–4.5 mm in size (Fig. 1).5

Internal
carotid C2
artery

External carotid artery

C3

ne
d bo Common
H yo i
carotid
artery

C4

Thyroid

C5

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the relationship of the common carotid artery, the internal carotid artery, the external carotid artery, and the structures
usually seen on a panoramic radiograph. Note the process of embolization of atherosclerotic debris (black arrow) at the carotid bifurcation (white arrow).
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Digital Radiography Asymptomatic carotid artery calcifications discovered on panoramic radiography

Fig. 2. The calcifications (arrow) appeared as heterogeneous radiopacities
overlying the carotid bifurcation near the tip of the greater horn of the
hyoid bone, approximately 2.5 cm posterior and 2.5 cm inferior to the
cortical rim of the midpoint of the mandibular angle.

Fig. 3. A color-flow duplex sonography image of the left internal carotid
artery confirming the presence of atheroma.

Case report

Discussion

A 50-year-old man came to the
dental office for comprehensive
dental care. His medical history
revealed non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia (controlled with oral medication), and
tobacco use (which he had ceased
one year earlier). The patient had
no history of medical problems, and
his primary care physician had not
diagnosed any other illness during
his last examination. A panoramic
radiograph taken during his dental
treatment revealed the presence of
single, irregular, non-homogenous
radiopacities lying over the left
carotid bifurcations. The calcifications were located inferior to the
angle of the mandible and the tip of
the hyoid bone and superior to the
tip of the thyroid cartilage and the
C3, C4, and C5 vertebrae (Fig. 2).
Carotid duplex ultrasonography
revealed a left unilateral carotid stenosis (Fig. 3). Small calcified plaque
(4 x 2 mm) was seen in the left
internal carotid artery but did not
display any hemodynamic symptoms. The patient was referred to his
specialist for further management.

According to Khosropanah et al,
panoramic radiographs have a sensitivity of 66.6% and a positive predictive value of 45%, indicating that
they cannot be considered accurate
or reliable for detecting carotid artery
calcifications.2 However, dentists
who review oral panoramic radiographs should look for incidental
calcifications lying over the carotid
bifurcation region. The patient in
the present case had no signs or
symptoms of carotid artery disease
and may not have been evaluated or
screened for atherosclerotic disease
had these calcified carotid plaques
not appeared on the panoramic
radiograph. He had unilateral lowgrade stenosis and he needed followup for changes in plaque size and
form, which could cause symptoms
requiring surgical removal.
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Diagnosis

Stenosis is best determined by using
duplex ultrasonography, which is
inexpensive, easily available, accurate, and noninvasive. Duplex ultrasonography measures the increase
in blood velocity produced by a
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focal stenosis (a process known as
the Bernoulli Effect), thus indirectly
yielding information concerning the
severity of stenosis. Similar calcifications are found in the coronary
arteries of individuals with ischemic
heart disease.6
Differential diagnosis

Atherosclerosis is not the only
cause of soft tissue calcifications
seen anterior to the cervical vertebrae on panoramic radiographs;
in fact, carotid calcifications must
be differentiated from calcified
triticeous/thyroid cartilage, calcified lymph nodes, and non-carotid
phleboliths (sclerosing hemangiomata).7 When an anterior-posterior
radiograph of the neck uses soft
tissue exposure settings, calcifications within the carotid arteries
will appear lateral to the spine;
by contrast, calcifications in the
thyroid gland, thyroid cartilage,
triticeous cartilage, or epiglottis
will appear in the midline, superimposed over the spine. Phleboliths
(sclerosing hemangiomata) and
calcified acne or lymph nodes are
other calcifications that may be

superimposed over the same part
of the panoramic film. By contrast,
the stylohyoid and calcified stylomandibular ligaments are situated
posterior to the mandibular ramus.
Treatment

Carotid endarterectomy, which
consists of using a variety of
techniques for local removal of the
atherosclerotic plaque, has been
conclusively shown to reduce the
risk of stroke among symptomatic
and asymptomatic patients who
have significant plaque lesions (that
is, a stenosis of 60% or more).8,9
Duplex ultrasonography—the most
accurate screening method short of
angiography—is noninvasive and
relatively inexpensive; however,
screening all patients is impractical
and not cost-effective. High-risk
groups for whom ultrasonic screening might be cost-effective include
those with bruits or atherosclerosis
in other parts of the body.
Audible cervical bruits may be
caused by turbulent blood flow,
tortuousity, high flow rates through
otherwise normal vessels, a cardiac
problem, or carotid artery stenosis.
Although the presence of a bruit
does not necessarily indicate carotid
artery stenosis, most physicians
believe that their presence increases
the patient’s risk of developing
carotid artery stenosis and that they
are an indication for ultrasonic
evaluation.10,11 In addition, because
atherosclerosis tends to be a systemic problem, 10–12% of patients
with lower extremity and coronary
atherosclerosis also have significant
carotid artery stenosis.12,13 Dentists

should refer these patients to a physician for a cardiovascular evaluation to receive proper and timely
medical treatment.
Occlusive disease in either location (extremity or coronary) has
become a de facto indication for
carotid ultrasonography. To date,
however, there are no universally
accepted screening criteria, and the
decision to refer a patient for ultrasonic evaluation remains that of the
individual physician.

Summary
Although panoramic radiographs
do not have a 100% sensitivity or
positive predictive value for detecting carotid artery calcifications,
dentists should make a point of
examining them for incidental
calcifications over the carotid bifurcation region. When that is the
case, dentists can refer their patients
to a physician for a cardiovascular
evaluation to receive proper and
timely medical treatment.
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Anticipated demographic changes in the U.S. during the next 20
years will bring increasing numbers of geriatric patients into dental
practices. It is expected that these patients will have multiple
co-morbid medical conditions and will have to take multiple
medications as a result. Dental practitioners must stay informed
concerning newly marketed drugs and those commonly prescribed

T

he demographic changes anticipated in the next 20 years are
expected to lead to an increased
interest in the health concerns of
older adults.1 The prevalence of
medical conditions is high among
geriatric patients, and the concomitant incidence of medication
use increases with age.2-6 Geriatric
patients may be at high risk medically due to cumulative illnesses, and
their treatments require specialized
dental skills, medical monitoring,
and careful pharmacological management.4 The medications commonly used to treat disease states
associated with aging may have notable side effects and drug interactions;
these effects may be exacerbated in
geriatric patients. In a recent study
of dental school patients, Miller et
al reported that approximately 57%
of all drugs taken had the potential
to affect dental care adversely and
to create life-threatening drug
interactions.4 Today’s dentists must
be able to assess complex medical
conditions, multiple and complex
medication regimens, and how each
of these affects the patient’s oral and
overall health and the provision of
dental care.
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to geriatric patients, and the potential dental implications of those
drugs. Specialized training in geriatric dentistry, continuing education, and consultation with medical and pharmacy practitioners can
provide valuable tools for managing this special patient population.
Received: May 20, 2009
Accepted: August 18, 2009

Common medical disorders
among geriatric patients include
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, dislipidemia, diabetes mellitus
and other endocrine disorders,
respiratory diseases, musculoskeletal
disorders, neurological disorders,
and chronic pain.2-4,7 Cardiovascular
drugs are the most common group
of drugs used by geriatric patients
and elicit dentally significant adverse
effects.2,3,6-8 More often than not,
however, geriatric patients are taking
multiple medications. The most frequently prescribed medications that
may impact dental management of
older patients include cardiovascular
drugs, NSAIDs, gastrointestinal
agents, psychotropic agents, and
endocrine agents.8
Not only do dentists need to be
familiar with their patients’ medical
disorders, they also must carefully
analyze their patients’ medications.2,9
Increased knowledge of pharmacology as it pertains to geriatric patients
and advanced dental management
of this special patient population are
essential.4 When patients provide
incomplete or vague medical or
medication histories, medical consultation, pharmacist consultation,
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or family member clarification
should be performed before any
dental treatment begins. Many
of these chronic complex medical
conditions and their drug therapies,
combined with the frequent use of
OTC drugs, place the patient at risk
for adverse outcomes during dental
therapies.4,5 To compound matters,
at least 40% of geriatric patients
receive drugs from two or more physicians and 12% of older patients
either take medications prescribed
for someone else or take their own
medications incorrectly.6
Geriatric patients often have
chronic and sometimes complex
health problems and consume more
medication than any other age
group.2,5 The use of multiple drugs
(from multiple drug categories)
increases with age.2 Independent
elders take at least one to four
medications daily, while elders
in long-term care take an average
of 5–14 medications daily.1-4,6,9
Polypharmacy, multiple co-morbid
medical conditions, and physiological changes in terms of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and
excretion of drugs affect geriatric
patients’ responses to medications,

placing them at a higher risk of side
effects and adverse effects.6,7,9,10
Physiological changes that result
during normal aging are in large part
due to increases in total body fat,
circulatory changes, decreased organ
function, and decreases in total
body water and lean body muscle
mass.6,9 As a result, lower doses of
medications are often necessary to
reach therapeutic concentrations in
older patients, and these doses may
remain in body tissues for longer
periods of time. Poor nutritional
status and drug interactions also
enhance adverse or toxic reactions.11
Adverse effects are considered to be
unwanted, unintended, preventable,
or toxic injuries caused by a drug;
they may appear as physical or oral
manifestations.2 Important adverse
reactions include side effects, drug
allergy, and toxic reactions.1 Known
risk factors for adverse drug interactions include administration to
geriatric patients, administration to
medically compromised patients,
use of drugs with small margins of
safety, and chronic drug therapies
which utilize drugs that are excreted
slowly.5,11 Adverse drug effects
are common in geriatric patients,
affecting approximately 25% of
older patients and accounting for
10–17% of hospitalizations of geriatric patients.6,9
As patients take increasing
numbers of prescription and
non-prescription drugs, several
factors can increase the likelihood
of adverse reactions and potential
mortality in geriatric patients,
including drug interactions, errors
in taking medications, prescriptions
from multiple physicians, and the
physiologic states produced by each
drug. The mortality rate associated
with adverse drug reactions and the
average hospital stay due to drug
reaction increases exponentially with
the number of drugs taken.6

Adverse drug reactions occur
most commonly in connection
with drugs used to treat congestive
heart failure, arthritis, hypertension,
diabetes, respiratory tract infections,
and prostatic hypertrophy.6 In addition, the drugs dentists administer
and prescribe to geriatric patients
may interact adversely with medications prescribed by their physicians.
As the number of geriatric patients
increases, dentists must be familiar
with currently prescribed medications taken by geriatric patients, the
diseases for which they are taking
these medications, self-administered
OTC drugs, potential interactions
with dentally prescribed drugs, and
adverse drug effects.6
This article lists medications
commonly prescribed to geriatric
patients and adverse effects associated with those drugs.12-16 Dentists
should have a working knowledge of
how these drugs act, potential drug
interactions, dosing restrictions,
and how the body handles these
drugs. Because new drugs and new
drug combinations are prescribed
frequently, unreported drug interactions should be considered.5

Adverse interactions with
drugs prescribed in dentistry
ACE inhibitors

No dentally significant effects or
complications have been reported
with quinapril (Accupril, Pfizer Inc.)
or benazepril (Lotensin, Novartis
Pharmaceuticals). Lisinopril (Prinivil, Merck & Co.) is associated with
orthostatic hypotension. Enalapril
(Vasotec, Merck & Co.) is associated with orthostatic hypotension
and abnormal taste.
In patients with compromised
renal function, prescribing NSAIDs
may result in further deterioration
of renal function. Quinapril may
reduce the absorption of quinolone and tetracycline antibiotics.
www.agd.org

High-dose aspirin, NSAIDs, and
salicylates may reduce the therapeutic effects of ACE inhibitors.
Lisinopril may increase the toxicity
of adverse events from azathioprine,
cyclosporine, or NSAIDs.13
Aldosterone antagonists

No dentally significant effects
or complications of using this
drug group have been reported.
Prescribing salicylates and NSAIDs
(indomethacin) may decrease the
natriuretic effect of spironolactone
(Aldactone, Pfizer Inc.).13
Vasodilators

No dentally significant effects or
complications have been reported
with hydralazine (Apresoline, Novartis Pharmaceuticals). Nitroglycerin is
associated with xerostomia, although
normal salivary flow returns once
the drug is discontinued.13 Prescribing NSAIDs may decrease hydralazine’s hemodynamic effects.
Calcium channel blockers

Diltiazem (Cardizem, Abbott
Laboratories) has been reported to
cause a greater than 10% incidence
of gingival hyperplasia, which
usually disappears once the drug is
discontinued.13 There have been few
reports of gingival hyperplasia with
amlodipine (Norvasc, Pfizer Inc.).
The blood levels/physiologic
effects of diltiazem and amlodipine
may be increased by systemic azole
antifungals, clarithromycin, diclofenac, doxycycline, and erythromycin.
Diltiazem may increase the levels/
effects of selected benzodiazepines
and cyclosporine.13
Anti-arrhythmics

When patients are taking medications that prolong the QT interval
(specifically amiodarone), dentists
should consult with the patient’s
physician prior to administering a
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vasoconstrictor. Use epinephrine
and levonordefrin with caution.
Amiodarone is associated with
abnormal salivation and taste.13
Azithromycin (Zithromax, Pfizer
Inc.) may prolong the effect of
amiodarone. Cimetidine (Tagamet,
GlaxoSmithKline) may decrease
the metabolism of amiodarone,
which may in turn diminish the
therapeutic effect of codeine and
decrease the metabolism of cyclosporine and lidocaine.13
Anti-adrenergic agents/Beta
adrenergic blockers

Carvedilol (Coreg, GlaxoSmithKline) has been associated with postural hypotension and periodontitis.
Using NSAIDs (such as ibuprofen
and indomethacin) for three weeks
or longer may reduce the hypotensive effect of beta blockers; no special
precautions are needed for shortterm use.13 Propranolol and nadolol
(nonselective beta blockers) enhance
the pressor response to epinephrine,
resulting in hypertension and
bradycardia. Local anesthetic with
vasoconstrictor can be used safely on
patients taking atenolol (Tenormin,
AstraZeneca) or metoprolol.13,17
Barbiturates may decrease the
serum concentration of beta blockers. Cimetidine may decrease the
metabolism of carvedilol. Carvedilol
may increase the serum concentration of cyclosporine. Beta blockers
may decrease the metabolism of
lidocaine. Propoxyphene may
decrease the metabolism of beta
blockers. Ampicillin may decrease
the bioavailability of atenolol.
NSAIDs may diminish the antihypertensive effect of beta blockers.13
Anti-arrhythmics/Nonselective
beta adrenergic blockers

Epinephrine has interacted with
nonselective beta blockers such
as sotalol to cause an initial
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hypertensive episode followed by
bradycardia.13 Sotalol is one of the
drugs that is known to prolong
the QT interval and could result
in torsade de pointes, a ventricular
tachycardia in which the heart rate
can range from 150–250 beats per
minute.18 It is not known what
effect vasoconstrictors in local
anesthetic will have on patients with
a known history of congenital prolonged QT interval or on patients
taking drugs that prolong the QT
interval. Until more information is
obtained and reported in the medical
literature, it is suggested that dentists
consult with the patient’s physician
prior to the use of a vasoconstrictor
and that the vasoconstrictor be used
with caution due to the potential for
hypertensive episodes.13
Angiotensin II inhibitors with
or without diuretic

Orthostatic hypotension has been
reported with angiotensin II inhibitors.13 Systemic antifungal azole
derivatives may decrease the metabolism of losartan (Cozaar, Merck
& Co.). NSAIDs may diminish the
therapeutic effect of angiotensin
II receptor blockers (ARBs), and
NSAIDs used in combination with
ARBs may significantly decrease
glomerular filtration and renal
function.13
Loop diuretics

Xerostomia and oral irritations have
been reported with loop diuretics
such as furosemide (Lasix, SanofiAventis).16 Systemic corticosteroids
may enhance the hypokalemic effect
of loop diuretics, while NSAIDs
may diminish the diuretic effect.13
Thiazide diuretics

Xerostomia, orthostatic hypotension, and hypotension have been
reported with thiazide diuretics such
as hydrochlorothiazide (Microzide,
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Watson Pharmaceuticals). Systemic
corticosteroids may enhance the
hypokalemic effect of thiazide
diuretics, while NSAIDs may
diminish the diuretic and antihypertensive effects.13,16
Anti-anginal agents

Isosorbide dinitrate may cause
xerostomia and affect salivation.
Normal salivary flow resumes once
the drug is discontinued. No significant effects have been noted with
isosorbide mononitrate (Imdur,
AstraZeneca). There are no reported
drug interactions with dentally
prescribed drugs.
Potassium replacements

No dentally significant effects,
complications, or drug interactions
between potassium chloride and
dentally prescribed drugs have been
reported.
Cardiac glycosides

Vasoconstrictors should be used
with caution due to risk of cardiac
arrhythmias with digoxin. Digoxin
has been reported to cause a sensitive gag reflex, which could affect
taking a dental impression.13
Systemic antifungal azole derivatives may increase the serum concentration of cardiac glycosides, with
the exception of miconazole. Cyclosporine may decrease the metabolism
of cardiac glycosides, while kaolin
may decrease their absorption.13
Osteoporosis treatments

Osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ)—a
condition generally associated with
local infection and/or tooth extraction and delayed healing—has been
reported in patients taking bisphosphonates.13 Symptoms include a
nonhealing extraction socket or an
exposed jawbone. Most reported
cases of bisphosphonate-associated
osteonecrosis have been in cancer

patients treated with intravenous
bisphosphonates; however, it has
also been reported in patients taking
oral bisphosphonates for postmenopausal osteoporosis.13 For patients
requiring dental procedures, there
are no data available to suggest
whether discontinuation of bisphosphonate treatment reduces the risk
of ONJ. NSAIDs may enhance the
adverse/toxic effect of bisphosphonate derivatives.19
Antidiabetic agents

Patients with Type 2 diabetes who are
taking glimepiride (Amaryl, SanofiAventis), glyburide, rosiglitazone
(Avandia, GlaxoSmithKline), metformin (Glucophage, Bristol-Myers
Squibb), or glipizide (Glucotrol,
Pfizer Inc.) should undergo dental
treatment in the morning to minimize the chance of stress-induced
hypoglycemia. Metformin has been
associated with taste disorder.13
Systemic corticosteroids may
diminish the hypoglycemic effect
of antidiabetic agents. Adrenal
suppression may lead to acute
adrenal crisis, which may manifest
as enhanced hypoglycemia. Sulfonylureas may increase the serum
concentration of cyclosporine.
Fluconazole may increase the serum
concentration of sulfonylureas.
Sulfonamide derivatives and trimethoprim may enhance the hypoglycemic effect of sulfonylureas.13
Anxiolytics, sedatives,
hypnotics

Zolpidem (Ambien, Sanofi-Aventis),
lorazepam, and alprazolam are
associated with xerostomia. Normal
salivary flow resumes when the drug
is discontinued.13
Azole derivative antifungal agents
(with the exception of miconazole)
may decrease the metabolism of zolpidem and decrease the metabolism
of benzodiazepines. Zithromax also

may decrease the metabolism of
benzodiazepines.13
Anti-anxiety medications/
antihistamines

Hydroxyzine is associated with xerostomia, although normal salivary
flow resumes when the drug is discontinued.13 No drug interactions
have been reported with dentally
prescribed drugs.
Anti-dizziness medications

Slight to moderate drowsiness,
thickening of bronchial secretions,
and significant xerostomia have
been reported with meclizine;
normal salivary flow resumes when
the drug is discontinued.13 No drug
interactions with dentally prescribed
drugs have been reported.
Anti-Alzheimer’s medications

No dentally significant effects,
complications, or drug interactions
with dentally prescribed drugs have
been reported with drugs such as
donepezil (Aricept, Pfizer Inc.).
Respiratory agents

Xerostomia and changes in salivation
and dry mucous membranes are
associated with ipratropium (Atrovent and Atrovent HFA, Boehringer
Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals). Taking
ipratropium and albuterol in combination may enhance the adverse/
toxic effects of other anticholinergic
and sympathomimetic drugs.
Anti-inflammatory
medications/analgesics

Celecoxib (Celebrex, Pfizer Inc.) is
associated with stomatitis, abnormal
taste, xerostomia (normal salivary
flow resumes when the drug is discontinued), and unspecified tooth
disorder.13 Nonselective NSAIDs
are known to reversibly decrease
platelet aggregation via mechanisms
different than those observed
www.agd.org

with aspirin.20 Celebrex taken at
single doses of up to 800 mg or in
multiple doses (600 mg twice daily)
have no reported effect on platelet
aggregation or bleeding time.
Meloxicam (Mobic, Boehringer
Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals) has
been associated with abnormal taste,
ulcerative stomatitis, and xerostomia
(normal salivary flow resumes when
the drug is discontinued).13
Systemic corticosteroids may
enhance the adverse/toxic effects of
COX-2 inhibitors. NSAIDs may
enhance the nephrotoxic effect
of cyclosporine and increase its
serum concentration; they may also
enhance the adverse/toxic effects of
other NSAIDs and may decrease the
excretion of vancomycin.13

Antidepressants
No interactions have been reported
between vasoconstrictors and
citalopram (Celexa, Forest Pharmaceuticals), paroxetine, trazadone
(Desyrel, Bristol-Myers Squibb),
or sertraline (Zoloft, Pfizer Inc.).
However, citalopram and sertraline
have been associated with xerostomia
and citalopram has been associated
with abnormal taste.13 Xerostomia
and changes in salivation, postural
hypotension, and abnormal taste
have been reported with paroxetine.13
Problems such as bruxism have been
reported with selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and
may preclude their use.13 Clinicians
attempting to evaluate any patient
with bruxism or involuntary muscle
movement who is simultaneously
being treated with an SSRI should
be aware of the potential association.
Prolonged use of antidepressants may
decrease or inhibit salivary flow.13
For patients taking drugs that
block the uptake of norepinephrine, vasoconstrictors should be
used in limited amounts due to
the potential for exacerbation of
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hypertension.13 Dentists should
monitor the vital signs of patients
who are taking antidepressants
that affect norepinephrine, especially venlafaxine (Effexor, Wyeth
Pharmaceuticals) and mirtazapine
(Remeron, Schering-Plough), which
may produce a sustained increase
in diastolic blood pressure and
heart rate.13 Significant xerostomia
with venlafaxine, mirtazapine, and
trazadone may contribute to oral
discomfort, especially in the elderly;
these drugs are also associated
with abnormal taste.13 No interactions have been reported between
vasoconstrictors and escitalopram
(Lexapro, Forest Pharmaceuticals),
although the drug is associated with
xerostomia and toothache.13
Amitriptyline prolongs the QT
interval and can put a patient at risk
for torsade de pointes.13 Dentists
should consult with the patient’s
physician prior to administering a
vasoconstrictor to a patient taking
amitriptyline. Amitriptyline has
been associated with xerostomia
and changes in salivation, orthostatic hypotension, stomatitis,
peculiar taste, and black tongue.
Long-term treatment with tricyclic
antidepressants (TCAs) (such as
amitriptyline) increases the risk of
caries by reducing salivation and
the salivary buffer capacity.13
SSRIs have several other significant drug interactions of note
relevant to dentistry. Opioid analgesics and tramadol (Ultram, OrthoMcNeil Pharmaceutical, Inc.) may
enhance the serotonergic effect
of SSRIs, resulting in serotonin
syndrome. Conversely, SSRIs may
enhance tramadol’s neuroexcitatory
effect and/or potential to cause seizures.13 Macrolide antibiotics (with
the exception of azithromycin) may
decrease the metabolism of SSRIs.
SSRIs also interact with common
medications to alter bleeding
104
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hemostasis. SSRIs may enhance the
antiplatelet effects of aspirin and
COX-2 inhibitors, while SSRIs
taken with TCAs may enhance the
antiplatelet effect of nonselective
NSAIDs.
Significant interaction between
antidepressants and other drugs may
affect their toxicity, metabolism, and
potency. Paroxetine may enhance
the adverse/toxic effect of other central nervous system (CNS) depressants. Barbiturates may increase the
metabolism of TCAs. Propoxyphene
may enhance the CNS depressant
effect of TCAs, while SSRIs may
decrease their metabolism. Trazadone may diminish the therapeutic
effect of codeine and tramadol.13
Non-sedating antihistamines

Xerostomia and stomatitis in children have been reported in connection with loratadine; however, no
drug interactions with dentally prescribed drugs have been reported.13
Anticoagulants/antithrombotics

Systemic corticosteroids and tetracycline derivatives may enhance
the anticoagulant effect of warfarin.
Mouth ulcers and abnormal taste
have been reported with warfarin;
bleeding gingival tissue has been
associated with the first signs of
warfarin overdose.13 If temporary
reduction or discontinuation of the
medication is warranted prior to surgery, consultation with the patient’s
prescribing physician is advisable.
Patients who take more than 1.3 g
of acetaminophen daily for more
than one week are likely to enhance
the anticoagulant effect of coumarin derivatives.13 Systemic azole
antifungal derivatives (including
fluconazole), macrolide antibiotics,
metronidazole, and propoxyphene
may decrease the metabolism of
coumarin derivatives, while barbiturates may increase their metabolism.
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Azathioprine may diminish the anticoagulant effect of coumarin derivatives, while NSAIDs and tricyclic
antidepressants may enhance it.
Cephalosporins (with the exception
of cephalexin) and fluorouracil may
enhance the anticoagulant effect of
coumarin derivatives.13
Anti-platelet medications

Premature discontinuation of aspirin
and clopidogrel antiplatelet therapy
strongly increases the risk of a catastrophic event of stent thrombosis,
leading to myocardial infarction
and/or death.13 Any elective surgery
should be postponed for one year
after stent implantation; if surgery
must be performed, dentists should
consider continuing the antiplatelet
therapy during the perioperative
period in high-risk patients.
Macrolide antibiotics (except for
azithromycin) may diminish the
therapeutic effect of clopidogrel
(Plavix, Bristol-Myers Squibb).
NSAIDs may enhance the adverse/
toxic effect of antiplatelet agents and
increase the risk of bleeding.13
Analgesics/narcotics

No significant effects or complications have been reported. Hepatotoxicity caused by acetaminophen
is potentiated by chronic ethanol
consumption. Patients who use
acetominophen (even in therapeutic
doses) and consume ethanol at the
same time are at risk of developing
hepatotoxicity. Xerostomia, nausea,
sedation, and constipation have
been reported with oxycodone and
acetaminophen use.13 Barbiturates
may increase the metabolism of
acetaminophen, diminishing its
effect and increasing the risk of
liver damage.
Anticonvulsant drugs

Valproic acid (and its derivatives) is
associated with periodontal abscess,

taste perversion, stomatitis, and
xerostomia. Gingival hyperplasia
is common during the first six
months of phenytoin therapy.13 To
minimize the severity and growth
of gingival tissue, the patient should
begin a program of professional
cleaning and at-home plaque control within 10 days of the start of
anticonvulsant therapy.
Some adverse effects have been
reported in connection with anticonvulsant drugs: Xerostomia, dry
throat, and dental abnormalities
have been reported with gabapentin
(Neurontin, Pfizer Inc.).13 Valproic
acid may decrease the metabolism
of barbiturates and lorazepam
(barbiturates, in turn, may decrease
the serum concentration of valproic
acid) and may increase the serum
concentration of TCAs. Anticonvulsants may increase the metabolism
of acetaminophen, thus diminishing
its effect and increasing the risk
of liver damage. Phenytoin may
increase the metabolism of systemic
azole derivative antifungal agents,
doxycycline, and cyclosporine. Benzodiazepines may increase the serum
concentration of phenytoin. Fluconazole may decrease the metabolism
of phenytoin.13
Peripherally acting antiadrenergic blockers

Orthostatic hypotension and tooth
disorder have been reported with
tamsulosin (Flomax, Boehringer
Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals). No
drug interactions with dentally prescribed drugs have been reported.
Anti-psychotic drugs

Ziprasidone (Geodon, Pfizer Inc.)
and quetiapine (Seroquel, AstraZeneca) prolong the QT interval, which
could lead to torsade de pointes.13
Hypotension and tachycardia may
result among patients who take
vasoconstrictors with anti-psychotic

drugs.16 Local anesthetics that
contain vasoconstrictors should be
used with caution and the patient’s
physician should be consulted to
determine the risk.13
Xerostomia and changes in
salivation, orthostatic hypotension,
tongue edema, dysphagia, and
unspecified tooth disorder have been
reported with ziprasidone. Significant xerostomia and toothache have
been reported with risperidone.13 No
significant effects or complications
have been reported with olanzapine
(Zyprexa, Eli Lilly and Company).
Anti-estrogen and estrogen
replacement drugs

No significant effects, complications, or drug interactions between
raloxifene (Evista, Eli Lilly and
Company) or conjugated estrogen
and dentally prescribed drugs have
been reported in the literature.
Lipid-lowering agents

Few reports of gingival hyperplasia
with atorvastatin (Lipitor, Pfizer Inc.)
have been reported in the literature.13
In the event of hyperplasia, consultation with the patient’s physician is
suggested. No significant effects or
complications have been reported
in connection with lovastatin,
pravastatin (Pravachol, Bristol-Myers
Squibb), simvistatin (Zocor, Merck
& Co.), or ezetimibe with simvistatin
(Vytorin, Merck & Co.).
Systemic azole derivative antifungal agents may decrease the
metabolism of atorvastatin, lovastatin, pravastatin, and simvistatin,
while cyclosporine may increase the
serum concentration of atorvastatin,
pravastatin, and simvistatin. Macrolide antibiotics (with the exception
of azithromycin) may decrease the
metabolism of atorvastatin, pravastatin, and simvistatin. Atorvastatin
may increase the serum concentration of midazolam.13
www.agd.org

Quinolone antibiotics

Before giving a vasoconstrictor to
patients taking levofloxacin, dentists
should consult with the patient’s
physician, as this drug prolongs the
QT interval and puts patients at
risk for torsade de pointes. However,
the risk of drug-induced torsade
de pointes is extremely low when a
single QT interval-prolonging drug
is prescribed. Quinolone antibiotics
may enhance the adverse/toxic effect
of systemic corticosteroids and the
risk of tendon-related side effects,
including tendonitis and rupture.
NSAIDs may enhance quinolone
antibiotics’ potential for neuroexcitatory effects and/or seizures.
Sulfonamide antibiotic
combinations

Sulfonamide derivatives may
enhance the nephrotoxic effect
of cyclosporine and decrease its
serum concentration. Glossitis and
stomatitis have been reported with
trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole.13
Macrolide antibiotics

No significant effects, complications,
or drug interactions have been
reported between dentally prescribed drugs and azithromycin.
Antidiarrheal drugs

Significant xerostomia has been
reported with diphenoxylate and
atropine.13 No drug interactions
between these antidiarrheal drugs
and dentally prescribed drugs have
been reported.
Gastrointestinal agents

No significant effects or complications from lansoprazole (Prevacid,
Takeda Pharmaceuticals) or
pantoprazole (Protonix, Wyeth
Pharmaceuticals) have been
reported; however, taste perversion,
dry mouth, esophageal candidiasis,
and mucosal atrophy of the tongue
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have been reported in connection with omeprazole (Prilosec,
AstraZeneca). Xerostomia has been
reported in connection with metoclopramide use.13
Proton pump inhibitors may
decrease the absorption of systemic
azole derivative antifungal agents
(with the exception of miconazole).
Omeprazole may increase the serum
concentration of benzodiazepines.
No dental drug interactions have
been reported with metoclopramide.

Glaucoma treatments

Anti-Parkinson’s drugs

Treating more elderly, medically
complex dental patients will challenge dentists’ technical and cognitive skills. These patients will require
a greater knowledge of medicine
and more thorough evaluation.3
As newer drugs are prescribed on
a frequent basis to treat complex
medical problems, dentists should
keep abreast of new regimens their
patients may be taking (including
OTC medications) and update the
medical history as needed at each
patient visit. Each new drug brings
with it the possibility of a side effect
or adverse effect that could impact
the patient’s dental treatment.
When evaluating a patient’s
medication regimen, dentists
should recognize the drug category
or class and each drug’s potential
for complicating dental treatment,
compromising treatment outcomes,
and producing oral side effects.5
Dentists should be ready to advise
patients or change dental management plans based on the latest drug
information; consultation with the
patient’s physician may be advisable as well. Before prescribing or
administering any dental drug, dentists should evaluate the potential
for adverse drug interactions with
the patient’s existing medication(s)
or medical conditions, the efficiency with which the dental drugs
are metabolized or eliminated,

Anti-Parkinson’s agents have
been associated with orthostatic
hypotension; however, no drug
interactions between carbidopalevodopa (Sinemet, Merck & Co.)
and dentally prescribed drugs have
been reported.13
Glucocorticoids/steroids

No dentally significant effects or
complications have been reported
with systemic steroid use.
Systemic corticosteroids may
enhance the hypokalemic effect of
amphotericin B and the adverse/
toxic effects of both COX-2 inhibitors and nonselective NSAIDs.
Systemic azole derivative antifungal agents (such as fluconazole)
and macrolide antibiotics (with
the exception of azithromycin)
may decrease the metabolism
of corticosteroids. Barbiturates
may increase the metabolism of
systemic corticosteroids; in turn,
systemic corticosteroids may
increase the serum concentration
of cyclosporine.13
Synthetic thyroid agents

No significant effects or complications have been reported. No
precautions with vasoconstrictor
are necessary if a patient’s thyroid
disease is well-controlled with
levothyroxine.13
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No dentally significant adverse
effects or drug interactions have
been reported between latanoprost
(Xalatan, Pfizer Inc.) and dentally
prescribed drugs.
Anti-gout medications

No dentally significant effects or
complications or drug interactions
have been reported between allopurinol and dentally prescribed drugs.

Impact on patient care
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the possibility of emergency situations, and how the patient’s health
dictates what is considered a safe
dosage.5 Continuing education via
literature, courses, or specialized
training in geriatric dentistry can
provide updated and current drug
information concerning this special
patient population.

Summary
Increasing numbers of geriatric
patients in dental practices challenge
dental professionals to continually
update their knowledge of common
medical conditions, the new
medications used to treat those
conditions, and the unique medical concerns of geriatric patients.
Complex medical conditions
that require complex medication
regimens increase the risk when providing dental care to these patients.
Many of the commonly prescribed
drugs have significant drug interactions with dentally administered
or prescribed drugs. Thorough
collection and evaluation of each
patient’s medical and medication
history, with physician consultation
when prudent, will help to ensure
appropriate dental management.
Advanced education in geriatric
dentistry as well as continuing
education in oral medicine and
pharmacology offer immeasurable
aid in the comprehensive care of
these patients.
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Geriatric Dentistry
Subject code: 752
The 15 questions for this exercise are based on the
article: “Medication use in geriatric populations: Dental
implications of frequently prescribed medications” on
pages 100-107. This exercise was developed by Daniel S.
Geare, DMD, in association with the General Dentistry
Self-Instruction Committee.

4.

Risk factors for adverse drug interactions in elderly
patients include all but which of the following?
A. Medically compromised patients
B. Drugs with a small margin of safety
C. Chronic drug therapies with slowly excreted
drugs
D. Drugs with a short half-life

Reading this article and successfully completing the
exercises will enable you to understand:
• medical conditions that might afflict elderly patients in
dental practices;
• which medications are used to treat medical conditions
in elderly patients;
• the implications of the medical pharmaceuticals in
dental practice; and
• the interactions between medications and how they may
impact dental treatment.

5.

Why is deteriorated renal function a concern for
dental practices?
A. High doses of anesthetics can deteriorate the
renal function further.
B. NSAIDs can contribute to further
deterioration of renal function.
C. Heavy metals in restorations can damage
kidney function.
D. Diltiazem can damage a compromised renal
system.

6.

Why should anesthetics with epinephrine be used
with caution?
A. Epinephrine can cause hypertension in
patients taking beta blockers.
B. Epinephrine can interact with NSAIDs to
cause hypertension.
C. Epinephrine can interact with anti-anginals to
cause hypertension.
D. Epinephrine can cause myocardial infarction.

7.

Thiazide diuretics have been associated with all
but which of the following?
A. Orthostatic hypotension
B. Xerostomia
C. Hypotension
D. Hyperkalemic effects

8.

Bisphosphonate treatment for osteoporosis is
important in dentistry for all but which of the
following reasons?
A. Healing after dental surgical procedures can
be disrupted.
B. Implant placement can be compromised in
patients taking bisphophanates.
C. Bisphosphonates can cause xerostomia.
D. Long-term bisphosphonate use can
accelerate bone loss in periodontal patients.

1.

Which of the following frequently prescribed
medications affects dental management of
patients?
A. Cardiovascular drugs and NSAIDs
B. Topical corticosteroids
C. Estrogen replacement medications
D. Erectile dysfunction medications

2.

Why are therapeutic concentrations of medications
in the elderly important?
A. Lower doses can produce the desired effects.
B. Elders often forget how much medication
they have taken.
C. Higher dosing is required due to lower
metabolic activity.
D. Less-active elderly patients take more
medications.

3.
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Adverse drug reactions are least likely to occur
with drugs that treat
A. congestive heart failure.
B. diabetes.
C. high cholesterol.
D. respiratory tract conditions.
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9.

Which of the following is true about torsades de
pointes?
A. It is a ventricular tachycardia.
B. It causes a prolonged QT interval.
C. It can be caused by vasoconstrictors.
D. It is an arrhythmia caused by medications
decreasing the QT interval.

10.

What is the significance of anti-anxiety agents
to dental treatment?
A. Caution should be used with lorazapam
because of induced bruxism.
B. Alprazolam has been associated with
xerostomia.
C. Trazadone is an effective anti-anxiety
medication.
D. Local anesthetics are more effective with
patients taking anti-anxiety medications.

11.

Amitriptyline is associated with all but which
of the following?
A. Xerostomia
B. Orthostatic hypotension
C. Stomatitis
D. Tardive dyskinesia

12.

Anticoagulant coumarin derivatives are
A. less effective with cephalosporins.
B. reduced in effect with acetominohen
products.
C. decreased in metabolism with propoxyphene.
D. are less effective with NSAIDs and
antidepressants.

13.

Adverse drug effects occur in what percentage of
elderly patients?
A. 15
B. 25
C. 50
D. 65

14.

Which of the following is true concerning adverse
drug reactions in elderly dental patients?
A. OTC pain medications can increase the
therapeutic effects of ACE inhibitors.
B. Bisphosphonates increase the risk of success
for dental procedures.
C. Hypoglycemia is difficult to control in a
diabetic patient.
D. Medications containing digoxin increase
the risk of arrhythmias when used with
vasoconstrictors.

15.

Medications that affect dental treatment include
all but which of the following?
A. Cardiovascular drugs
B. Diabetes medications
C. Alzheimer’s medications
D. OTC anti-inflammatories

Answer form and Instructions are on pages 159-160.
Answers for this exercise must be received by February 28, 2011.
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for systemic disease detection
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New technological developments, coupled with the limitations of
existing methodologies for the detection of disease, are propelling the field of salivary diagnostics forward at unprecedented
rates. Advancements in proteomics and nanotechnology are
paving the way for diagnostic tests that will be capable of rapid
multi-analyte detection in both laboratory and nonlaboratory
settings. Technological advancements have also benefited

E

arly detection of cancer is vital
to providing timely treatment
and producing a favorable outcome. An inexpensive, minimally
invasive, convenient, and accurate
method for detecting cancer (one
that can be employed in a clinical/
private practice environment)
would be enormously beneficial
to both dentists and patients. This
article reviews the literature concerning the current biotechnologies
that can be used to analyze saliva
and identify specific proteins that
would indicate cancer.1,2

Using the aforementioned criteria,
this article evaluated the strengths
and weaknesses of three different
technologies.
Lateral flow
immunochromatographic test

The most easily recognizable
example of this technology is the

Sample pad
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OTC pregnancy test. This type
of rapid diagnostic test contains a
base membrane (typically consisting of nitrocellulose and detector
reagents) (Fig. 1). The detector
reagent complex (that is, an antigen/
antibody indicator specific to the
protein analyte that is to be analyzed) is inserted at one end of the

Migration
membrane

Conjugate pad

Salivary diagnostic methods
Any technology that is to be used
for saliva screenings must be inexpensive, accurate (that is, with minimal false positives and negatives),
self-contained, easy to use, and
capable of handling a low volume
sample.3 Saliva has a measured
concentration of 10-12 picograms of
protein, which is considered a low
concentration compared to other
fluids in the body. Any measuring
device should be able to analyze
multiple varieties of proteins and
compare the ratio of one protein
to another.

biomarker research to the point where saliva is now recognized
as an excellent diagnostic medium that can be collected
simply and noninvasively. This article reviews the varying
nanotechnological platforms and how they will utilize saliva as
the diagnostic medium.
Received: November 25, 2008
Accepted: February 20, 2009

Control line

Plastic backing

Test line

Fig. 1. The lateral flow immunochromatography platform.
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Absorbent pad

Fig. 2. The particles agglomerate and can
be characterized by light scattering and
fluorescence.

membrane, and a special reagent
used to capture the analyte is coated
on the test region of the membrane.
When the analyte is added to the
test pad, the fluid flows quickly
through the membrane and binds
to the detector antigen/antibody
when the substance of interest is
present. As the specimen moves
down the test lane, it reaches the
capture reagent and immobilizes the
detector-reagent complex; at that
point, a band proportional to the
amount of analyte present in the
sample develops when dyed reagent
in the test lane binds with the tested
molecules in the analyte.4 This band
serves as a visual signal to the test
reader to indicate whether the tested
analyte was detected.
The lateral flow immunochromatographic test detects the presence of entities that normally are
not found in healthy individuals
and makes it possible to quantitatively determine the presence of
multiple analytes.5-7 The testing strip
would be lightweight and just as
small as a pregnancy test in order to
be transported easily.
One problem foreseen when
utilizing such technologies for
saliva analysis is the extremely
small amount of protein in the
saliva sample. This test is not as

Fig. 3. An illustration of the introduction of the
biological sample.

Fig. 4. Quantum dots are surfacefunctionalized with polyclonal antibodies.

Fig. 5. The conjugates are placed into a sample
well.

Fig. 6. Flow cytometry is used to detect the
agglomerates.

accurate as an in-house laboratory
analysis test; however, the lateral
flow immunochromatographic test
platform has proven to be a rapid
and useful test for diagnosing specific viruses and can be extrapolated
to detect the presence of specific
proteins in saliva.8 It is unclear as
to whether the saliva will have to
be manipulated (centrifuged) to
enhance its accuracy. Nevertheless, from a field use standpoint,
minimal pre-test manipulation is
expected, making it acceptable to
use this test in the field.

excitation uses a photo multiplier
tube. The analytic process for
the photo multiplier tube begins
with the aggregation of the tested
particles (Fig. 2), which allows the
particles to be characterized by
scattered light and fluorescence. The
biological sample is introduced and
the proteins bind to the polyclonal
antibodies to form two-body
quantum dot agglomerates (Fig.
3). The quantum dots (Fig. 4) are
bound with polyclonal antibodies in
response to a variety of proteins in
the laser confocal excitation process.
The conjugates and groups of particles are then placed into a sample
well (Fig. 5) and tested using flow
cytometry (Fig. 6). This method
offers high resolution and sensitivity,
but is very time-consuming, as each
point must be scanned individually.

Protein microarray

Historically, two types of technologies have been used for scanning
microarrays: laser confocal excitation and charged coupled device
(CCD) imaging.9 Laser confocal
www.agd.org
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Fig. 7. An example of fluorescent microarray
probes.

CCD imaging analyzes the entire
array at once by illuminating the
sample uniformly. While this
method reduces the required reading time, it also results in reduced
sensitivity due to background interference, such as instrument noise.9
Research concerning microarray
analysis has focused primarily on
identifying the target proteins and
reducing the complexity of the
measuring device. A 2008 article
reported on a method for targeting the proteins by conjugating
commercial quantum dots (with
emission wavelengths of 525, 585,
and 705 nm), using a streptavidinbiotin interaction.10 This attachment with the antibodies leads to
self-agglomeration around the target
proteins; at that point, the results
are obtained with flow cytometry
using a microplate reader. A device
that analyzes light scatter was used
to determine if the particles detected
were free quantum dots or agglomerated to the target proteins. This
method made it possible to detect
protein concentrations as small as
0.5 picamoles.10
Researchers at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have analyzed microarrays for various proteins simultaneously, thus reducing
the analysis time.11 This procedure
allows for increased sensitivity
112
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because the probe becomes porous,
allowing the target molecules to
diffuse into the material. The probes
are created from two monomers
(hydrogel polymer and polyethylene glycol) that flow side-by-side
through a microfluidic device and
are exposed to ultraviolet light,
which initiates a chemical reaction
that causes the fluids to change into
a solid. A filter is placed over the
ultraviolet light to determine the
shape and size of the created probe.
The probe consists of a fluorescent
chemical group (chromofore)
attached to a molecule (protein)
that is matched specifically to the
target protein and fluoresces when it
detects a target (Fig. 7). The unique
barcode allows for the use of multiple probes with a single sample,
thus allowing the quantification of
many different proteins.11
The microarray is analyzed by
using flow cytometry while the fluorescent bar codes are scanned with
a standard microscope. The probes
can be created inexpensively due to
the simplicity of the manufacturing
process and analyzed using relatively
inexpensive (but typically nonportable) scanning devices.11 Studies that
have used this method identified
DNA oligomers in concentrations
as low as 500 attomoles.12
The array itself is inexpensive due
to the private companies that can
custom-load microarrays; however,
the technology required to scan
the microarray is not as affordable.
Advances in these technologies are
helping to reduce the prices. The
equipment required to analyze a
microarray requires special training.
Newer technologies are attempting
to make the analysis easier.
Lab on a chip

The lab-on-a-chip (LOC) is based
on microtechnology, which itself
is derived from lithography-based
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processing steps on semiconductor substrate. LOC actually is a
compilation of miniature reservoirs,
pumps, valves, and channels that
handle the flow of sample and
reagents in volumes as minute
as nanoliters; LOC also employs
advances in nanotechnology based
on the miniaturization of mechanical systems through precision
engineering.13 For convenience, the
reagents can be manufactured onto
the chips and used in the field without any additional support.
LOC is an example of efficient
biotechnology, as it can consolidate
several laboratory steps on a single
device. Some of the upstream
sample preparation steps that LOC
can perform include cracking cells
to extract intracellular proteins and
DNA; separating proteins and DNA
by chromatography, gel electrophoresis, and capillary electrophoresis;
and real-time polymerase chain reaction to amplify the DNA content
of a sample. LOC can be utilized
to perform assay antigen-antibody
reactions on multiple samples and
multiple reagent combinations in a
single step.14,15
Researchers are still working to
combine all of the functions that
can possibly be performed on the
LOC; however, many problems
have to be solved before a one-chip
test can be utilized to treat any complex medical condition. Research is
underway to generate an LOC test
for HIV to replace the traditional
flow cytometry method of counting
CD4 cells.13
Because the LOC would replace
individual laboratory methods with
a mass-produced device, the cost is
not a significant factor compared
to doing these steps individually;
in addition, its compact size would
allow it to be transported easily. The
degree of sensitivity is currently being
improved; however, it can handle

specimens in extremely small volumes. The accuracy depends on the
methods used with this technology.

Summary
Each of the technologies discussed
in this article should be critically
analyzed and tested in terms of its
specific ability to detect cancers.
Researchers also should conduct
more specific cost-versus-benefit
investigations for each of these
technologies in medical settings
such as clinics and outreach programs, where medical professionals
can diagnose cancer properly. More
research needs to be performed
to determine how commercially
feasible and cost-effective the newer
microarray technologies are or
must become.
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Dentistry’s wonder drugs:
Local anesthetics and vasoconstrictors
Michael J. Wahl, DDS

n

Ronald S. Brown, DDS, MS

This article reviews recent developments concerning local
anesthetics, including the amount of pain resulting from injection,
which drugs achieve anesthesia most effectively, proper dosing
for anesthetizing children and adults, the maximum recommended
doses of lidocaine 2% with epinephrine for cardiac patients,
and which drugs can be used for patients taking monoamine

I

t is essential that dentists understand all aspects of local anesthetics and vasoconstrictors. This
article outlines the properties of and
techniques used with local anesthetics and vasoconstrictors, including
injection pain, efficacy, toxicity,
maximum dosages, duration, and
drug interactions.

Injection pain
The paradox of using local anesthetics in dentistry is that while
they lead to decreased pain for
dental procedures, they usually are
administered via injection. These
injections can cause pain, due to the
necessity of a needle puncture, the
pressure of the solution entering the
area to be anesthetized, and/or the
pH of the anesthetic solution. Dentists have used various techniques
to reduce the pain of anesthetic
injection. This article examines the
factors involved in the injection
of anesthetics and explores which
injection techniques affect pain.
Prilocaine vs. lidocaine

Some practicing dentists consider
prilocaine 4% plain to be less
painful on injection than other
anesthetics.1 Some dentists use a
two-injection technique to achieve
114
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oxidase (MAO) inhibitors, tricyclic antidepressants, or nonselective
beta blockers. Dentists should be familiar with all aspects of
local anesthetics, especially anesthetic toxicity and maximum
recommended doses.
Received: July 7, 2009
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a painless or near-painless injection. This technique begins by
injecting only enough prilocaine to
anesthetize the soft tissue, followed
with the normal dose of lidocaine
2% with epinephrine for the full
anesthetic effect. Studies have
shown that injections with prilocaine 4% plain may be perceived
as less painful than injections with
lidocaine with epinephrine, but
only slightly. In a 2001 study, 334
injections were administered to
310 patients and the average pain
response was recorded using a sixpoint scale (with 0 = no pain and
5 = severe pain). The average pain
response was 0.63 for prilocaine
injections and 0.71 for lidocaine
injections, a difference that was not
statistically significant.2
By contrast, other studies have
reported a statistically significant
decrease in pain perception with
prilocaine compared to lidocaine.3,4
In a 2006 study involving 1,391
patients, articaine with 1:100,000
epinephrine, lidocaine with
1:100,000 epinephrine, and mepivacaine plain were perceived to be
approximately equal in terms of
injection pain; however, each produced significantly more injection
pain than prilocaine plain.4 Patients
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estimated injection pain using a
10-point scale, with 1 being no pain
and 10 being severe pain. There was
a decrease in perceived pain rating
from lidocaine (3.24 on average) to
prilocaine (2.63 on average). But
since the vast majority of injections
were rated as no pain or very mild
pain, the slight difference in perceived pain between lidocaine with
epinephrine and prilocaine plain
may not be clinically significant for
the majority of patients.2,4
Bupivacaine 0.5% with
1:200,000 epinephrine is perceived
by patients to be significantly more
painful than prilocaine 4% plain.
In a 2002 study by Wahl et al,
153 patients receiving nonpalatal
injections of bupivacaine 0.5% with
1:200,000 epinephrine reported a
mean pain rating of 1.63 (using the
same six-point scale cited earlier)
compared to a mean pain rating
of 0.64 for 139 patients receiving
nonpalatal injections of prilocaine
plain, a decrease that was statistically significant.2,5 Out of a total of
300 patients receiving bupivacaine
injections, only 53.3% reported no
pain or mild pain (as opposed to
moderate pain or worse), compared
to 85.9% of 291 patients receiving lidocaine with epinephrine.5

This difference between bupivacaine with epinephrine and
prilocaine plain may be clinically
important. A 2002 study reported
that when a dentist injected 100
patients with bupivacaine with
1:200,000 epinephrine, 46 patients
experienced a moderately painful or
worse injection compared to 14 of
100 patients injected with lidocaine
with 1:100,000 epinephrine. In
other words, more than three times
as many patients would experience
a moderately painful or worse
injection with bupivacaine than
with lidocaine.5
Prilocaine’s relative painlessness
may or may not be related to its
pH, which is relatively neutral
(6.0–7.0) when compared with
other anesthetics (see Table 1).6-10
Typically, manufacturers of local
anesthetic solutions with vasoconstrictors make the pH more acidic
to prevent oxidation of the vasoconstrictor; sodium metabisulfite
is an antioxidant preservative that
is added to anesthetic solutions
containing vasoconstrictors, thus
lowering pH levels of the solution
even more.11 Clinical pH measurements of solutions have been shown
to be lower than those taken by
manufacturers, possibly because of
degradation of the ingredients of
the solutions over time.11
There are several potential problems concerning the two-injection
technique, which utilizes both
a plain anesthetic (for example,
prilocaine 4% plain) and lidocaine
with epinephrine. There may be
slightly more postoperative pain
at the site of both injections, even
if there is less intraoperative pain
with the conventional one-injection
technique. There are no known
studies concerning postoperative pain from the two-injection
technique. Four percent solutions
like prilocaine plain are more likely

Table 1. pH measurements of local anesthetics.4,6-10
Clinical
measurement
Articaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine

3.5–4.5

Bupivacaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine

N/A

Manufacturers’
measurement
5.0
3.4–4.5

Lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine

4.0–4.5

5.0

Mepivacaine plain

4.5–5.5

4.5–6.8

Prilocaine plain

5.5–6.5

6.0–7.0

to be associated with postinjection
paresthesia. Although paresthesia is
rare, the benefit of slightly reduced
injection pain may not be worth the
corresponding risk.
If an entire cartridge of anesthetic
is used, the patient may lose the
ability to detect nerve impingement
during the second injection, removing a possible clue for the dentist
not to inject local anesthetic there.
Furthermore, since local anesthetic
toxicity is additive, doubling the
dose of local anesthetic administered
leads to a significant increase in the
amount administered, which could
be problematic for patients who
receive large volumes of anesthetic
for full-mouth treatment.
Needle gauge

To decrease injection pain, dentists
have also utilized smaller gauge
needles for injections, based on the
idea that the these needles produce
less pain than larger gauge needles.
Although it makes intuitive sense
that smaller mucosal punctures
would produce less pain, clinical
studies have shown repeatedly that
there is no difference in perceived
pain between smaller gauge (27and 30-gauge) and larger gauge
needles (25-gauge).12-16 In other
words, the old adage “size doesn’t
matter” is true when it comes to
needle gauge and injection pain; as
www.agd.org

a result, dentists may wish to choose
larger gauge needles for injections,
as they are less likely to break during
injection. By contrast, smaller
gauge needles may be more likely to
deflect during injection, resulting in
an inaccurate injection.17
Larger gauge needles also may produce more accurate aspiration than
smaller gauge needles, although the
literature has noted that this hypothesis has not been confirmed.18,19
Malamed points out that more
pressure is required for aspiration
with smaller gauge needles than
with larger gauge needles, meaning
that the harpoon is more likely to
dislodge during aspiration.17
On the other hand, smaller gauge
needles require more pressure to
inject than larger gauge needles,
which could force the operator to
inject more slowly. Slower injections
cause less pain than faster injections,
since the anesthetic solution can
dissipate from the area without
causing excess pressure in the tissues
(provided the injection is performed
slowly enough).20 Injecting with
smaller gauge needles creates a
fast-moving stream of anesthetic,
which might cause some hydrostatic
damage when an injection is performed rapidly and could result in
more pain than would result from
a larger gauge needle injecting a
greater volume of anesthetic.
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Table 2. Maximum recommended doses of local anesthetics for dental infiltration/block injections.73
Maximum cartridges
for 50-lb child

Maximum dose

Dose/cartridge

Articaine 4% with 1:100,000
or 1:200,000 epinephrine

500 mg (3.2 mg/lb)

68 mg/1.7 mL cartridge

7.4

2.4

Lidocaine 2% with 1:100,000
epinephrine

500 mg (3.2 mg/lb)

36 mg/1.8 mL cartridge

13.9

4.4

Mepivacaine 3% plain

400 mg (3.0 mg/lb)

54 mg/1.8 mL cartridge

7.4

2.8

Prilocaine 4% plain

600 mg (8.0 mg/lb for adults;
7.0 mg/lb for children, not to
exceed 150 mg)

72 mg/1.8 mL cartridge

8.3

2.1

Because of its stiffness and
strength, the larger gauge needle
may cause more pain if the periosteum is struck tangentially (for
example, when the lingual is hit
during an inferior alveolar nerve
block injection). If the dentist
applies heavy pressure during the
injection, the larger gauge needle
may be stiff enough to penetrate
and tear the periosteum, whereas
a smaller gauge needle may simply
bend in the soft tissues. The authors
are unaware of any studies concerning this phenomenon.

Anesthetic efficacy
Articaine vs. lidocaine

Many dentists use articaine 4%
with epinephrine, presumably
because they believe it is more
effective than lidocaine 2% with
1:100,000 epinephrine. In fact,
articaine 4% has been shown to be
more effective for anesthesia than
lidocaine 2% when used at similar
volumes; however, the difference
has been slight, and in most studies
was not statistically significant.21-27
A prospective, randomized,
double-blind clinical study of 1,129
patients in 2007 showed that when
similar volumes of solution were
used, articaine 4% with epinephrine was slightly more effective
116
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for 154-lb adult
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than lidocaine 2% with epinephrine for first-dose anesthesia during
128 crown preparations, 360
extractions or implant placements,
574 fillings, and/or 67 root canal
treatments; overall, the difference
was statistically significant (but
not for every parameter, such as
tooth location and the operator
conducting the injection).28 Overall, articaine’s first-dose efficacy
was 68.7% compared to 60.1% for
lidocaine; in other words, slightly
more than six of 10 injections with
lidocaine 2% with 1:100,000 epinephrine produced adequate local
anesthesia, compared to slightly
less than seven of 10 injections that
used articaine 4% with 1:100,000
epinephrine.28
A 2008 study of 73 patients
showed that inferior alveolar nerve
anesthesia was significantly more
successful with articaine than
with lidocaine.29 In other studies
using similar volumes of solution,
articaine 4% with epinephrine has
been shown to be more effective
than lidocaine 2% with epinephrine
for buccal infiltration injections
(to achieve mandibular molar
anesthesia) and for maxillary lateral
incisor injections.30,31 For maxillary molar injections, articaine 4%
with epinephrine was slightly more
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effective than lidocaine 2% with
epinephrine, although the difference
was not statistically significant.31

Anesthetic toxicity
Anesthetic toxicity is probably the
most important factor to consider
in choosing a local anesthetic.
Unfortunately there are reported
cases of dental patients who have
died after receiving large doses of
local anesthetics, especially children,
who weigh less than adults and thus
can receive fewer cartridges of anesthetic before reaching the maximum
recommended dose.32-36 Articaine’s
slightly greater efficacy compared to
lidocaine must be weighed against
certain disadvantages.
Articaine and lidocaine have the
same maximum recommended
dose (3.2 mg/lb; up to 500 mg
maximum).37,38 Articaine is available in a 4% solution (compared to
lidocaine’s 2% solution); as a result,
a 154-lb adult may receive only 7.4
cartridges (1.7 mL) of articaine 4%
with 1:100,000 epinephrine compared to 13.9 cartridges (1.8 mL)
of lidocaine 2% with 1:100,000
epinephrine before reaching the
maximum recommended dose.
Similarly, one may use significantly
fewer cartridges of mepivacaine
3% plain and prilocaine 4% plain

before reaching the maximum
recommended dose.10,39 Lidocaine
2% with epinephrine has the widest
margin of safety per cartridge of all
commercially available injectable
local anesthetic formulations, since
more lidocaine 2% cartridges can
be administered before reaching the
maximum recommended doses (see
Table 2). In addition, each cartridge
of lidocaine 2% with epinephrine
is approximately half as toxic as
mepivacine 3% plain.
Although articaine’s 4% solution
allows dentists to safely administer approximately half as many
cartridges as can be administered
when using lidocaine 2%, articaine’s
shorter elimination half-life (~44
minutes for articaine vs. 1.5–2.0
hours for lidocaine) may permit
dentists to administer additional
cartridges of articaine during a
long procedure.38,40,41 In addition,
articaine with epinephrine and
prilocaine plain (both 4% solutions) have been associated with a
somewhat higher rate of paresthesia
after anesthesia compared with
other anesthetics.42 Gaffen and Haas
reported that over a two-year period,
prilocaine (1:332,000) and articaine
(1:410,000) demonstrated higher
incidences of paresthesia compared
to lidocaine (1:2,580,000) and
mepivicaine (1:839,000).43
In a 1995 study, Haas and
Lennon studied 143 reported cases
of paresthesia after the administration of local anesthetic (not associated with surgery) over a 21-year
period. Of the 102 cases where the
anesthetic agent was known, 50
(49.0%) received articaine, while
43 (42.2%) received prilocaine, 5
(4.9%) received lidocaine, and 4
(3.9%) received mepivacaine, with
no reports of bupivacaine use.44
Based on the total of all cartridges
of local anesthetic administered in
Ontario in 1993, the probability of

paresthesia occurring from a local
anesthetic injection for a nonsurgical dental procedure was estimated
at 2.27 per million injections of
articaine and 1.7 per million injections of prilocaine, compared to an
overall probability of approximately
1:785,000.44
Paresthesia is associated almost
exclusively with inferior alveolar
block injections and is clearly very
rare, regardless of the anesthetic
used. It was estimated that more
than 11 million local anesthetic
injections were performed in
Ontario in 1993 alone. Over the
21-year period, therefore, there probably were more than 100 million
local anesthetic injections but only
143 cases of paresthesia after nonsurgical procedures.44 In any case,
dentists must determine whether
articaine’s slightly improved efficacy
outweighs its dosing limitations and
the relatively rare reports of paresthesia associated with this drug.

Plain anesthetics and lip
mutilation in children
It is believed that anesthetics containing vasoconstrictors prolong the
anesthetic effect; as a result, many
dentists prefer to use plain anesthetics for young children instead of
lidocaine 2% with epinephrine.
A plain anesthetic, it is alleged,
is less likely to be associated with
prolonged lip anesthesia; therefore,
young children would be less likely
to bite their lips after the procedure.
Unfortunately, plain anesthetics
have higher drug concentrations
than lidocaine 2% with epinephrine
and significantly fewer cartridges
can be administered before the
maximum recommended dose is
reached. For example, a maximum
of 13.9 cartridges of lidocaine
2% with epinephrine can be
administered to a 154-lb adult,
compared to only 7.4 cartridges
www.agd.org

of mepivacaine 3% plain or 8.3
cartridges of prilocaine 4% plain.
For a 50-lb child, a maximum of
4.4 cartridges of lidocaine 2% can
be administered, compared to only
2.8 cartridges of mepivacaine 3%
plain or 2.1 cartridges of prilocaine
4% plain.
Although adding vasoconstrictors
to anesthetics may produce more
profound and longer-lasting pulpal
anesthesia, lidocaine 2% with
epinephrine and mepivacaine 3%
plain produce a similar duration of
lip anesthesia; as a result, there is
no less likelihood of lip mutilation
when one of these anesthetics is
chosen over the other.45
Cases involving small children
who have died or gone into convulsions after overdoses of mepivacaine
3% plain or prilocaine 4% plain
have been reported.32-36 Some of
these children may have survived
had they received a similar number
of cartridges containing lidocaine
2% with epinephrine instead. A
1992 article by Moore reported
the case of a 50-lb, 8-year-old girl
who had been sedated for multiple
extractions and died after receiving
six cartridges of mepivicaine 3%
plain, even though the maximum
number of cartridges permitted
was only 2.8.32 By contrast, up to
4.4 cartridges of lidocaine 2% with
epinephrine can be administered
(although the six cartridges administered in this case would still exceed
the maximum number of cartridges
allowed); for this reason, lidocaine
2% with epinephrine should be
the preferred anesthetic in children
(although at no time should the
maximum recommended dosages
for any local anesthetic be exceeded).
It is imperative for clinicians
to stay within maximum recommended dosages for local anesthetics, especially in small children, and
to maintain the patient airway if
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signs of overdose reactions occur.
Exceeding maximum recommended
dosages with both local anesthetics
and sedatives and failing to maintain a patient airway when symptoms of overdosage occur have been
cited as major causes of mishaps
among child patients.34
Recent studies have documented
that submucosal injections of the
alpha-1 blocking agent phentolamine mesylate significantly reduce
the duration of soft tissue anesthesia
from combined local anesthesia and
vasoconstrictor injections.46,47 This
pharmacologic agent can decrease
the negative effects of continued
soft tissue anesthesia for both adults
and children after dental procedures
with local anesthesia and vasoconstriction have been completed.
In 2008, Hersh et al reported that
when phentolamine was injected,
the median recovery time of the
lower lip was reduced from 155
minutes to 85 minutes, suggesting that phentolamine is able to
accelerate the systemic absorption
of the local anesthetic from the oral
tissues into the systemic circulation.46 Unfortunately, phentolamine
is not recommended for children
under the age of six years—the
very patients who are most likely to
suffer lip mutilation while numb.48

Intraosseous injections
Intraosseous injections have gained
popularity, especially as a supplemental injection when conventional
injections have failed. Intraosseous
injections can be more effective and
have a faster onset than conventional infiltration/block injections.
According to the manufacturer of
the Stabident intraosseous injection
system (Fairfax Dental), dentists
should never administer more than
two cartridges of any anesthetic per
visit.49 According to Jastak et al, dentists can intravenously administer
118
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two to three times the amount
of lidocaine in a single anesthetic
cartridge in a two-minute period
for most patients without incident;
however, injecting the drug more
rapidly may cause convulsions.50
These recommendations may be
overly cautious. The lidocaine manufacturers’ maximum recommended
dose for intravenous injection is
4 mg/kg (1.8 mg/lb), as opposed
to 7 mg/kg (3.2 mg/lb) for infiltration/block injections.8 Therefore, a
maximum recommended dose of
up to 7.7 cartridges of lidocaine 2%
can be administered intravenously
in a 154-lb adult. In terms of speed
and the quantity of anesthetic that
enters the bloodstream, intraosseous
injections are probably somewhere
between infiltration/block injections
and intravenous injections; therefore,
the maximum recommended dose
of lidocaine 2% for intraosseous
injections is probably somewhere
between 7.7 cartridges for intravenous injections and 13.9 cartridges
for infiltration/block injections.
Still, it would be prudent for dentists not to exceed 7.7 cartridges of
lidocaine 2% for intraosseous injections, as these maximum recommended doses are additive between
infiltration/block injections and
intraosseous injections. Fortunately,
since intraosseous injections are
usually very effective in very small
doses, clinical situations in which
a dentist would need to administer
anything close to 7.7 anesthetic cartridges intraosseously are unlikely.

Vasoconstrictors in local
anesthetics
In 1955, the New York Heart Association recommended no more than
0.2 mg (200 µg) of epinephrine in
one session for patients with heart
disease.51 This amount of epinephrine would require slightly more
than 11 cartridges of lidocaine 2%
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with 1:100,000 epinephrine—an
amount close to the maximum
recommended dose of 13.9 cartridges of lidocaine 2% for 154-lb
patients. Since epinephrine has a
half-life of approximately one to
two minutes, virtually all exogenous
epinephrine would be eliminated
within 30 minutes.52-57 It is unlikely
that more than 11 cartridges of
anesthetic would be administered in
a 30-minute period in a typical clinical setting. As long as the cartridges
are administered over a period longer
than 30 minutes, the maximum
recommended dose of lidocaine 2%
(500 mg or 3.2 mg/lb) is clinically
more significant than the maximum
recommended dose of the epinephrine within the cartridges.
Due to the relatively short half-life
of epinephrine, toxicity issues are
limited. With a 30-second half-life,
50% of the drug is metabolized by
monoamine oxidase (MAO) and/
or catechol O-methyltransferase
(COMT) within one minute and
75% of the drug is metabolized at
two minutes. Using two minutes
as the half-life, half of the drug is
metabolized in two minutes, and
three-fourths is metabolized in four
minutes. Utilizing Malamed’s atraumatic local anesthesia slow injection
technique, an injection of a single
1.8 mL local anesthetic cartridge
should be administered in approximately two minutes.58 Malamed
noted that many clinicians inject
anesthetic much faster than the
suggested two-minute approach.58
However, since secondary injections
require unloading and reloading
anesthetic cartridges and relocating
the injection site, the two-minute
time frame is probably reasonable.
A 1:50,000 epinephrine local
anesthesia formulation contains
36 µg for each 1.8 mL anesthetic
cartridge. Utilizing the model of a
two-minute half-life, the seventh

injection with a 1:50,000 epinephrine local anesthetic solution would
add less than 36 µg of epinephrine
total, for a total of less than 72 µg
of epinephrine—well below the
recommended dosage of 200 µg
for patients with heart disease (see
Table 3). Furthermore, additional
injections would not result in
any significant increase of serum
epinephrine. Even if 14 cartridges
of lidocaine with 1:50,000 epinephrine were administered (slightly
more than the maximum of 13.9
cartridges of lidocaine 2% permitted for a 154-lb adult), the patient
would still receive less than 72 µg of
serum epinephrine, assuming a twominute injection time per cartridge.
When 1:100,000 epinephrine is
used with this protocol, the total
amount of serum epinephrine from
14 cartridges would be less than 36
µg. Of course, if the cartridges are
administered faster than the recommended two minutes each, significantly more serum epinephrine
would accumulate. Although the
biotransformation of epinephrine
occurs once it enters the serum,
epinephrine as a vasoconstrictor
injected intramuscularly for a dental
procedure gradually leaches out
of the injection area and into the
serum, resulting in a rate of epinephrine biotransformation that is
slower than what would be expected
from half-life dynamics alone.
Certainly, epinephrine toxicity
from overdose is and should be a
serious consideration, but it does
not appear that vasoconstriction
utilization within dentistry presents
any viable epinephrine toxicity risk.
The same cannot be said for other
vasoconstrictors like levonordefrin,
which have a poor β1:β2 ratio and
thus tend to increase blood pressure reactivity. Conversely, the β1
and β2 activity is approximately
equal for epinephrine.59-63

Table 3. Serum epinephrine levels after consecutive injections of lidocaine
with 1:50,000 epinephrine every two minutes.
Cartridges

µg of epinephrine for each cartridge

Total µg

2

36

36

2

4

18

54

3

6

9

63

4

8

4.5

67.5

5

10

2.25

69.75

1

Minutes

6

12

1.125

70.875

7

14

0.5625

71.4375

8

16

0.28125

71.71875

9

18

0.140625

71.859375

10

20

0.0703125

71.9296875

11

22

0.03515625

71.9648438

12

24

0.01757813

71.9824219

13

26

0.00878906

71.9912109

28

0.00439453

14

71.9956054

Total after 14 cartridges

<72 µg

A 1987 study by Troullos et al
reported that the mean arterial
pressure (MAP) increased in 10
subjects who received eight local
anesthetic cartridges of 2% lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine,
compared to five subjects who each
received six anesthetic cartridges of
mepivacaine without vasoconstrictor.64 Compared to the group that
received mepivicaine without vasoconstrictor, the systolic blood pressure for those receiving lidocaine
with 1:100,000 epinephrine was
approximately 20 mmHg higher (to
approximately 150 mmHg) while
the diastolic blood pressure essentially stayed unchanged or dropped
only slightly. It was not noted how
quickly the anesthetic cartridges
were administered.64
Two years later, Troullos et
al compared 15 patients who
each received seven cartridges
of 2% lidocaine with 1:100,000
www.agd.org

epinephrine with 15 patients who
each received six cartridges of
mepivacaine without vasoconstrictor
and noted an increase in systolic
blood pressure of only 10 mmHg
(to approximately 130 mmHg) in
the group receiving 2% lidocaine.65
Again, it was not noted how quickly
the anesthetic cartridges were administered, and it is possible that the rise
in blood pressure in both of these
studies could be attributed to the
clinicians injecting the epinephrinecontaining cartridges one after the
other in quick succession. Future
clinical studies are necessary to
evaluate the cardiovascular dynamics
of increased local anesthesia vasoconstriction dosages and to establish
the dose-response curve.
In a 2007 study involving patients
with cardiovascular disease undergoing restorative dentistry, one group
was administered either one or two
cartridges of lidocaine 2% with
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1:100,000 epinephrine (0.018 mg
or 0.036 mg of epinephrine), while
another group received one or two
cartridges of lidocaine 2% without
epinephrine. There was no difference in blood pressure or heart rate
between the two groups, leading to
the conclusion that epinephrine was
safe to use among these patients.66
In a similar study, 24 patients
received up to two cartridges of
mepivacaine 2% with 1:100,000
epinephrine (≤0.036 mg of epinephrine), while three patients received
more than two cartridges (>0.036
mg of epinephrine) and 27 patients
received mepivacaine 3% cartridges
without epinephrine. There were
no additional ischemic risks among
coronary patients undergoing dental
extraction with local anesthetic,
regardless of whether it contained
epinephrine.67 These results confirm
earlier studies which stated that
local anesthetics with epinephrine
are relatively safe in cardiac patients
and in hypertensive patients.59,68
Dental patients with hypertension
and cardiovascular disease appear to
tolerate two to three local anesthetic
cartridges of 2% lidocaine with
1:100,000 epinephrine.60,69

Drug interactions and
misconceptions concerning
local anesthetics and
vasoconstrictors
Adding vasoconstrictors to local
anesthetic solutions generally
increases the depth and duration
of anesthesia and may indirectly
decrease anesthetic toxicity, as less
anesthetic is necessary to achieve the
same anesthetic effect as anesthetic
used alone.60,61 It has been alleged
that vasoconstrictors added to local
anesthetics may interact with MAO
inhibitors, tricyclic antidepressants
(TCAs), nonselective beta blockers, and cocaine, and that they
can potentially cause hypertensive
120
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crises.70 A hypertensive crisis may
result from stress, a single drug
effect, or the interactions of two or
more drugs, causing an increase in
blood pressure that may produce a
cardiovascular and/or cerebral vascular accident.63,71-73 Some of these
allegations are still published on
product inserts of local anesthetics
that contain vasoconstrictors.
MAO inhibitors and
vasoconstrictors

Both animal and human studies
have failed to show an interaction
between local anesthetics containing
vasoconstrictors and MAO inhibitors.74-76 All anesthetics containing
vasoconstrictors can be used without special reservation for patients
taking MAO inhibitors.77,78

Drug interactions with
epinephrine and other
vasoconstrictors
There are significant differences
between the actions of epinephrine
and other vasoconstrictors. The failure to appreciate these differences
has led to misconceptions regarding epinephrine vasoconstrictor
pharmacology and drug interactions
with TCAs, nonselective beta blockers, and cocaine. Brown and Rhodus
noted that there are very few if any
articles showing any interaction at
all between the epinephrine vasoconstrictor within local anesthetics
and other drugs.60
Epinephrine has relatively equal
β1 and β2 adrenergic agonist
actions, while norepinephrine and
levonordefrin possess considerably greater β1 receptor potency
compared to β2 receptor potency.
Since β1 activity increases blood
pressure and β2 activity decreases
it, using norepinephrine and levonordefrin as vasoconstrictors tends
to increase MAP; by contrast, using
epinephrine as a vasoconstrictor
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does not have a significant effect
on MAP.59,61,62
It appears that norepinephrine
and levnordefrin’s unfavorable
β1:β2 ratio increases the risk of
hypertensive crisis. Hypertension and negative cardiac effects
secondary to the utilization of norepinephrine and levonordefrin vasoconstriction have been documented
in the literature.63,71,72 By contrast,
epinephrine vasoconstriction does
not appear to be a causative agent
of hypertension. Many dentists
have believed that the supposed
hemodynamic action of epinephrine
vasoconstriction is due to epinephrine’s alpha adrenergic potency.60
However, alpha adrenergic vasoconstriction is equalized because dental
anesthetic formulations with less
adrenergic potency are provided in
increased concentrations; for example, levonordefrin is provided in a
1:20,000 formulation compared to
the more potent epinephrine, which
typically is provided in 1:100,000
formulations.60

TCAs and vasoconstrictors
The possibility of a problematic
interaction between TCAs and epinephrine vasoconstriction has been
a source of controversy.60,70,73-75,79-83
In three studies that alleged such
an interaction, the authors failed
to explain the mechanism of the
pharmacologic antidepressant drug
action.74,75,79 These authors were privy
to the initial catecholamine reuptake
blockade within the neurotransmitter synapse, the initial action of the
antidepressant drug which would
be expected to initially increase the
agonist activity of catecholamines.
However, the long-term neurotransmitter/drug action is downregulation of both alpha-1 receptors and
serotonin (5HT) receptors; receptor
downregulation takes approximately
two to three weeks.84-88

These studies used either naive
human subjects or animal models
(and none of these subjects received
the drugs for the two weeks necessary for alpha-1 downregulation);
as a result, these studies reported
the initial increase in blood pressure reactivity (due to the initial
drug action of re-uptake synaptic
blockade) and failed to evaluate the
reality of the clinical utilization of
these drugs in terms of long-term
alpha-1 downregulation.60,74,75,79
The authors have not found a single
reported case of such an interaction
(concerning drugs that have been
utilized for millions of patients)
in the medical or dental literature,
suggesting that there is no clinical
interaction between epinephrine
vasoconstriction and TCAs within
clinical practice.60

Nonselective beta blockers
and vasoconstrictors
Brown and Rhodus made a similar
conclusion about the alleged interaction between epinephrine in local
anesthetics and nonselective beta
blockers that produces hypertension.60 The authors could find no
reported cases of local anesthetic
and epinephrine formulations utilized in dental treatment and nonselective beta blocker drug interaction
in the literature.
Interaction between beta blockers
and a local anesthetic with epinephrine vasoconstrictor may be possible,
but it is extremely unlikely and
may be related to a vasoconstrictor
other than epinephrine, as the only
reported dental clinical case report
actually involved the vasoconstrictor levonordefrin.89 There have
been reports of hypertensive crises
secondary to the vasoconstrictor
norepinephrine.63,71,90,91 As with
levonordefrin, norepinephrine
has an unfavorable β1:β2 ratio.72
Norepinephrine is no longer used

in the U.S.; however, levonordefrin
is added to some formulations of
mepivacaine. As a result, although
there is no interaction between local
anesthetics with levonordefrin and
MAO inhibitors or TCAs, it may be
prudent for patients taking nonselective beta blockers to avoid local
anesthetics with levonordefrin vasonstrictors and instead use an alternate
local anesthetic formulation.

Cocaine and vasoconstrictors
Although an interaction between
epinephrine vasoconstriction and
cocaine has been alleged, the real
problem is additive, not interactive—in other words, there is a
potential additive toxicity between
cocaine and the dental local anesthetic used.70,80
Local anesthetics (including
cocaine, mepivicaine, and lidocaine) all have cardiac toxicity
potential. There is a danger that
a dental patient using cocaine
will be exposed to quantities of a
dental local anesthetic that could
add significantly to the total local
anesthetic level of cardiotoxicity.
However, the fact that cocaine is the
only local anesthetic with significant
vasoconstrictive properties suggests
that adding a vasoconstrictor local
anesthesia formulation (such as epinephrine) would also create another
additive toxicity situation.60 The
vasoconstrictor tends to limit local
anesthetics into the systemic circulation and thus may help to decrease
local anesthesia toxicity.60

Malignant hyperthermia and
local anesthetics
In the past, amide local anesthetics
(for example, articaine, bupivacaine,
etidocaine, lidocaine, mepivacaine,
and prilocaine) were alleged to cause
malignant hyperthermic reactions
in patients susceptible to malignant
hyperthermia; ester local anesthetwww.agd.org

ics (for example, procaine) were
advised for such patients.1 However,
according to the literature, animals
that were susceptible to malignant
hyperthermia showed no reaction to
large doses of amide local anesthetics.92,93 In addition, amide local
anesthetics have been used safely
in humans who were susceptible to
malignant hyperthermia.94,95 All local
anesthetics are considered safe for
these patients.96-98

Summary
There are no more important drugs
in dentistry than local anesthetics
and vasoconstrictors. Dentists
should have an intimate knowledge
of the properties of and techniques
used with local anesthetics and
vasoconstrictors, including injection
pain, efficacy, toxicity, maximum
dosages, duration, and drug
interactions. Used properly, local
anesthetics and vasoconstrictors are
extremely safe and effective.
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Exercise No. 256

Anesthesia & Pain Control
Subject code 132
The 15 questions for this exercise are based on the
article, “Dentistry’s wonder drugs: Local anesthetics
and vasoconstrictors” on pages 114-123. This exercise
was developed by Thomas C. Johnson, DMD, MAGD, in
association with the General Dentistry Self-Instruction
Committee.
Reading the article and successfully completing the
exercise will enable you to:
• evaluate the factors that affect the pain from an
anesthetic injection;
• understand the significance of the relative efficacy of
lidocaine and articaine;
• understand the factors affecting the toxicity of local
anesthetics and epinephrine; and
• review potential drug interactions with local anesthetics
and vasoconstrictors.
1.

Which of the following is true regarding the
different anesthetics used?
A. Bupivacaine is more painful than prilocaine.
B. Prilocaine is more painful than lidocaine.
C. Lidocaine is more painful than mepivacaine.
D. Mepivacaine is more painful than articaine.

2.

What is the most important factor in choosing a
local anesthetic?
A. Efficacy
B. Concentration of epinephrine
C. Toxicity
D. pH

3.
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Compared to lidocaine 2% with epinephrine,
which of the following is true about anesthetic
without a vasoconstrictor?
A. Less likelihood of lip mutilation
B. A shorter duration of pulpal anesthesia
C. A lower concentration of anesthetic
D. Both have the same maximum recommended
dose
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4.

What is the maximum recommended dose of
lidocaine (in mg) for a 154-lb adult?
A. 300
B. 400
C. 500
D. 600

5.

What is the maximum number of 1.8 cc cartridges
of mepivacaine that should be used for a 50-lb
child?
A. 2.1
B. 2.8
C. 2.4
D. 3.0

6.

Which of the following is true about the
administration of phentolamine mesylate?
A. It reduces the chances of lip mutilation for
children of all ages.
B. It accelerates the systemic absorption of the
local anesthetic from the injection site.
C. It blocks the beta-one receptor, thus
complementing the action of the
vasoconstrictor.
D. It is recommended when signs of anesthetic
overdose are observed.

7.

Which of the following is true about intraosseous
injections?
A. They commonly elicit convulsions.
B. They require a larger volume of anesthetic
than conventional injections.
C. They demonstrate slower absorption into the
bloodstream than infiltration/block injections.
D. They can be more effective and have a faster
onset than conventional injections.

8.

What is the half-life of epinephrine?
A. Less than one minute
B. One to two minutes
C. Three to four minutes
D. More than four minutes

9.

Which of the following is not true regarding the
biotransformation or metabolism of epinephrine?
A. Biotransformation is increased indirectly by its
vasoconstrictor effects.
B. Biotransformation occurs at a predictable rate
once it enters the serum.
C. Methylation is catalyzed by Catechol
O-methyltransferase (COMT).
D. Oxidation is catalyzed by monoamine oxidase
(MAO).

10.

What is the maximum dose (in mg) of epinephrine
recommended for patients with heart disease?
A. 0.2
B. 0.4
C. 0.6
D. 0.8

11.

12.

How many mg of epinephrine are in an anesthetic
cartridge containing 1.8 cc of lidocaine 2% with
1:50,000 epinephrine?
A. 0.018
B. 0.028
C. 0.036
D. 0.050
The maximum recommended dose of lidocaine 2%
is clinically more significant than the maximum
recommended dose of epinephrine. The utilization
of two to three local anesthetic cartridges of 2%
lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine appears to be
well-tolerated in dental patients with hypertension
and cardiovascular disease.
A. Both statements are true.
B. The first statement is true;
the second statement is false.
C. The first statement is false;
the second statement is true.
D. Both statements are false.

13.

Which of the following is true regarding anesthetic
selection and dosage for a 50-lb child?
A. An anesthetic without epinephrine provides a
wider margin of safety to avoid overdose.
B. Dentists can administer 6.5 cartridges of
lidocaine with epinephrine before reaching
the maximum recommended dose.
C. Dentists can administer 2.4 cartridges of
articaine with epinephrine before reaching
the maximum recommended dose.
D. The recommended dose for intraosseous
injections usually is the same as that for
infiltration/block injections.

14.

What is the approximate pH of prilocaine plain?
A. 3.5
B. 4.5
C. 5.5
D. 6.5

15.

An atraumatic injection technique should take
approximately two minutes per cartridge. If the
maximum number of cartridges is administered
more quickly than two minutes each, significant
serum epinephrine can accumulate.
A. Both statements are true.
B. The first statement is true;
the second statement is false.
C. The first statement is false;
the second statement is true.
D. Both statements are false.

Answer form and Instructions are on pages 159-160.
Answers for this exercise must be received by February 28, 2011.
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A novel, minimally invasive approach to
managing mild epithelial dysplasia
Kevin D. Huff, DDS, MAGD

n

Kurt C. Garren, MD

n

Marlene S. Huff, RN, MSN, PhD

Conventional oral cancer screening examinations can be enhanced
by direct tissue fluorescence visualization. Early dysplastic lesions
detected during screening examinations often are monitored
for progression or changes in appearance. Aggressive surgical
intervention usually is contraindicated for mild epithelial dysplasia.
As epithelial dysplasia progresses from mild to severe, the
likelihood of it developing into carcinoma increases. Minimally
invasive tissue management procedures should be considered as

C

lassically, epithelial dysplasia
appears as subtle tissue changes
that may be erythroplakic,
leukoplakic, or erythroleukoplakic.1
However, pre-neoplastic lesions may
be undetectable when conventional
oral cancer screening is performed
under white lighting. It has been
reported that adding direct tissue
fluorescence visualization technology
(VELscope, LED Dental Inc.) to a
conventional oral cancer screening
protocol is useful in identifying
lesions that had not been detected
on the same patients by conventional
screening alone. In a 2009 study,
83% of those lesions detected with
adjunctive technology were dysplastic, although they were occult.2
Twelve percent of dysplasias will
become carcinoma in situ within
five years, and 73% of those will
likely progress to metastatic carcinoma. Mild dysplasia may take 58
months to convert to carcinoma,
while severe dysplasias can become
cancer within one year.3 Unfortunately, there is no documented
correlation between the clinical
appearance and the grade of dysplasia; for such cases, a surgical
biopsy is required for a definitive
126
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a possible method of early intervention to reduce the occurrence
of oral cancer. This case report describes a novel approach to
managing mild epithelial dysplasia when therapy is indicated (due
to a high risk for oral cancer) but aggressive surgical management
is contraindicated (due to a potential loss of function and increased
morbidity).
Received: March 2, 2009
Accepted: May 5, 2009

diagnosis.4 Clearly, overall survival
and patient morbidity is improved
following early diagnosis and appropriate intervention and treatment.5
There is controversy as to whether
mild epithelial dysplasia should be
treated or monitored. The argument
for observation without surgical
intervention is based on the fact
that the majority of dysplasias do
not become cancer and that surgical
intervention may cause unnecessary
tissue injury and potential dysfunction.3 The argument for surgical
intervention may be that high-risk
lesions should be radically excised
to minimize the risk of carcinogenesis. As with all aspects of health
care, there are multiple approaches
to the management of any given
situation, and the choice of care
should be driven by a professional
code of ethics.6
Early dysplasia in cervical tissues
has been treated conservatively
by using cryotherapy with liquid
nitrogen.7 Since the histological
compositions of cervical tissues and
oral mucosa are similar, it is plausable that cryotherapy may be useful
for conservatively managing early
dysplasias or pre-neoplastic lesions
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intraorally. The following case
report illustrates how a case of mild
epithelial dysplasia in a high-risk
site was managed via cryotherapy.1

Case report
A 67-year-old man sought treatment
for a broken mandibular right first
molar. He was healthy and ambulatory with no significant medical
history; specifically, he had no history of intraoral or extraoral cancer.
He denied the use of alcohol, but
he reported that he previously had a
long-term habit (approximately 40
years) of chewing long tobacco. He
claimed to have stopped chewing
tobacco several years earlier.
As part of a comprehensive oral
evaluation, a conventional oral
cancer screening examination was
conducted according to standard
technique.8 In addition, direct tissue
fluorescence visualization imaging
with the VELscope was employed as
an adjunctive visual screening tool.
An expansive loss of fluorescence
did not blanch when blunt pressure was applied with the side of a
periodontal probe, which indicated
increased metabolic activity of
epithelial cells (Fig. 1 and 2). The

Fig. 1. A conventional oral cancer examination indicates trauma from the
fractured mandibular molar to the buccal mucosa.

Fig. 2. Direct tissue fluorescence imaging reveals an expansive loss of
fluorescence distal to the mandibular molar and extending distobuccally
and distolingually around the retromolar pad.

Fig. 3. An incisional biopsy was taken at the center of the lesion, which is
outlined in indelible ink.

Fig. 4. Liquid nitrogen was applied to the lesion using the dip-stick
application method.

patient was informed that a suspicious lesion had been discovered
that required re-evaluation in two
weeks, and the fractured tooth was
restored to eliminate the obvious
source of potential trauma.
After two weeks, the lesion was
still present. Liquid-based cytology
was utilized as a secondary screening measure to confirm that the
questionable area discovered during
the initial examination was, in fact,
abnormal tissue. A tissue sample was
collected using a brushing technique
and the entire sample (including
the brush) was placed into SurePath

solution (BD Diagnostics) and
processed according to SurePath
protocol. A board-certified oral
pathologist reported that the sample
was “suspicious for mild epithelial
dysplasia” and recommended
conducting a surgical biopsy of any
persistent lesion.
Immediately following receipt of
the positive cytology report, an incisional biopsy was performed. Following adequate local anesthesia using
lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine, a tissue sample was collected
surgically from the center of the questionable area (Fig. 3) identified by
www.agd.org

the VELscope according to accepted
protocol.4,9 The biopsy specimen was
placed in formalin and submitted
for processing and diagnosis by a
board-certified oral pathologist, who
reported a diagnosis of mild epithelial
dysplasia and recommended excising
any persistent lesion.
The VELscope was used to help
identify the margins of the lesion
as described by Poh et al.9 Liquid
nitrogen was applied to the lesion
and approximately 5 mm beyond
the margin using the dip-stick
applicator method described by
Orengo and Salasche (Fig. 4).10
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Fig. 5. The patient three months posttreatment, demonstrating a generalized loss
of fluorescence that blanches with diascopic
pressure, which is indicative of inflammation
and tissue maturation.

The patient returned for followup appointments and re-evaluation
(consisting of oral cancer screening
examination and direct tissue
fluorescence visualization with the
VELscope) every three months
for one year (Fig. 5 and 6); during
that time, tissue healing occurred
uneventfully. At one year, direct
tissue fluorescence imaging indicated no loss of fluorescence, suggesting that the tissues were healthy
(Fig. 7). Throughout the course of
therapy, the patient reported no
pain, paresthesia, or morbidity.

Fig. 6. The tissues appear healthy one year after treatment.

Fig. 7. Normal fluorescence indicates that the dysplastic tissue in the right retromolar and
retromylohyoid areas has resolved completely.

Discussion
This case represents an example of
utilizing minimally invasive ablation for the management of mild
epithelial dysplasia. Conventional
radical excision in the retromylohyoid region carries an elevated risk
of injury to the lingual nerve that
may result in permanent paresthesia
and loss of taste. Scar tissue formation may lower the quality of life
by complicating the swallowing
and agglutination functions of
the tongue. Therefore, avoiding
surgical insult was desirable and
128
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in the patient’s best interest. Laser
ablation was considered; however,
the authors anticipated a higher
degree of postoperative discomfort
following laser ablation. The patient
reported no postoperative pain following cryotherapy, although he did
complain that the tissues felt “leathery” for approximately one week.
Cryotherapy has not been
documented for intraoral use as
of this writing, and the patient
was advised that this therapy was
unconventional. He agreed to
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follow-up visits on a three-month
basis. The tissues appeared to be
normal after one year of close observation; at that time, the patient
opted for semi-annual re-evaluation.
Cytology was not repeated because a
surgical biopsy was the only way to
definitively confirm the presence of
healthy or dysplastic tissues at follow-up visits. The authors and the
patient felt that additional biopsies
would be an unnecessary surgical
insult to a site that appears to have
responded favorably to treatment.

However, the patient has been faithful with regular re-evaluation since
the initial submission of this report,
with no apparent change in the
healthy appearance of the treated
tissues.

Summary
Since survival rates for oral cancer
patients have not changed significantly over the past 30 years,
proactive measures are indicated
to improve the prognosis of
oral cancer.3 Minimally invasive
measures that can manage early,
potentially premalignant oral lesions
should be seriously considered.
Based on the results of the present
case, cryotherapy is a novel and
effective approach to appropriately
managing mild epithelial dysplasia.
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Resistance of composite and amalgam core
foundations retained with and without pins
and bonding agents
Terence A. Imbery, DDS
Peter C. Moon, PhD

n

Ryan Swigert

n

Brian Richman

n

Vincent Sawicki, DDS, PhD

To compare the resistance of different amalgam and composite
core foundations retained by pins, bonding agents, or both, 100
molars were mounted in acrylic resin and their occlusal surfaces were
reduced to expose dentin. Pins were inserted at the four line angles
of the teeth and matrices were placed. Bonding agents were applied
according to the manufacturers’ instructions. Amalgam was handcondensed and composite was incrementally added and photocured.
Restorations were adjusted to produce specimens (n = 10) 5 mm

A

well-retained core foundation
is a prerequisite for cast gold,
porcelain-fused-to-metal
(PFM), and ceramic crowns. Both
amalgam alloy and composite resin
may be used for core foundations.1
Amalgam has the advantage of having
proven its effectiveness for nearly
100 years. Historically, amalgam
core foundations have been retained
with pins; however, pin-retained
amalgam core foundations present
several disadvantages, including
crazing of dentin, pulpal inflammation, decreased physical strength of
the amalgam, and pin placement
errors that may lead to periodontal
or pulpal perforation.2-5 In addition,
unless a fast-setting, high-strength
amalgam is used, the majority of
amalgam core foundations and crown
preparations must be completed and
placed at separate appointments.1
Today, dentin bonding agents are
able to bond amalgam to tooth structure. Several in vitro studies have
demonstrated that amalgam core
foundations retained with only an
amalgam bonding agent are as reten130
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in height with a 1 mm bevel at the axial-occlusal surface. After
immersion in deionized water for 24 hours, specimens were loaded
at a 45 degree angle on their beveled surfaces in a Universal
Testing Machine at a crosshead speed of 0.02 in./minute. ANOVA
and Tukey’s tests indicated that FluoroCore 2 (with or without pins)
was statistically stronger than all other combinations ( p < 0.05).
Received: May 15, 2009
Accepted: July 24, 2009

tive as foundations retained by pins.6-8
An additive effect is obtained when
pins are combined with amalgam
bonding agents.9 A six-year clinical
study by Summitt et al reported that
pin retention and amalgam bonding
were equally effective for retaining
extension amalgam restorations.10 A
recent in vitro study demonstrated
that Scotchbond Multi-Purpose Plus
(3M ESPE) provided more retention
and resistance for flat, nonretentive
preparations than four TMS Link
Plus Regular pins (Coltene/Whaledent, Inc.), and that PQ Amalgam
(Ultradent Products, Inc.) was the
most cost-effective (with the fewest
procedural steps) and was as effective
as four TMS Regular pins.8
Composite resins are the most
widely used core foundation material in private practice.1 The main
advantage of resins is that they allow
dentists to prepare crowns at the
same appointment. In addition,
composites can match tooth shades
very closely, allowing for a better
shade match when an all-ceramic
crown is planned. However, this
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advantage becomes a disadvantage if
the shade match makes it difficult to
discern the composite-tooth junction
during crown preparation. Another
disadvantage is that self-etch and
total etch bonding agents containing
acidic primers may cause incomplete
polymerization; the basic tertiary
amine activator in the dual-cured
resin becomes inactive (through
an acid-base reaction) with acidic
monomers contained in the self-etch
and total etch bonding agents.11-15 To
compensate for possible incomplete
polymerization of the dual-cured
resin, a bond enhancer or coupling
agent must be applied to the cured
dentin bonding agent. The use of a
bond enhancer such as BondLink
(Den-Mat Corporation) has been
shown to improve the bonding of
dual-cured resins to dentin bonding
agents utilizing self-etching primers.16
CompCore AF (Premier Dental
Products) and FluoroCore 2
(Dentsply Caulk) are dual-cured,
fluoride-releasing resin composites
with a viscosity that allows them
to be stacked, while Tytin (Kerr

Table 1. The specific components of the materials used in the present
study.
Scotchbond
Multi-Purpose Plus

Primer 1.5 (water, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA),
copolymers of acrylic and itaconic acids)
Activator 2.0 (ethyl alcohol, sodium benzene sulfinate)
Activator 3.0 (bisphenol A diglycidyl ether dimethacrylate
(DMA), HEMA, blend of animes)
Catalyst 3.5 (bisphenol A digylcidyl ether DMA, HEMA, benzoyl
peroxide)

Fig. 1. A specimen mounted in acrylic resin.

Optibond Solo Plus

Bisphenol A glycidyl methacrylate (Bis-GMA)
HEMA
Glycerol dimethacrylate (GDM)
Glycerol phosphate dimethacrylate (GPDM)

Dental) and Valiant Ph.D. (Ivoclar
Vivadent) are two high-copper
amalgam alloys. Tytin is a spherical, fast-setting alloy and Valiant
Ph.D. is an admixed, slower-setting
alloy. Adequate proximal contacts
are easier to obtain via admixed
alloys such as Valiant Ph.D.17
When Haller et al compared the
retention of pin-retained amalgam
and composite cores, the composite
cores demonstrated only 56% the
strength of amalgam cores.18 Conversely, Tjan et al found composite
cores to be more retentive than
amalgam cores.19 The present study
sought to compare the retention of
Valiant Ph.D., Tytin, CompCore
AF, and FluoroCore 2 foundations
when using pins, bonding agents,
or a combination of the two. This
study also evaluated how pin size,
type of amalgam bonding agent,
and type of core material affected
retention. The chemical composition of each material used in the
study is listed in Table 1.

Materials and methods
One hundred caries-free third
molars of a similar size were cleaned
of debris and disinfected for 30
minutes in a 0.5% solution of
sodium hypochlorite and sterile
water. The teeth were embedded

Ethanol
Silicon oxide
Barium borosilicate
PQ Amalgam

Bis-GMA
HEMA
Camphorquinone
Benzoyl peroxide
Phosphate methacrylates
Fumed silica

BondLink

2 Propanone
Benzene sulfinic acid

CompCore AF

Catalyst (Bis-GMA and triethylene glycol dimethacrylates
(TEGMA), benzoyl peroxide, barium silicate, fumed silica)
Base (Bis-GMA and TEGMA, co-initiator, photoinitiator,
barium silicate, fumed silica)

FluoroCore 2

Catalyst (urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA), aluminum oxide
(Al2O3 ), benzoyl peroxide, barium boron fluoro alumino
silicate glass)
Base (UDMA, barium boron fluoro alumino silicate glass,
camphoroquinone, photoinitiators, and accelerators)

Valiant Ph.D.

Admixed high copper alloy (52.5% silver, 29.7% tin, 17.5%
copper, 0.3% palladium, 47% mercury)

Tytin

Spherical high copper alloy (59% silver, 28% tin, 13% copper,
42% mercury)

in Orthodontic Resin (Dentsply
Caulk), 2 mm apical to their
cementoenamel junction (CEJ) (Fig.
1). The teeth were assigned randomly to one of 10 groups (n = 10):
Tytin retained by four TMS Regular
pins (Group A); Tytin retained by
Scotchbond Multi-Purpose Plus
www.agd.org

(Group B); Tytin retained by four
TMS Minim pins and Scotchbond
Multi-Purpose Plus (Group C);
Valiant Ph.D. retained by four TMS
Minim pins (Group D); Valiant
Ph.D. retained by PQ Amalgam
(Group E); Valiant Ph.D. retained
by PQ Amalgam and four TMS
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Fig. 2. A specimen with four TMS Link Plus
Regular pins.

Fig. 5. A Tytin specimen with a 1 mm bevel at
the axial-occlusal line angle.

Regular pins (Group F); CompCore
AF retained by Optibond Solo
Plus and BondLink (Group G);
CompCore AF retained by four
TMS Minim pins, Optibond Solo
Plus, and BondLink (Group H);
FluoroCore 2 retained by four TMS
Regular pins, Optibond Solo Plus,
and BondLink (Group I); and FluoroCore 2 retained by only Optibond
Solo Plus and BondLink (Group J).
The occulsal surface of each tooth
was reduced to within 2 mm of its
CEJ junction by using an Isomet
saw (Buehler Ltd.) to essentially
produce a flat, nonretentive surface.
Using a 2 mm self-limiting twist drill
(Coltene/Whaledent, Inc.) in a slowspeed handpiece (A-Dec), the teeth
132
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Fig. 3. A copper band matrix reinforced with
dental impression compound.

Fig. 4. A specimen from Group J, following the
application of FluoroCore 2.

receiving four TMS Link Plus Regular or Minim pins had pin channels
prepared at the four line angles of the
tooth, within 1 mm of their dentinenamel junctions. The pins were
placed manually until the shoulder of
each pin contacted dentin (Fig. 2).
Copper band matrices (Moyco
Technologies) were adapted to
the prepared teeth and supported
with Impression Compound (Kerr
Dental) (Fig. 3). All specimens
restored with CompCore AF or
FluoroCore 2 (Groups G–J) were
etched for 15 seconds with an
etchant (Scotchbond Etchant, 3M
ESPE) containing 35% phosphoric
acid, rinsed for 20 seconds with an
air/water aerosol, and blotted dry.
Optibond Solo Plus was applied by
rubbing it gently onto the dentin
surface for 15 seconds and gently
air-thinning for five seconds to
evaporate the ethanol solvent. This
step was repeated and the bonding agent was photocured for 20
seconds (L.E.Demetron II, Kerr
Dental). BondLink was applied by
gently rubbing for 15 seconds and
air-drying gently for five seconds.
CompCore AF and FluoroCore 2
were applied in 2 mm increments,
both of which were photocured for
60 seconds (Fig. 4).

The dentin surfaces of the Scotchbond Multi-Purpose Plus samples
(Groups B and C) were treated with
Scotchbond Etchant for 15 seconds
and rinsed with an air/water aerosol
for 30 seconds. The dentin surface
was dried carefully to remove excess
water while remaining slightly
moist. Scotchbond Multi-Purpose
Plus was applied according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
The dentin surfaces for the PQ
Amalgam specimens (Groups E
and F) were etched with Ultra-Etch
(Ultradent) for 15 seconds and
rinsed with an air/water aerosol for
30 seconds. A uniform layer of PQ
Amalgam was applied according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
For specimens restored with
amalgam, Tytin or Valiant Ph.D. was
triturated in a Touch Pad amalgamator (Henry Schein, Inc.) for eight
seconds and hand-condensed. For
all groups, the copper band matrices
were removed 10 minutes after the
restorations were completed. Specimens were adjusted using a highspeed handpiece (A-Dec) to produce
restorations 5 mm in height with a
1 mm bevel at the axial-occulsal surface (Fig. 5). All groups were stored
in deionized water for 24 hours at
37°C; at that point, specimens were
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Table 2. Mean fracture
resistance. Groups with the
same superscript letters are
statistically similar (p < 0.05).
Group

Mean (SD)

Fractures

Table 3. Main effect of pin size, bonding agent, and core material
(p < 0.05 was not statistically significant).
Main effect

p value

Minim vs. Regular pin size

0.3172

Valiant Ph.D. vs. Tytin

0.9559

A

1,345 N (204) a

1

FluoroCore II vs. CompCore AF

0.0001

B

1,990 N (374) a,b,c

4

Scotchbond Multipurpose Plus vs. PQ Amalgam

0.5299

C

2,060 N (574) a,b,c

4

Amalgam vs. composite

0.00001

D

1,645 N (601) a,b

0

Pins vs. amalgam bonding agent

0.0596

E

1,880 N (564) a,b,c

2

F

1,900 N (567) a,b,c

3

G

1,930 N (562) a,b,c

5

H

2,170 N (690)

b,c

3

I

2,560 N (534) c,d

7

J

3,035 N (605)

8

d

placed in a universal testing machine
(TTC, Instron Corp.) at a 45 degree
angle and loaded in compression
on their beveled surface until failure
(Fig. 6). The load required for failure
was recorded in Newtons. The parametric data were analyzed with an
ANOVA and significant differences
among the means were determined
by Tukey’s test at a confidence level
of p = 0.05. In addition, linear
contrasts were used to ascertain the
effect of pin size, bonding agent, and
core material.

Results
The mean fracture resistance, standard deviations (SD), and number
of nonrestorable tooth fractures are
listed in Table 2. The means ranged
from a low of 1,345 N for Group
A to a high of 3,035 N for Group
J. Amalgam alloys and both resin
cores retained by only the bonding
agents (Groups B, E, G, and J) were
statistically equivalent to their pinretained counterparts. FluoroCore
2 specimens with and without pins
(Groups I and J) were statistically

Fig. 6. A FluoroCore 2 specimen in the
universal testing machine.

Fig. 7. Root fracture of a FluoroCore 2 specimen
retained by pins and Optibond Solo Plus with
BondLink. The core foundation remained intact.

stronger than all other groups. Of
the 20 FluoroCore 2 specimens, 15
had nonrestorable tooth fractures;
three of these were the result of the
roots fracturing within the acrylic
base without the core fracturing
(Fig. 7). In general, as the resistance
to fracture increased, so did the
number of nonrestorable tooth fractures. The effect of pin size was not
statistically significant (p = 0.3172).
Similarly, the load required for failure in specimens retained by pins or
an amalgam bonding agent was not
statistically significant (p = 0.0596).
There was no statistical difference
between the Scotchbond MultiPurpose Plus used in Groups B

and C and the PQ Amalgam used
in Groups E and F (p = 0.5299),
nor was there any difference
between Valiant Ph.D. and Tytin
(p = 0.9559). However, there was
a significant difference among the
four restorative materials, with
FluoroCore 2 proving significantly
stronger than Tytin, Valiant Ph.D.,
and CompCore AF (p = 0.00001).
Together, the composite core
materials were stronger than the
amalgam alloys (p = 0.0001), with
FluoroCore 2 being stronger than
CompCore AF (p = 0.0001). Table
3 illustrates how pins, bonding
agents, and restorative materials
affected retention.
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Fig. 8. Debonding of the entire amalgam core.

Fig. 9. A fracture within the amalgam at the
pin/amalgam interface.

Fig. 10. A partial fracture within a CompCore
AF specimen without pins.

Discussion

Using an amalgam bonding
agent as the only source of
retention and resistance is not
recommended.1,17,22,23 However,
Summitt et al used specimens
similar to those used in the present
study and demonstrated that
bonded amalgam restorations
were as successful as pin-retained
restorations in terms of retention,
pulpal vitality, recurrent caries,
and additional tooth fracture.10 As
in the present study, several of the
specimens restored by Summitt et
al were essentially flat without any
additional retention or resistance
features such as grooves or pins, but
they did not de-bond; any failures
in that study were due to root
fractures and recurrent caries rather
than a loss of retention.10
A dentin bonding agent is not
recommended as the only method
of retention and resistance for composite core foundations.1 Yet Group
J samples (FluoroCore 2 retained
by only Optibond Solo Plus with
BondLink) demonstrated more
than twice the strength of Group
A samples (Tytin retained by pins
only) (3,035 N to 1,345 N).
Fracture resistance of amalgam
foundations increased when pins
and bonding agents were utilized

together, in keeping with previous
laboratory studies that evaluated
amalgam bonding in conjunction
with pin retention.7,9,24,25 Generally,
filled resins provide greater bond
strength than unfilled resins and
spherical alloys provide greater bond
strength compared to admixed
alloys.26 Mixing and matching the
different types of alloys with amalgam bonding agents produced varying results. The bond between the
spherical alloy and an unfilled resin
(Group B) was slightly stronger
(1,990 N) than the bond between
an admixed alloy and a filled bonding agent (Group E) (1,880 N).
Four common failure patterns
were evident. The first involved
shearing off the entire core foundation at the dentin/core interface
(Fig. 8), which occurred most often
when amalgam was used with
bonding agents only, suggesting
that the bond between amalgam
and dentin can be improved.
Failures also occurred within the
core material, especially when pins
were used without bonding agents
(Fig. 9). This failure occurred more
commonly in amalgam specimens
than composite core specimens
and always occurred at the pin/
core interface, confirming that the

The results from Group A (1,345
N) are nearly identical to prior
studies that used Tytin with four
TMS Link Plus Regular pins (1,325
N) and Valiant Ph.D. with four
TMS Link Plus Regular pins (1,340
N).8,20 Smaller pins are recommended whenever possible, primarily because the smaller Minim pin
has proven to be clinically successful
while causing less dentin crazing.1,2
Furthermore, if a Minim pin fails to
insert adequately, it can be removed
and the pin channel prepared for
the larger Regular pin.
It was once suggested that the
composite-to-dentin bond alone
does not provide the required bond
strength to resist crown rotation
and dislodgement.21 However, in
the present study, CompCore AF
retained by only Optibond Solo
Plus (Group G) had the weakest
composite core (1,930 N), which
was statistically equivalent to all
amalgam core foundations that
used pins or a combination of pins
and amalgam bonding agents. This
result suggests that the strength
of the composite-to-dentin bond
can resist intraoral forces as well as
pin-retained or bonded amalgam
restorations.
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Fig. 11. A nonrestorable specimen with four TMS
Link Plus pins, after fracture and pulp exposure.

Fig. 12. A nonrestorable partial fracture within
a specimen of CompCore AF without pins.

Fig. 13. A specimen of CompCore AF, with pins
bending away from the applied force.

presence of pins weakens the physical properties of amalgam.
The third type of failure was a partial loss of the core material, in which
a portion of the core remained intact
on the tooth (Fig. 10); this phenomenon occurred most commonly
with composite core materials and
suggests that the bonding configuration to dentin was nearly equal to the
physical strength of the core material.
The fourth type of failure was
a catastrophic root fracture, in
which the roots embedded in the
acrylic base fractured without the
core foundation failing; this failure
was observed in three FluoroCore
2 specimens and one CompCore
AF specimen.
As the mean fracture resistance
of the core foundations increased,
so did the number of nonrestorable tooth fractures. Teeth were
considered nonrestorable if failure
resulted in a pulpal exposure or
occurred 2 mm or more beyond the
CEJ (Fig. 11 and 12). Most of the
FluoroCore 2 specimens were nonrestorable, while amalgam foundations
exhibited the fewest nonrestorable
failures. This should not be a
clinical concern because the reported
maximum biting force in the molar
region is approximately 800 N, far

less than the mean fracture resistance
measurement of all core foundations
in the present study.27,28
It was noted that pins in the
composite core materials tended
to bend prior to the core’s failure;
however, pins in the amalgam cores
remained upright or were directly
sheared off at the level of the dentin,
which could result from the stiff
elastic nature of amalgam compared
to the more viscoelastic nature of
composite. The pins in the composite cores tended to bend away from
the applied force, whereas pins in
amalgam simply fractured (Fig. 13).
Historically, pin-retained amalgam restorations have been accepted
as the clinical standard for a core
foundation. Eight experimental
groups in this study exceeded this
standard, with some displaying
more than twice the resistance
strength, indicating that the restoration that had been considered the
standard is actually the weakest
among the groups tested.
One disadvantage of a pinretained foundation is that the pin
must be confined within the core
after crown preparation. A PFM
crown requires at least 1.5 mm of
occlusal and axial reduction for maximum strength and esthetics; as a

result, it may be necessary to extend
a core preparation axially toward the
pulp to ensure that pins are confined
within the final crown preparation.
This extension is especially difficult
for premolars, which have smaller
mesial-distal and buccal-lingual
dimensions than molars.
The results of the present study
indicate that it may be possible to
rely on bonding a composite core
in lieu of placing pins and risking
pulpal exposure. There is a general
decrease in the fracture resistance of
cores following crown preparation;
this decrease is significantly greater
for amalgam than for composite.29
Compared to amalgam, composite core foundations can result in
an increase in water absorption, less
dimensional stability, weaker physical properties, and less caries inhibition.1 The delayed water absorption
may cause the crown to bind along
the axial walls of the preparation,
resulting in incomplete seating;
however, this condition may be
alleviated by sufficient application
of die spacer.30,31
Another disadvantage of a
dual-cured composite core is the
potential incompatibility between
the enamel/dental adhesive and the
core material. A clinician may use
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an enamel/dental adhesive from one
manufacturer for routine operative
procedures and a dual-cured composite core material from a different
manufacturer, only to learn later
that they are incompatible. Possible
incompatibility between the bonding
agent and dual-cured composite core
materials can be prevented by using a
bond enhancer such as BondLink.16
The manufacturer of a core material
may list compatible enamel/dental
adhesives and bond enhancers.
An optimal composite-to-dentin
bond cannot be formed if the smear
layer is not completely removed.
The conditioners/primers of many
self-etching enamel/dentin adhesives do not contain a low enough
pH to remove the smear layer
completely. For that reason, the
authors used Optibond Solo Plus,
a two-step total-etch system that
removes the smear layer completely
and etches uncut enamel.
When choosing a core material, the core’s physical properties
are important. The compressive
strengths of CompCore AF (40,600
psi) and FluoroCore 2 (44,092 psi)
reported by the products’ manufacturers are considerably lower than
those of their amalgam counterparts,
Tytin (65,000 psi) and Valiant Ph.D.
(76,900 psi). However, the present
study reported that the fracture resistance of the foundations of Groups
H–J were approximately twice that
of amalgam cores (Groups A and
D), indicating that the effectiveness
of the core’s bonding configuration
may be just as important as the
core’s physical properties. The presence of a ferrule may be even more
important than physical properties,
retention, and resistance form. In
vitro studies have demonstrated
that when crown preparations are
located on sound tooth structure
and extend at least 2 mm apically
beyond the core foundation, there is
136
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no statistical difference among the
different types of core materials (or
even in the absence of a core material) in terms of the amount of force
necessary to dislodge the crown.32,33

Conclusion
Amalgam and dual-cured resins
both provided adequate core foundations. Pins and bonding agents
were equally effective at providing
retention form. Clinicians must
understand the functional requirements of the core, as well as the
advantages and disadvantages of
various core materials and bonding agents and their compatibility
with dual-cured resins. Dentists
also must understand principles of
retention and resistance and know
the risks of pin placement and how
it affects the physical properties
of the core material. The ultimate
choice of core material and retentive
features may come down to personal
preference, based on factors such as
handling characteristics.
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CREDIT

Exercise No. 257

Operative Dentistry
Subject code 250
The 15 questions for this exercise are based on the article
“Resistance of composite and amalgam core foundations
retained with and without pins and bonding agents,” on
pages 130-137. This exercise was developed by William U.
Wax, DDS, FAGD, in association with the General Dentistry
Self-Instruction Committee.
Reading the article and successfully completing the
exercises will enable you to:
• determine the best method for placing cores;
• understand the testing procedures involved in
determining core resistance to displacement;
• determine the best material to use in core formation;
and
• be aware of problems that can arise when using
different types of cores.
1.

2.

3.

138

Which of the following is not a disadvantage of a
pin-retained amalgam core?
A. Pulpal inflammation
B. Dentin crazing
C. Need for bonding agent
D. Periodontal perforation
Amalgam bonding is equal to the use of pins to
retain a core restoration. Combining pins with a
bonding agent has a deleterious effect on core
retention.
A. Both statements are true.
B. The first statement is true;
the second statement is false.
C. The first statement is false;
the second statement is true.
D. Both statements are false.
The groups containing which of the following
were statistically stronger than all of the others?
A. Valiant
B. CompCore AF
C. FluoroCore 2
D. Multi-Purpose Plus

March/April 2010
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4.

The strength of the FluoroCore 2 samples was
_______ times that of the Tytin group.
A. two
B. three
C. four
D. five

5.

Amalgam’s physical properties are weakened by
which of the following?
A. Bonding agents
B. Smooth particle alloy
C. Using an admixed alloy
D. Retentive pins

6.

Which of the following was not a common failure
pattern seen in this study?
A. Complete core loss
B. Intracore fracture
C. Pin evulsion
D. Root fracture

7.

The stronger the core foundation, the greater the
possibility of unrestorable tooth fracture. In the
present study, maximum molar biting force was
greater than the mean fracture resistance.
A. Both statements are true.
B. The first statement is true;
the second statement is false.
C. The first statement is false;
the second statement is true.
D. Both statements are false.

8.

Which of the following conclusions can be drawn
from this study?
A. Pinned amalgam cores may be the ideal
restoration foundation.
B. Bonded composite cores may be the ideal
restoration foundation.
C. There is no risk in using pins in a premolar.
D. Fracture resistance increases following crown
preparation.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Which core material had the greatest
compressive strength?
A. CompCore AF
B. Tytin
C. FluoroCore 2
D. Valiant Ph.D.
Which of the following contributes most to
the prevention of crown dislodgement?
A. A 2 mm ferrule
B. The core material’s physical properties
C. The core material’s adhesive properties
D. Absence of a smear layer
What type of cores are used most widely in
private practice?
A. Bonded amalgam
B. Pinned amalgam
C. Composite resin
D. Pinned composite
When inserted properly, what do Minim
pins minimize?
A. Amalgam expansion
B. Dentin crazing
C. Composite failure
D. Oral fluid leakage

13.

The composite-to-dentin bond is strong enough
to resist intraoral forces. Recurrent caries may be
a factor in core loss.
A. Both statements are true.
B. The first statement is true;
the second statement is false.
C. The first statement is false;
the second statement is true.
D. Both statements are false.

14.

Historically, which of the following have been
accepted as the standard for cores?
A. Pin-retained composites
B. Bonded composites
C. Bonded amalgams
D. Pin-retained amalgams

15.

Cured composite cores resist water absorption.
Should core expansion occur due to water
absorption, the problem can be solved by using
a die spacer.
A. Both statements are true.
B. The first statement is true;
the second statement is false.
C. The first statement is false;
the second statement is true.
D. Both statements are false.

Answer form and Instructions are on pages 159-160.
Answers for this exercise must be received by February 28, 2011.
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Immediate provisional restoration fabrication
for immediate implant loading using a
modified technique: A clinical report
M. Erhan Comlekoglu, DDS, PhD A. Yucel Parlar, DDS
Erdem Kaya, DDS Tayfun Gunbay, DDS, PhD
n

n

Bulent Gokce, DDS, PhD
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Mine Dundar, DDS, PhD

n

This article describes the immediate fabrication and placement of
a provisional restoration, using a modified method for impressionmaking. An impression was made before surgery and provisional
acrylic temporary restorations with composite resin frameworks
were prepared on the solid-screw implant abutments. This article

I

mplant treatment can produce
considerable anxiety, discomfort, and inconvenience for
patients. Immediate loading of
an implant refers to placing an
implant-supported restoration into
occlusal loading within 48 hours
after implant placement.1 Implants
placed using the standard loading
protocol include a healing period of
three to six months, followed by an
osseointegration period of another
three to six months, resulting in up
to one year of stress and discomfort.2 Immediate placement and
loading of implants has been utilized to reduce these inconveniences,
especially through the introduction
of objective implant primary (initial) stability measurements.3-5
To maintain the primary stability
of implants that are intended to
be loaded immediately, stabilizing
splinting (using rigid, precisely
fitted superstructures) has been
recommended to decrease the risk
of overloading the implants and to
place them in favorable cross-arch
positions.6,7 Splinting the implants
distributes the occlusal forces over a
greater surface area, offering a biomechanical advantage.6,7 Regardless
140
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demonstrates this simple method and discusses the benefits of
immediate provisionalization after surgery.
Received: December 30, 2008
Accepted: March 20, 2009

of the implant design, splinted prostheses have demonstrated a higher
success rate (94.7%) than implants
restored with single crowns (88.4%).8
Temporary metal-supported
acrylic prostheses are used most
commonly for splinting.9 However,
making an impression immediately
after surgery can cause more
discomfort for an already tired
patient. Placing the impression
caps on the abutments at the fresh
surgical site (that is, the site of the
finished surgical procedure) requires
a meticulous procedure and sutures
should be maintained without the
risk of disturbing the impression
material.9-11 This article describes
a simple method for taking an
immediate impression for immediate loading of mandibular posterior
solid-screw implants.

Case report
A 55-year-old man was considering
implant treatment due to severe
periodontal problems. Radiographic
and clinical examinations revealed a
loss of alveolar height and gingival
tissue at the mandibular implant
sites. His opposing maxillary
dentition consisted of an implant-
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supported full-mouth metal-ceramic
fixed partial denture (FPD), which
had been placed one year earlier by
two of the authors (TG and EK)
without any advanced surgical techniques or grafting. The patient had
worn a mandibular removable partial denture (RPD) until maxillary
treatment was completed. Since his
maxillary implants (SLActive, Straumann) were immediately loaded at
that time, and his definitive FPDs
were fabricated six months after surgery, he was acquainted with immediate loading treatment procedures.
The patient was offered treatment
options (including a mandibular
RPD or implant-supported crowns)
but accepted implant therapy
because he did not want to wear a
removable denture.
To determine the patient’s
eligibility for immediate loading,
the quality and quantity of the
hard and soft tissue in the implant
site were examined; in addition,
radiographic and computed tomography (CT) examinations were
performed. The patient had slightly
decreased levels of hard and soft
tissues at the site of the mandibular
left implant but did not have any

Fig. 1. An acrylic surgical template is used to
place the implants.

Fig. 2. The solid-screw implants are placed.

Fig. 3. Composite resin cores are placed on the
implants.

Fig. 4. An autopolymerizing acrylic pattern
resin was applied to the buccal flanges of the
modified template to connect the composite
cores to the template.

Fig. 5. Composite resin cores are attached to
the acrylic template.

Fig. 6. The template is placed on the master
cast.

parafunctional habits and was willing to receive immediately loaded
provisional cemented crowns. The
patient had no systemic disorders
to contraindicate implant surgery.
One week before the surgery,
preliminary impressions of both
arches were made with an irreversible
hydrocolloid (CA37, Cavex Dental)
and immediately poured with a Type
IV dental stone (Glastone, Dentsply
Trubyte). Composite resin caps for
solid-screw implants (Straumann)
were prepared on solid-screw
implant analogues to serve as cores
(frameworks) for the acrylic crown
superstructures. An acrylic surgical
template was prepared (Fig. 1). The
distal extensions of the template were
removed, leaving the bilateral buccal
acrylic template supports (flanges) to

connect the resin core caps with the
template. The template was tried in
the mouth for adaptation and stability before surgery.
The surgery was performed under
local anesthesia and the 4.1 mm
solid-screw implants were placed as
guided by the acrylic surgical template (Fig. 2). Implants were placed
to provide at least 1.5 mm from the
adjacent dentition. Primary stability
was optimized by selecting the 12
mm implants and by the resulting resonance frequency analysis
measurements, using the Osstell
Mentor (Osstell) with a minimum
Implant Stability Quotient (ISQ) of
65. The final insertion torque was 45
Ncm. The prepared composite resin
frameworks were placed on the abutments. The disinfected template was

placed in the mouth; at that point,
using a mini-brush, an autopolymerizing acrylic resin (Pattern Resin, GC
America Inc.) was applied meticulously to the composite cores and
the buccal supports of the template
(Fig. 3 and 4). After the resin set, the
template-composite core assembly
was removed from the mouth (Fig. 5)
and the flap was closed.
At that point, the implant sites on
the master cast were carved and the
solid-screw implant analogues were
mounted on the template-composite
core assembly (Fig. 6). Type IV
dental stone was poured into the created cavities on the master cast (Fig.
7) and ceramic polymer provisional
crowns (Solidex, Shofu Dental
Corporation) were fabricated on the
composite resin cores (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 7. Type IV dental stone is poured into the
cavities.

Fig. 8. Acrylic crowns are prepared on the
composite cores on the cast and finished.

Fig. 9. The patient after composite resin was
progressively added to the occlusal surfaces.

Discussion

Fig. 10. A panoramic radiograph of the patient one week after surgery.

On the day of surgery, the crowns
were cemented temporarily (TempBond Cement, Kerr Dental) (Fig.
9). Occlusion was checked, posterior disclusion with anterior group
functioning was maintained, and
the occluding surfaces were brought
into contact from a single point.
Since excess cement could lead to
peri-implantary tissue infection over
time, periapical radiographs were
taken to observe the excess cement
and/or any adaptation problem.
After surgery, the patient was
given ibuprofen (1.2 g per day
for five days) and instructed to
rinse with 0.2% chlorhexidine
gluconate for at least one minute
twice a day for two weeks. During
the immediate loading period,
the patient was given instructions
for a specific soft diet. Restorative
142
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composite resin (Filtek Z250, 3M
ESPE) was applied to the occlusal
surfaces incrementally for progressive loading. The resin was applied
monthly onto the occlusal surfaces
to gradually bring the surfaces
into full contact. Definitive crown
fabrication was performed four
months after surgery (Fig. 10)
after resonance frequency analysis
results reported an ISQ value of
approximately 82.
The patient was scheduled for
follow-up evaluations at 1, 3, 6,
and 12 months postsurgery and
annually thereafter. At each followup visit, periapical radiographs were
taken using a paralleling technique
to evaluate peri-implant crestal
bone-level changes over time. No
complaints were reported for two
years postsurgery.
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Immediate loading of dental
implants requires a nonsubmerged,
one-stage surgery technique, in
addition to loading the recently
placed fixtures with a provisional
or definitive prosthetic restoration.
Immediate implant restoration with
functional loading provides better
patient comfort and allows quick
chewing function and esthetics
(when the implants are placed in the
anterior region) while eliminating
the need for additional surgery to
place transepithelial abutments.7,10
Immediate implant restoration often
leads to early soft tissue healing
and early stabilization of the periimplant mucosa, ensuring a higher
implant survival rate.7
The immediate loading performed
in the present case eliminated the
need to take any painful postsurgical impressions. Metal-reinforced
acrylic is the recommended FPD
design for immediate loading
protocols; however, since this case
required a crown rather than an
FPD, it was decided to prepare the
crowns by taking an impression
before surgery. Although esthetics
was not a major concern in the
present case, the acrylic/restorative
composite resin materials provided
good esthetics, indicating that this
method could be easily applied for

immediate implant-crown fabrication in the anterior, where esthetics
is very important.
Since the implants were placed
in the posterior region, one-point
contact—followed by progressive
loading with anterior group functioning occlusion—was applied to
improve mastication. Restorative
composite resin was applied incrementally on the occlusal surfaces of
the restorations to gradually bring
the crowns into full contact without the need for crown removal
and restoration fabrication procedures in the dental laboratory.
Stereolithography is a technique
that uses computer-generated
templates with a rapid prototyping
technology. This method transfers
the implant position intraoperatively from a three-dimensional
computer model to one-stage
surgery.12 However, this technique
requires individual surgical template fabrication, which costs more
and is used only during the surgical
stage of implant treatment.
In the present case, an acrylic
surgical template was used for
implant placement. Although an
acrylic template does not provide three-dimensional implant
placement, the surgeons were
experienced enough to position the
implant correctly once the location of the implants was indicated
by the holes in the template. The
abutments in the present case were
solid and not angulated, suggesting that this method could not be
applied for angulated abutments,
since composite resin cores can be
fabricated easily on solid analogues.
Since fewer implants were placed,
implant-supported provisional

crowns were fabricated with
composite cores. When multi-unit
implant-supported FPDs are made
for full-mouth reconstructions,
frameworks should be prepared
using metal instead of resin to guarantee the mechanical strength of the
restorations.7,8

Summary
Immediate implant placement
and loading provides many advantages for the patient. However,
impression-making after surgery and
dental laboratory procedures present
difficulties for both the clinician and
the patient. This case report defined
a simple and cost-effective method
of immediate loading by using
composite resin cores and acrylic
without the need for making an
impression after surgery.
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Criteria for performing extraction in the
treatment of certain malocclusions
Farhad Moshiri, DMD, MS
This article identifies variables that should be assessed in patients
with certain dental malocclusions that may require extraction. In
addition, by presenting criteria for performing the more popular types
of extraction, the article facilitates treatment decision-making. Pre- and

I

n the past, orthodontists have
vacillated radically about the need
to extract. Many cephalometric
analyses have relied heavily on
the angulation of the mandibular
incisors.1-4 Consequently, many
practitioners would accept only an
ideal relationship of the mandibular
incisors to bone, discounting the
wide range of variability existing in
normal, stable dentition.
Today, as a result of the efforts
of many orthodontic researchers
and clinicians, there is information
about the importance of soft tissue
changes (secondary to skeletal modifications) and dental movement.5-11
There also is research regarding soft
tissue remodeling as it relates to
aging and gender differences.6,7 This
information has provided an important context for treatment decisions
and has strengthened practitioners’
skill in projecting the long-term
stability of treatment outcomes.
Increasingly, dentists have
employed a combination of hard
and soft tissue parameters, early
interceptive treatment, reducing
enamel from the interproximal areas
of the dentition in borderline cases,
orthognathic surgery, and temporary
anchorage devices (TADs); as a
result, many have been able to treat
their patients without performing
extractions.7,8,10,12-14 In fact, to some
144
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extent, the number of extractions
has decreased. As reflected in the
literature, this trend has arisen in
part in response to concerns about
whether extraction contributes to a
more retrusive, or dished-in, profile.7
Numerous studies have examined
the alleged differences produced by
the two types of treatment, and most
conclude that, if a thorough diagnostic assessment has occurred—with
particular attention to the extent of
pretreatment crowding—there is no
detrimental effect on the face as a
function of extraction and, indeed,
the stability of treatment outcomes
may be improved.11,13,15
In any case, it is clear that the
extraction of teeth should be
regarded as the treatment method
of choice for certain types of malocclusion. The question of which teeth
to extract may be addressed by considering the patient’s profile or facial
balance; the amount of arch length
discrepancy/crowding; the inclination of the mandibular incisors; the
discrepancy in tooth size; the mandibular plane angle (paying particular
attention to projected growth);
the health of the patient’s gingiva,
bone, root structure, and temporomandibular joints; the patient’s age
and gender; and the etiology of the
malocclusion (that is, whether it is
skeletal and/or dental in origin).
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The following classification system
offers criteria for performing what
are probably the most common
types of extraction currently used
by most orthodontists in the United
States.11,13,15-22 Cases illustrating each
method are included.

Extraction of the maxillary and
mandibular first premolars
This type of extraction is utilized for
patients with bimaxillary protrusion
(that is, dentoalveolar protrusion
that causes the teeth to thrust forward beyond the normal position on
the basal bone), anterior crowding of
5 mm or more, and Class I or Class
II occlusion (with the potential for
additional growth). Prior to such an
extraction, the dentist should determine the need to preserve anchorage
(that is, keeping the molars close to
their original position).
Figure 1 shows a 12-year-old
girl with facial convexity, a lack
of chin prominence, a constricted
maxilla, and crowded dental
arches. Extraction of her four first
premolars helped to correct her
arch forms and midlines, provide
a detailed occlusion, and improve
facial balance (Fig. 2).
Figure 3 shows the pretreatment
views of a 12-year-old girl who
had a functional occlusion but
also had bimaxillary protrusion,

Fig. 1. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 12-year-old girl with
facial convexity.

Fig. 2. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Figure 1.

Fig. 3. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 12-year-old girl with
bimaxillary protrusion and a constricted maxilla.

Fig. 4. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Fig. 3.

a constricted maxilla, and a lack
of chin prominence. Despite a
lack of crowding, evaluation of
hard and soft tissue parameters
dictated extraction of the four first
premolars. This course of treatment resulted in improved facial
balance and fine tuning of the
occlusion (Fig. 4).

Extraction of the maxillary
and mandibular second
premolars
Extraction of the maxillary and
mandibular second premolars
should be considered for patients
who have a balanced facial profile
with moderate crowding and good
axial inclination of the mandibular
www.agd.org

incisors. Preserving anchorage is not
critical for these patients, so molars
can move mesially. This type of
extraction is warranted for a patient
whose first premolars are already
in good alignment, but who would
require extensive orthodontic movement to bring the second premolars
into a satisfactory position. These
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Fig. 5. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 12-year-old girl with
Class I occlusion and two missing mandibular second premolars.

Fig. 6. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 9-year-old boy with
severe facial convexity.

Fig. 8. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Fig. 7.

patients may also present with
evidence of caries or other unsound
dental conditions (that is, compromised occlusion or the loss of one or
more second premolars).
Figure 5 shows the pretreatment
views of a 12-year-old girl who
had a reasonably balanced face, a
Class I occlusion, and two missing
146
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mandibular second premolars.
Two maxillary second premolars
were extracted, which helped to
improve facial balance, correct
arch forms, and provide a detailed
occlusion. This method of treatment also avoided the need for
any future prosthodontic rehabilitation (Fig. 6).
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Extraction of the maxillary
first and mandibular second
premolars
This type of extraction is appropriate for patients who exhibit
Class II occlusion with increased
overjet, and should be performed
when facial growth is completed
or nearly complete. Additionally,

Fig. 9. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 10-year-old girl with
Class III malocclusion and reduced overjet.

Fig. 10. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 33-year-old man with
Class III malocclusion, a severe arch length discrepancy, and an anterior
crossbite.

Fig. 12. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Fig. 11.

these patients may experience
moderate crowding of the mandibular arch but will have good
axial inclination of the mandibular
incisors.
Figure 7 shows a young boy
(9 years, 6 months) who had severe
facial convexity and lack of chin
prominence. Extraction of his
maxillary first premolars and mandibular second premolars helped to
improve facial balance, correct arch
forms, and provide a detailed occlusion (Fig. 8).

Extraction of the maxillary
second and mandibular first
premolars
Extracting these premolars can
provide a successful treatment
option for patients who have Class
III malocclusion with reasonable
alignment of the maxillary teeth.
Patients for whom this procedure
is appropriate also will exhibit
crowded or proclined mandibular
incisors in addition to an anterior
edge-to-edge or an anterior crossbite occlusion.
www.agd.org

Figure 9 is a pretreatment view of
a 10-year-old girl with a Class III
dental malocclusion and reduced
overjet. Extraction of the maxillary
second premolars and mandibular
first premolars led to a corrected
occlusion (Fig. 10).
Figure 11 presents a pretreatment
view of a 33-year-old man with a
Class III dental malocclusion, a
severe arch length discrepancy, and
an anterior crossbite. His maxillary
second premolars and mandibular
first premolars were extracted,
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Fig. 13. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 52-year-old woman
with misaligned mandibular molars.

which led to a corrected dental
relationship, showing that extraction can be performed easily despite
completion of growth (Fig. 12).

Extraction of maxillary
first premolars only
According to the literature, extraction of maxillary first premolars
is indicated for patients who have
minimum growth potential, maxillary protrusion (with the mandibular teeth in good alignment), good
buccal occlusion with a Class II
relationship (or a half-cusp Class II
finishing to a solid Class II), and a
slight open bite tendency.19 In the
author’s experience, some patients
experience orofacial pain as a result
of this type of extraction.

Extraction of one mandibular
incisor
This procedure can help patients
who have an anterior edge-to-edge
occlusion with minimal mandibular crowding (that is, 5 mm
or less—approximately the width
of a mandibular central incisor).
148
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Fig. 14. Extra- and intraoral post-treatment views of the patient in Figure 13.

This procedure is appropriate for
patients with complete exclusion of
the incisor from the dental arch, the
presence of tooth size discrepancy,
and good buccal occlusion.18
Figure 13 shows a 52-year-old
woman who expressed concern
about the misalignment of her
mandibular incisors. Extraction of
one mandibular incisor resulted in
corrected arch forms and a finetuned occlusion (Fig. 14). Based
on the literature and the author’s
clinical experience, this method
of treatment is effective for many
adult patients.18

Bilaterally dissimilar
extraction of premolars
Guided by the above criteria regarding appropriate candidates for this
treatment, dentists can use bilaterally
dissimilar extraction of premolars
to correct midline discrepancies or
asymmetrical classification of dentoskeletal conditions (for example, one
side Class II and the other side Class
I). Figure 15 shows the pretreatment
views of a 14-year-old boy who had
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a reasonably balanced face but also
had moderate crowding of his maxillary and mandibular arches and a
midline discrepancy. After extracting
the maxillary right second premolar,
the maxillary left first premolar, and
the mandibular right and left second
premolars, the patient’s arch forms
and midlines were corrected; he also
demonstrated detailing of his occlusion (Fig. 16).

Summary
The debate over whether to extract
teeth has existed in orthodontics
for decades and is likely to continue
ad infinitum. While many patients
have been successfully treated
without extraction, failure to extract
and an over-reliance on alternative
methods of space management
could lead to a compromised profile, long-term instability, and the
risk of periodontal problems.4,5,8,9,12
This article does not seek to
compare the efficacy of extraction
versus nonextraction; rather, it
emphasizes the complexity of the
treatment planning process and the

Fig. 15. Extra- and intraoral pretreatment views of a 14-year-old boy
with midline discrepancy and moderate crowding of his maxillary and
mandibular arches.

need to arrive at treatment decisions
that are informed by thorough
assessment and careful diagnosis.
By applying the criteria provided,
together with detailed clinical
examination and proper hard and
soft tissue analyses, dentists can feel
confident in choosing extraction as
a treatment option and performing
it in a manner that ensures the best
outcome for each patient.
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Oral Diagnosis

Persistent tongue ulcer
Nikolaos G. Nikitakis, DDS, PhD
John K. Brooks, DDS
A 60-year-old man was referred by his general dentist
for evaluation of a tongue ulcer of a few weeks’ duration.
The patient did not recall biting or burning the area;
however, for approximately a year, he had noticed the
frequent occurrence of white-to-yellow lesions on the lateral border of the tongue in the area of the current ulcer.
The patient indicated that the ulcer was painful during
eating or when it rubbed against his teeth. The patient’s
medical history was significant for chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (for which he was receiving oxygen
therapy and theophylline, as well as fluticasone, salbutamol, budesonide, and formoterol inhalers); in addition,
he was receiving antihypertensive diuretics (amiloride
and hydrochlorothiazide) and omeprazole for gastric
ulcer protection. He had smoked four packs of cigarettes
a day for 40 years (a habit he discontinued four years
earlier) and was a social drinker.
Clinical examination revealed a 1 cm x 1 cm ulcer

on the left lateral border of the tongue (Fig. 1), which
was making contact with a sharp-edged retained root
of the mandibular left first molar. The root fragment
was extracted; however, a two-week follow-up assessment revealed no clinical signs of improvement in the
ulceration. An incisional biopsy was undertaken for
histopathologic assessment (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Ulcer surrounded by a white halo on the left lateral border of the
tongue.

Fig. 2. Mucosal ulceration covered by a fibrinopurulent membrane; the
ulcer bed consists of granulation tissue diffusely infiltrated by chronic
inflammatory cells with numerous eosinophils (H&E stain, magnification
100x).
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Which of the following is the most appropriate diagnosis?
A. Squamous cell carcinoma
B. Atypical histiocytic granuloma
C. Chancre
D. Mucormycosis
E. Eosinophilic ulceration
Diagnosis is on page 153.

Diffuse oral mucosal pigmentations
Nikolaos G. Nikitakis, DDS, PhD
John K. Brooks, DDS
A 54-year-old woman was evaluated
for numerous brownish lesions that
were affecting her mouth. She had
discovered the lesions incidentally
one month earlier, although she was
unsure when they first appeared.
The lesions were asymptomatic
and had not changed perceptibly
in appearance since their onset.
No similar hyperpigmentations
were apparent on the skin or other
mucosal surfaces. The patient had
smoked 5–10 cigarettes per day
for approximately 30 years. The
medical history was significant only

for a nodular goiter, which had
been regulated by levothyroxine for
the last 10 years. In addition, the
patient had experienced an eruption
of urticaria that had been managed
with levocetirizine for approximately three years; however, this
medication had been discontinued
for at least six months.
Clinical examination revealed
diffuse brown macules with irregular
borders, affecting the buccal mucosa
bilaterally and the upper and lower
labial mucosa (Fig. 1). An incisional
biopsy was performed (Fig. 2). After

Fig. 1. Diffuse brown pigmented lesions on the right buccal mucosa.

the patient discontinued her smoking habit, the lesions demonstrated
a slow progressive reduction in
terms of size and color intensity.
Which of the following is the most
appropriate diagnosis?
A. Malignant melanoma
B. Intramucosal nevus
C. Smoker’s melanosis
D. Amalgam tattoo
E. Addison’s disease
Diagnosis is on page 153.

Fig. 2. Diffuse melanin pigmentation, free and within melanophages, in
the superficial connective tissue and occasionally within the epithelial
basal cell layer (H&E stain, magnification 100x).
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Self-Assessment

Quiz No. 166

Differential diagnosis of orofacial pain
1.

Which of the following central nervous system
(CNS) structures is involved in the trigeminal
nociceptive mechanism?
A. Subnucleus interpolaris
B. Subnucleus oralis
C. Main sensory nucleus
D. Subnucleus caudalis

7.

Which of the following statements is true of
psychogenic pain?
A. It is caused by noxious stimuli.
B. It is caused by an abnormality of the nervous system.
C. It has a predictable pattern of pain location.
D. There is no relationship between symptoms and an
organic basis for pain.

2.

Patients sometimes have difficulty localizing pulpal
pain due to convergence of neurons in the
A. thalamus.
B. cerebral cortex.
C. trigeminal spinal tract nucleus.
D. dorsal horn of the spinal cord.

8.

Which of the following should be considered first
when making a differential diagnosis of orofacial
pain?
A. Heterotropic pain
B. Intracranial pain disorder
C. Migraine
D. Myofascial trigger point pain

3.

Nociceptive signals along the trigeminal pain
pathway are perceived as pain when the signals
reach the
A. subnucleus caudalis.
B. posterior parietal cortex.
C. thalamus.
D. motor cortex.

9.

Which of the following causes a reproducible
pattern of referred pain?
A. Myofascial pain
B. Pain of pulpal origin
C. Pain of periodontal origin
D. Cluster headache

10.

Which of the following neurovascular pain
disorders is referred to as a suicide headache?
A. Classic migraine
B. Tension-type headache
C. Cluster headache
D. Chronic daily headache

4.

Which of the following is not caused by
central sensitization?
A. Secondary hyperalgesia
B. Primary hyperalgesia
C. Referred pain
D. Muscle co-contraction and myofascial trigger
points

5.

Which of the following represents deep
somatic pain?
A. Mucogingival pain
B. Traumatic neuralgia
C. Musculoskeletal pain
D. Atypical odontalgia

6.

152

This quiz was written by Chikka M. Raju, DMD, MAGD,
ABGD, in cooperation with the other Self-Assessment
Committee members.
Answers are on pages 154–156.

Which of the following is an example of
neuropathic pain?
A. Myofascial pain
B. Fibromyalgia
C. Postherpetic neuralgia
D. Cervical pain
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Answers

Oral Diagnosis
Persistent tongue ulcer

Diagnosis:
E. Eosinophilic ulceration
Traumatic ulcerations of the oral mucosa are commonly
encountered. They are caused by a variety of stimuli,
including accidental biting, sharp teeth or restorations,
prosthetic appliances, aggressive tooth brushing or flossing,
and foodstuffs. Traumatic mucosal ulcers can be classified
as acute or chronic, depending on their duration. Chronic
ulcers may result from persistent injury (for example, a
fractured tooth that continuously irritates the mucosa),
although they may remain even after the traumatic etiology is removed. Eosinophilic ulceration (traumatic ulcerative granuloma with stromal eosinophilia) is a special
subtype of chronic traumatic ulceration, characterized by
a more protracted course and the microscopic presence of
eosinophils. Similar lesions on the ventral and (less often)
dorsal surface of the tongue in infants are attributed to
nursing-associated trauma from anterior natal or neonatal
teeth, referred to as Riga-Fede disease.
Clinically, chronic traumatic ulcers (including eosinophilic ulcerations) appear as well-defined lesions, usually
covered by a yellowish pseudomembrane and surrounded
by a white raised border. Induration of the margins may
be discerned on palpation. Although lesions may occur
anywhere in the oral mucosa, they typically occur at
sites that are easily exposed to injury, such as the buccal
mucosa, lips, and tongue. Lesions are often minimally
symptomatic. Eosinophilic ulcerations sometimes appear
raised, due to granulation tissue overproduction.
On microscopic examination, chronic traumatic ulcerations are covered by a fibrinopurulent membrane and
exhibit granulation tissue with a mixed inflammatory
infiltrate. The surrounding epithelium may show regenerative changes and appear hyperplastic. In addition,
eosinophilic ulceration features deeper extension of the
inflammatory response into the connective tissue, with a
conspicuous population of eosinophils and sometimes an
exuberant granulation tissue reaction. This lesion needs
to be distinguished from atypical eosinophilic ulceration
(a monoclonal process characterized by cellular proliferation of large cells of T-lymphocytic lineage), which shows
a potential for frequent recurrence and dissemination.
Lesions that are clinically compatible with chronic
traumatic ulcers or eosinophilic ulcerations that do not

heal within two weeks after removal of the purported
traumatic stimulus must be biopsied to rule out other
possibilities, most notably squamous cell carcinoma or
ulcers of infectious etiology (tuberculosis, syphilis, deep
mycoses). Incisional biopsies frequently promote healing.
In persistent cases, topical or intralesional application of
corticosteroids, in combination with mucosal barriers,
may induce or accelerate healing.
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Diffuse oral mucosal pigmentations

Diagnosis:
C. Smoker’s melanosis
Oral pigmentation due to smoking is a relatively common
finding and is associated with the degree and duration of
usage. Melanin production increases in response to smoke
substances and has been suggested to serve a protective
role against cellular damage. Women are affected more
frequently than men, presumably because of the synergistic effect of the female sex hormones.
The most commonly affected site associated with
smoker’s melanosis is the anterior facial gingiva; however,
any oral mucosal surface may be involved. Smoker’s melanosis may be seen in the gingiva of children, ostensibly
due to secondhand smoke exposure. Lesions may be quite
diffuse and appear brown, with varying intensity of color.
They must be distinguished from racial pigmentation and
other diffuse pigmented lesions of various causes, including drug-induced pigmentations, post-traumatic pigmentation, heavy metal poisoning, and systemic diseases such
as Addison’s disease, neurofibromatosis, hemochromatosis,
McCune-Albright syndrome, and Peutz-Jeghers syndrome.
Malignant melanoma, which is rare in the oral mucosa,
also may appear as diffuse pigmentation.
A biopsy of a suspected smoker’s melanosis lesion
is indicated when there are atypical clinical findings,
such as irregular borders, heterogenous pigmentation, surface elevation of texture, pigmentary changes,
and abrupt onset. Microscopic examination reveals
increased melanin deposition in the basal cell layer of the
www.agd.org
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epithelium and/or dispersed free or within melanophages
in the superficial connective tissue. Cessation of smoking
usually promotes a slow, progressive improvement in the
clinical appearance of the lesions.
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Self-Assessment Quiz No. 166
1. Answer: D
The pain sensation is carried to the
central nervous system (CNS) by a
complex arrangement of neurons,
interneurons, and synaptic connections that together are referred to
as the trigeminal system. Primary
afferent neurons carry sensory information from the face and mouth
(except proprioception) to synapse
with second order neurons in the
trigeminal brain stem complex. This
complex can be separated into the
trigeminal main sensory nucleus and
the trigeminal spinal tract nucleus.
The trigeminal spinal tract nucleus
is divided into three separate nuclei.
From a superior (rostral) to inferior
(caudal) direction, they are called
the subnucleus oralis, the subnucleus
interpolaris, and the subnucleus caudalis (the latter of which is involved
in the nociceptive mechanism of the
trigeminal nerve).
1.	Conti PC, Pertes RA, Heir GA, Nasri C,
Cohen HV, Araujo C. Orofacial pain: Basic
mechanisms and implication for successful
management. J Appl Oral Sci 2003;11(1):1-7.
2.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:13-42.

2. Answer: C
The trigeminal spinal tract nucleus
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primarily receives afferent input
from the trigeminal nerve and also
from the facial, glossopharyngeal,
vagus, and upper cervical (C2, C3)
nerves. This convergence of neurons
from different areas may synapse
on another neuron, resulting in the
brain being unable to interpret the
exact location of the original pain
source. For example, in early pulpal
pain, the brain may appreciate that
there is a toothache somewhere but
cannot localize it.
1.	Conti PC, Pertes RA, Heir GA, Nasri C,
Cohen HV, Araujo C. Orofacial pain: Basic
mechanisms and implication for successful
management. J Appl Oral Sci 2003;11(1):1-7.
2.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:13-42.

3. Answer: B
After first order neurons synapse with
second order neurons in the subnucleus caudalis, nociceptive signals
are carried to the thalamus. From the
thalamus, signals reach different parts
of the somatosensory cortex through
third order neurons. Incoming nociceptive signals from the subnucleus
caudalis and ascending nociceptive
signals on their way to the thalamus
can be modified by descending
nerve fibers from higher levels of the
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CNS or through various drugs. This
process is called pain modulation,
which is the inherent ability of the
nervous system to alter the intensity
of nociceptive signals and reduce
pain intensity. After transmission and
modulation, the nociceptive signals
are perceived as pain in the posterior
parietal cortex of the brain.
1.	Conti PC, Pertes RA, Heir GA, Nasri C,
Cohen HV, Araujo C. Orofacial pain: Basic
mechanisms and implication for successful
management. J Appl Oral Sci 2003;11(1):1-7.
2.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:13-42.

4. Answer: B
Following tissue injury, a continuous barrage of noxious afferent
input results in the spontaneous
firing of afferent fibers and the sensitization of nociceptors at the site of
injury (primary hyperalgesia). When
a second order neuron receives
these prolonged nociceptive inputs,
it may also become sensitized,
causing hyperexcitability of CNS
interneurons. This phenomenon
is referred to as central sensitization. The central excitatory effects
produce changes in afferent sensory
neurons (secondary hyperalgesia
and referred pain), efferent motor

neurons (muscle co-contraction and
myofascial trigger points) and the
autonomic nervous system (injection of the conjunctiva, lacrimation,
nasal secretion, nasal congestion).
1.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:64-73.
2.	Cohen S, Burns R. Pathways of the pulp,
ed. 9. St. Louis: Mosby;2006:62-64.

5. Answer: C
Somatic pain is caused by the
noxious stimulation of normal
neural structures of the affected
area. When the external surface
of the body is involved, the pain
is called superficial somatic pain
(for example, cutaneous pain and
mucogingival pain) and is characterized by a bright, stimulating
quality. The pain can be localized,
is anatomically accurate, and is
proportionate to direct stimulation.
Topical anesthetic at the site will
temporarily arrest the pain.
In contrast, if the pain originates
from a deep body structure, it
is called deep somatic pain (for
example, musculoskeletal pain and
visceral pain); it is characterized by
a dull, depressing quality. The pain
may not be localized, is anatomically less accurate, and may not be
proportional to the stimulus. Application of a topical anesthetic usually
does not arrest the pain except in
the visceral mucosa. Deep somatic
pain also frequently generates effects
secondary to CNS sensitization.
These effects may include referred
pain, localized autonomic effects,
secondary hyperalgesia, and muscle
co-contraction. Atypical odontolgia
is a continuous neuropathic pain
disorder, characterized by the
absence of dental pathology.
1.	Pertes RA. Differential diagnosis of orofacial
pain. Mt Sinai J Med 1998;65(5-6):348-354.
2.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:103-133.

3. Balasubramaniam R, Klasser GD. Orofacial
pain and dysfunction. Oral Maxillofac Surg
Clin North Am 2008;20(2):ix-x.

6. Answer: C
Neuropathic pain results from a
structural abnormality of the nervous system itself, characterized by
the absence of any obvious noxious
stimulation. It is out of proportion
to the degree of stimulation (that
is, light touch can cause intense
pain), may present paresthesia
along the nerve distribution, and is
relatively unresponsive to low doses
of narcotic analgesics. Neuropathic
pain is usually described as being
bright, intense, stimulating, and
burning, and can be divided into
episodic (for example, trigeminal,
glossopharyngeal, superior laryngeal, and geniculate and intermedius neuralgias) and continuous
disorders (for example, peripheral
neuritis, herpes zoster, postherpetic
neuralgia, traumatic neuralgia, and
atypical odontolgia).
1.	Pertes RA. Differential diagnosis of
orofacial pain. Mt Sinai J Med 1998;65(56):348-354.
2.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:103-133.
3. Balasubramaniam R, Klasser GD. Orofacial
pain and dysfunction. Oral Maxillofac Surg
Clin North Am 2008;20(2):ix-x.

7. Answer: D
Psychogenic pain is not caused by
noxious stimuli or any abnormality of the nervous system; it is
characterized by the history of
definite emotional or personality
disorders, and the absence of any
anatomical relationship between
the site and source of pain. There
is no relationship between physical
symptoms and any organic basis
for the pain. Psychogenic pain may
be felt in many areas and locations.
The degree of pain is often exaggerated and the treatment outcome
usually is inconsistent. Examples of
www.agd.org

psychogenic pain include depressive
disorders, bipolar disorders, and
post-traumatic stress disorders.
1.	Pertes RA. Differential diagnosis of
orofacial pain. Mt Sinai J Med 1998;65(56):348-354.
2.	Okeson JP. Bell’s orofacial pains, ed. 5.
Chicago: Quintessence Publishing Co.,
Inc.;1995:103-133.
3. Balasubramaniam R, Klasser GD. Orofacial
pain and dysfunction. Oral Maxillofac Surg
Clin North Am 2008;20(2):ix-x.

8. Answer: B
Intracranial pain disorders (for
example, neoplasm, aneurism,
abscess, hematoma, and edema)
must be considered first in the
differential diagnosis because of
life-threatening consequences. The
characteristics of pain from an
intracranial source include an abrupt
onset, progressively more severe
pain, interruption of sleep, weight
loss, ataxia, weakness, fever, neurologic signs, and the pain precipitated
by exertion or positional change (for
example, coughing and sneezing).
1.	Okeson JP, ed. Orofacial pain: Guidelines
for assessment, diagnosis and management, ed. 4. Carol Stream, IL: Quintessence
Publishing Co.;2008:55.
2.	Pertes RA. Differential diagnosis of
orofacial pain. Mt Sinai J Med 1998;65(56):348-354.

9. Answer: A
Myofascial pain is the most
common form of musculoskeletal
pain, affecting the head, neck, and
face. It is characterized by a localized
area of tight, palpable, tender bands
of muscle called myofascial trigger
points (TPs). When provoked or
palpated, TPs refer pain in reproducible patterns to areas distant
from the site of TPs (known as the
zone of reference). The key to diagnosing myofacial pain is to identify
TPs and “a reproducible pattern of
referred pain.”
1.	Conti PC, Pertes RA, Heir GA, Nasri C,
Cohen HV, Araujo C. Orofacial pain: Basic
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mechanisms and implication for successful
management. J Appl Oral Sci 2003;11(1):1-7.
2.	Pertes RA. Differential diagnosis of
orofacial pain. Mt Sinai J Med 1998;65(56):348-354.

10. Answer: C
Neurovascular pain disorders
(also known as primary headache
disorders) are a vascular response
to a neurologic mechanism. The
cluster headache (CH) is also
referred to as a suicide headache
and is one of the most severe
forms of headache and facial pain.
It is relatively uncommon. CH
manifests as sharp, throbbing, or
boring pain of severe intensity that

can be associated with lacrimation,
conjunctival injection, rhinorrhea,
nasal congestion, miosis, ptosis, or
eyelid edema and facial sweating.
These headaches are unilateral,
usually side-fixed throughout the
lifetime of the patient, and may last
from 15 minutes to three hours.
Migraine headache usually manifests as unilateral pain, has a pulsating quality, is moderate to severe in
intensity, is aggravated by physical
activity, and is accompanied by
nausea, vomiting, photophobia, or
phonophobia. The attack usually
lasts 4–72 hours.
Tension-type headache often

manifests as bilateral dull pain, is
non-pulsating, has a mild to moderate intensity, is not aggravated by
physical activity, and is not accompanied by nausea or vomiting. The
attack may last from 30 minutes to
seven days.
Chronic daily headache has a
similar presentation to tensiontype headache with superimposed
episodes of migraine.

Exercise No. 232

Exercise No. 233

1.	Okeson JP, ed. Orofacial pain: Guidelines
for assessment, diagnosis and management, ed. 4. Carol Stream, IL: Quintessence
Publishing Co.;2008:55-78.
2.	Pertes RA. Differential diagnosis of
orofacial pain. Mt Sinai J Med 1998;65
(5-6):348-354.

Self-Instruction
Exercise No. 231

March/April 2009, p. 127
1. A	
2. C
3. D	
4. C
5. A	
6. B
7. C
8. D
9. A	 10. A	 11. C
12. D
13. D	 14. D	 15. B

March/April 2009, p. 144
1. C
2. C
3. D	
4. A
5. D	
6. B
7. B
8. A
9. B
10. C
11. A	
12. D
13. B
14. A	 15. C

March/April 2009, p. 157
1. D	
2. B
3. B
4. C
5. A	
6. C
7. B
8. B
9. B
10. B
11. A	
12. A
13. D	 14. C
15. D

Correction

Correction

In the September-October 2009 issue, the abstract for the
October Case Study, “Chondrosarcoma of the mandible:
Case report and literature review” (p. 467) should have
read as follows:
Chondrosarcoma is a malignant cartilaginous tumor that
rarely occurs in the maxillofacial bones. A 44-year-old
woman complained about swelling and mild pain during
mastication in the right parasymphysis region. Clinical and
radiographic examinations revealed characteristics of
osteosarcoma. A microscopic examination revealed an
abundant proliferation of malignant neoplastic cartilage
cells of varying sizes arranged as immature tissue and the
absence of an osteoid matrix. This article presents a case of
chondrosarcoma of the jaw and discusses the differences
between osteosarcoma and chondrosarcoma.

In the November/December 2009 issue of General Dentistry, the Dental
Materials column (pp. 550-551) included an incorrectly cited reference.
The paragraph in question should read:
With self-etch products being introduced on almost a weekly basis,
you would think that the gold standard had shifted away from
total-etch. But even the owner of one of the most prolific manufacturers of both types of adhesives was quoted recently as stating that he
still considers “fourth generation, total-etch adhesives” as the
pinnacle.2 In addition, the only bonding agent to receive a five-star
rating (the highest possible rating based on clinical and laboratory
testing) in the 2009 Annual Edition of REALITY happens to be a fourth
generation, total-etch product. Furthermore, the bonding agent that
created the so-called seventh generation (that is, an all-in-one self-etch
material) has recently undergone brand extension with the introduction
of a total-etch sibling.
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Dental Materials

Evaluation of shear bond strength between
self-etching adhesive systems and dentin and
analysis of the resin-dentin interface
Cleonice Silveira Teixeira, DDS, MSc, PhD

n

Marcelo Carvalho Chain, DDS, MSc, PhD

This study evaluated the shear bond strength between dentin and
four self-etching adhesive systems: Clearfil SE Bond (Group 1),
Optibond Solo Plus SE (Group 2), Adper Prompt SE (Group 3), and
Tyrian SPE (Group 4). A single-bottle adhesive system (Optibond
Solo Plus) was used as the control (Group 5). The resin-dentin
interface was analyzed by using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The facial and lingual surfaces of 40 human molars were
wet-ground flat; the teeth then were assigned randomly to one
of five groups. Each adhesive system was applied to the dentin
and the respective resin was applied using a Teflon mold. After 24
hours, the specimens were sheared at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/
minute. Five additional teeth were prepared for SEM.

E

sthetic dentistry has developed
considerably in recent decades.
The majority of modern adhesive systems utilize a preliminary
acid-etching step, which is applied
over the enamel and dentin. Dentin
etching is necessary to remove the
smear layer and to expose the collagen fibrils.1
Problems have been associated
with the adhesive systems that use
acid preconditioning, related to the
adhesive’s capacity for infiltrating
into the demineralized collagen.
Some articles have stressed that the
adhesive does not always penetrate
into the dentin as deeply as the acid
does during the preconditioning,
leaving an unprotected basal portion
of collagen that is not embedded
in the resin.2-4 Collagen fibrils that
are unprotected and incompletely
coated with resin are more easily
affected by hydrolysis, enzymatic
attack, and functional and thermal
stress, eventually resulting in the
e52
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Mean scores (±SD) in MPa were highest for Group 1 (33.23
± 12.67), followed by Group 2 (32.41 ± 9.90), Group 5 (30.68
± 4.08), Group 4 (21.37 ± 5.87), and Group 3 (17.50 ± 4.24).
The statistical analysis by Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
tests revealed no significant difference ( p > 0.05) between
Groups 1, 2, and 5. Groups 3 and 4 were different from the
others and from each other ( p < 0.05). The fracture modes
were mostly interfacial/adhesive and cohesive in the resin. SEM
analysis of the resin-dentin interface showed a homogeneous
gap-free hybrid layer for all groups.
Received: March 9, 2008
Accepted: May 9, 2008

degradation of the bond.5 This
weakened zone would be susceptible
to hydrolysis from oral and dentinal
fluids, jeopardize the bonding
strength and durability, and cause
microleakage and its consequences.5
Systems that act as a conditioner
and primer at the same time may be
used to avoid this type of problem,
since the dentin will be demineralized and infiltrated simultaneously
by the monomers.6,7 At present, selfetching adhesives are used widely,
mainly because of their ease of use,
their low technique-sensitivity, and
their adequate performance in Class
V clinical trials.8-10 One-step selfetching systems mix hydrophobic
and hydrophilic monomers together
with a large amount of solvent.
This adhesive strategy is based on
the dissolution and fixation of the
smear layer, through the infiltration
of mildly acidic hydrophilic monomers.6,7 Most self-etching systems
are methacrylate-based and contain
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highly acidic monomers, with a pH
of approximately 1.5–2.5.6,7,11
Various studies have questioned
the capacity of these adhesive
systems to demineralize the dentin
sufficiently to form the hybrid
layer.10 This layer may have a limited
thickness or may be absent in some
areas of the dentin/restoration
interface, resulting in a decreased
bond strength and loss of adhesion.4,10 Some studies have indicated
that adhesives which use the total
etching technique result in a better
performance.2,11 Other studies have
reported better performance from
self-etching adhesives, indicating
a need for additional research to
resolve this question and verify
the bond strength of current selfetching primer systems.8,9
This study sought to determine
the in vitro shear bond strength of
four self-etching adhesive systems:
Clearfil SE Bond (J. Morita USA,
Inc.) (Group 1), Optibond Solo

Table 1. Materials, batch numbers, composition, and application procedures as used in the present study.
Material (batch number)

Composition

Application steps

Clearfil SE Bond (00151 B)

Primer: MDP, HEMA, CQ, N,N-diethanol p-toluidine, hydrophilic
dimethacrylate, and water (pH 2)

a (20 seconds), b (3 seconds)

Bond: MDP, Bis-GMA, HEMA, hydrophobic dimethacrylate, CQ,
N,N-diethanol p-toluidine, and silanated colloidal silica

c, b, d (10 seconds each)

Clearfil AP-X (00384B)

Silanated barium glass; silanated silica; silanated colloidal silica;
bisphenol A diglycidylmethacrylate; triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate;
d,1-camphorquinone.

e, d (40 seconds)

Optibond Solo Plus SE (205187)

Ethyl alcohol; alkyl dimethacrylate resins; stabilizers and activators;
water

a (15 seconds), b

Optibond Solo Plus (206171)

Ethyl alcohol; alkyl dimethacrylate resins; barium alumino borosilicate
glass; fumed silica (silicon dioxide); sodium hexafluorosilicate

c (15 seconds), c (15 seconds
again), b, d (20 seconds)

Point 4 (212194)

Uncured methacrylate ester monomers; inert mineral fillers; activators;
stabilizers

e, d (40 seconds)

Adper Prompt (Liquid A: 131438;
Liquid B: 127613)

Liquid A (red blister): Methacrylated phosphoric esters, Bis-GMA,
initiators based on camphorquinone, stabilizers; Liquid B (yellow
blister): Water, HEMA, polyalkenoic acid, stabilizers

Mix Liquid A and Liquid B (5
seconds), a (15 seconds), b, d (10
seconds)

Filtek Z250 (2 TT)

Uncured methacrylate ester monomers; inert mineral fillers; activators;
stabilizers

e and d (40 seconds)

Tyrian SPE (0200002694)

2-acrylamido-2-methyl propanesulfonic acid; bis (2-(methacryloyloxy)
ethyl) phosphate; ethanol

Activation (10 seconds), a (30
seconds), f

One Step Plus (0200003755)

Bi-phenyl dimethacrylate; HEMA; acetone; glass filler

c, b, d (20 seconds)

Pyramid (0200003588)

Bisphenol A diglycidylmethacrylate; ethoxylated bisphenol A
dimethacrylate; triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate; glass filler

e, d (40 seconds)

Magic acid (00302) (Vigodent Ltd.) 37.0% phosphoric acid; water; silica gel; dye colorant

g (15 seconds), h (30 seconds), f

Optibond Solo Plus (206171)

c (15 seconds), c (15 seconds), b, d
(20 seconds)

Ethyl alcohol; alkyl dimethacrylate resins; barium alumino borosilicate
glass; fumed silica (silicon dioxide); sodium hexafluorosilicate

a — application of self-etching primer

d — photocuring

f — removal of excess with cotton pellet

b — air spray

e — composite resin application
(1.5 mm thickness increments)

g — acid application

c — adhesive application

Plus SE (Kerr Dental) (Group 2),
Adper Prompt SE (3M ESPE)
(Group 3), and Tyrian SPE combined with One Step Plus (Bisco
Inc.) (Group 4). A one-step totaletching adhesive system (Optibond
Solo Plus, Kerr Dental) (Group 5)
was used as a control. In addition,
scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was used to verify the
formation of the hybrid layer on
the tooth/restoration interface
that resulted from the use of each
adhesive system. The null hypothesis

h — rinsing in tap water

tested was that there are no differences between the different types of
self-etching systems (either one- or
two-step) regarding bond strength
and formation of the resin-dentin
interface.

Materials and methods
This study utilized 45 extracted
caries-free maxillary and mandibular
human molars. The teeth were
stored in 0.1% thymol and 0.9%
saline solution (pH = 7) for three to
six months; 40 teeth were used for
www.agd.org

the shear bond testing and five were
used for SEM analysis.
Shear bond test

Using double-faced flexible diamond
discs (KG 7020, KG Sorensen Ind.
Com. Ltda.) at low speed, the teeth
were cut in a mesiodistal direction
to enable the use of the buccal and
lingual surfaces. The selected faces
were ground with diamond points
(No. 1956, KG Sorensen Ind. Com.
Ltda.) at high speed under irrigation
until a smooth dentin surface was
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Fig. 1. Left : A micrograph of the adhesive interface from a slice of occlusal dentin treated with the Clearfil SE Bond adhesive system and restored with
Clearfil APX composite resin (magnification 1,000x). Right : A micrograph of the central portion of this specimen (magnification 4,000x). Ad = adhesive;
HL = hybrid layer; D = dentin; R = resin; T = tag.
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Fig. 2. Left : A micrograph of the adhesive interface from a specimen treated with the Optibond Solo Plus SE system and restored with Point 4 composite
resin (magnification 1,000x). Right : A micrograph of the central portion of this specimen (magnification 4,000x) reveals the anatomy of the extremely
irregular, short tags. Ad = adhesive; HL = hybrid layer; D = dentin; R = resin; T = tag.

exposed. After the roots had been
sectioned at the cemento-enamel
junction, each specimen was embedded in self-curing acrylic resin
(Dencrilon, Dencril) inside plastic
cylinders (2.0 cm tall and 0.75 in.
diameter) with the abraded surface
facing upward and parallel to the surface of the cylinder. Each specimen
was smoothed under irrigation, with
wet silicon carbide paper of decreasing abrasiveness (up to 1200 grit), to
create a homogeneous smear layer.
e54
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All 80 specimens were rinsed in tap
water, dried with oil-free compressed
air, and randomly divided into five
groups, with 15 specimens in each
group; the remaining five specimens
were discarded. Each group was
treated with one adhesive system,
following the manufacturer’s recommendations. The information regarding the materials, manufacturers,
composition, and application steps
for each group is listed in Table 1.
After the adhesive was cured with
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a photocuring unit (L.E.Demetron
I, Kerr Dental) for the recommended time, a bonding jig
(Ultradent Products, Inc.) with a
cylindrical Teflon mold (2.2 mm
in diameter) was placed securely on
the adhesive-covered dentin surface.
Using a condenser (Tactile Tone,
Thompson Dental Mfg.), the respective composite resin for each group
was placed in two increments of 1.5
mm each. Each increment was photocured for 40 seconds. The curing

Ad

Ad

HL
HL

T

D

Fig. 3. Left: A micrograph of the adhesive interface of occlusal dentin from a specimen treated with the Adper Prompt adhesive system and restored with Filtek
Z250 composite resin in a dentin slice of the occlusal surface (magnification 1,000x). The dentinal tubules can be seen perpendicular to the restoration. Right:
The central area of the sample (magnification 4,000x) indicates short, irregular tags can be observed. HL = hybrid layer; T = tag; Ad = adhesive; D = dentin.

Ad-One Step Plus
HL-Tyrian

Fig. 4. Left: A micrograph of the adhesive interface of occlusal dentin from a specimen treated with Tyrian SPE and One Step Plus adhesives and restored with
Pyramid composite resin (BSE mode, magnification 1,000x). The dentinal tubules can be seen positioned slightly oblique to the restoration. Right: The same
image in the SE mode (magnification 4,000x) reveals the separation between the two adhesives (arrows) and the predominance of Tyrian in the structure of
the hybrid layer and the resin tags. Ad = adhesive; HL = hybrid layer.

power was checked initially using a
curing radiometer (Kerr-Demetron)
and again after every four irradiations to ensure that the light output
exceeded 400 mW/cm2.
After storage in distilled water for
24 hours at 37°C, the specimens
were subjected to the shear strength
test, using a Universal Testing
Machine (Instron 4444, Instron
Corp.) with a cross-head speed of
1.0 mm/minute. A notched blade

was used flush against the dentin
surface to contour the specimen.
The shear bond strength was calculated by dividing the failure load
by the area and the resulting values
were expressed in MPa. After this
test, the specimens were analyzed by
stereomicroscopy (10x magnification) to determine type of failure at
the resin-dentin interface.
All specimens were categorized
into one of three types of failure:
www.agd.org

when more than 5% of the dentin
surface was covered by composite
resin, the failure was considered
to be cohesive in resin; when the
dentin fractured, the failure was
determined to be cohesive in
dentin; and when there were almost
no resin remnants on the dentin
but only adhesive or exposed
dentin, the failure was labeled
interfacial or adhesive. Based on
these criteria, cohesive failure in
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HL

T

Fig. 5. Left : A micrograph of the adhesive interface of occlusal dentin from a specimen treated with the Optibond Solo Plus adhesive system and restored
with Point 4 composite resin (magnification 1,000x). Right : The central area of this specimen (magnification 4,000x). HL = hybrid layer; T = tag.

Table 2. Mean values for shear bond strength for the different
experimental groups. The same superscript letter indicates statistical
similarity (Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests, α = 0.05, p > 0.05).
Group	Adhesive system

Shear bond strength (in MPa) (±SD)

n

1	Clearfil SE Bond

33.23 (12.67) A

15

2	Optibond SE Solo Plus

32.41 (9.90) A

15

3	Adper Prompt

17.50 (4.24) C

15

4	Tyrian SE + One Step Plus

21.37 (5.87)

B

15

5 	Optibond Solo Plus

30.68 (4.08) A

15

the adhesive was also considered
interfacial/adhesive.
The results were analyzed using
ANOVA. The results revealed a
normal distribution but a lack of
homogeneity of variance (as shown
by the Levene test). Non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon RankSum tests were applied (α = 0.05).
Preparation for SEM

The five remaining teeth were prepared for observation of the dentinresin interfaces under SEM. A slice
of the dentin was selected from the
occlusal surface of each adhesive.
These specimens received applications of the adhesive systems as
described for each group (see Table
1) and were restored with a layer
e56
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of composite resin (1.5 mm thick)
from the same manufacturer.
Each dentin disk was cut in half
in a mesiodistal orientation, fixed in
2.5% glutaraldehyde solution, and
dehydrated in ascending grades of
ethanol (25%, 50%, 75%, and 95%)
for 20 minutes per solution, followed by one minute in 100% alcohol. At that point, all samples were
transferred to hexamethyldisilizane
(HMDS, Ted Pella, Inc.) for 10 minutes and embedded in epoxy resin
(Epo-Thin, Buehler Ltd.) to expose
the adhesive interfaces at the center
of the tooth surface. The exposed
interfaces were polished with wet
silicon carbide paper of decreasing abrasiveness (up to 1200 grit)
and with 1.0 and 0.3 µm alumina
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polishing pastes. The specimens were
sonicated with 100% alcohol for five
minutes, subjected to demineralization using 6 mol/L hydrochloric acid
(for 30 seconds), and deproteinized
with 2% sodium hypochlorite solution for 10 minutes.
All of the specimens were dried,
mounted in aluminum stubs (Ted
Pella, Inc.), placed in a vacuum
chamber, and sputter-coated with
a 300 Å gold layer (Bal-Tec SCD
005, Bal-Tec Co.). The analysis
was performed with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM XL30,
FEI Company) operating between
15 kV and 20 kV.
To illustrate the results from the
tested adhesive systems, photomicrographs were taken of areas that
represented interaction between
the adhesive systems and the conditioned dentin and formation of
the hybrid layer at the dentin-resin
interface (Fig. 1–5).

Results
Shear bond strength test

Table 2 shows the results of the
dentin shear bond strength test
for the experimental groups. A

statistical analysis of the shear bond
strength data was performed using
SPSS 14.0 for Windows (SPSS,
Inc.). The conﬁdence level was set at
95%. The analysis of data (KruskalWallis and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
tests) showed that Groups 1 and 2
demonstrated statistically similar
results (p > 0.05) to the control
group (see Table 3). Conversely,
Groups 3 and 4 differed from the
other groups and from each other
(p < 0.05); in addition, Group 3
specimens demonstrated a lower
mean bond strength (see Table 2).
Each group was examined with
stereoscopic magnification glasses
(10x) to determine the types of failures that occurred (see Table 4). The
experimental groups with the lowest
mean shear bond strength (Groups
3 and 4) exhibited predominantly
interfacial/adhesive failure, while the
predominant failure for the remaining samples was cohesive in resin.
SEM analysis of the adhesive
interface

Using SEM, the adhesive interface
was analyzed for the following characteristics: formation and uniformity
of the hybrid layer, adhesive layer
and hybrid layer thickness, morphology of the resin tags and their
relationship with the intratubular
dentin, and resin/adhesive interface.
In general, the SEM analysis
revealed that the hybrid layer formation was uniform for all self-etching
adhesive systems, despite the fact
that self-etching primer systems typically produce thin hybrid layers (that
is, a width of less than 1 μm). Group
1 specimens displayed regular resin
tags, ranging in size from 5–15 μm);
tags were also observed along the
entire extension of the adhesive layer.
A thin but uniform hybrid layer
also was observed (Fig. 1). Group 2
specimens displayed short, irregular
tags and a thin, uniform hybrid layer

Table 3. Statistical analysis of shear bond strength values using the
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test for the different groups (n = 15). The same
superscript letter indicates statistical similarity (p > 0.05).
			
Group Sum of scores

Expected under
null hypothesis

SD < null
hypothesis		

Mean score

1

743.00

570.00

75.49

49.53A

2

747.00

570.00

75.49

49.80A

3

218.00

570.00

75.49

14.53C

4

390.00

570.00

75.49

26.03B

5

751.50

570.00

75.49

50.10A

(1.0–1.35 μm). The adhesive layer
was relatively thick (12.3–12.9 μm)
and appeared to be well-bonded
to both the composite resin and
the hybrid layer (Fig. 2). Group
3 specimens displayed a uniform
hybrid layer (mean thickness of 2–4
μm) and new resin tags (Fig. 3). A
micrograph of Group 4 specimens
revealed formation of a continuous
and uniform adhesive layer, with
a large number of tags (Fig. 4). In
specimens from Group 5, the adhesive interfaces revealed a hybrid layer
approximately 5–7 μm thick (Fig. 5).

Discussion
The main objective of this in vitro
study was to verify the shear bond
strength between self-etching adhesive systems and dentin.
The dentin surface was exposed
by grinding the buccal and lingual
surfaces of each tooth, making
it possible to use the two faces.
According to Konishi et al, there
are no differences between the shear
bond strengths of these sites.12 The
grinding was carried out using
cylindrical diamond points to
approximately 0.5–1.0 mm below
the dentin-enamel junction. At this
depth, the dentin is apparently more
resistant to shear tensions than it is
at deeper sites.12 In addition, a larger
amount of intertubular dentin is
www.agd.org

present, the amount and diameter
of the tubules are smaller, and the
dentin is less moist.13 These factors
may have contributed to the higher
values for shear bond strength, compared with the adhesion observed in
dentin closer to the pulp.
In the present study, the area
of adhesion of the adhesive resin/
composite system was precisely
delimited using a bonding jig
(2.2 mm in diameter), ensuring a
total area of contact with the dentin
of approximately 3.8 mm2. This area
is relatively small compared with
those reported in most shear bond
strength studies.14-16 In addition,
the notched blade of the bonding
jig that was used to apply the compressive force adapts flush with the
specimen and acts more uniformly,
distributing the force over a large
area and reducing the concentration
of stresses adjacent to the interface.
This may have led to higher shear
bond strength values than might
be achieved with a knife-edged
blade, which applies a higher stress
concentration over a small area,
decreasing the stress required for
bond failure.16
This study tested four self-etching
adhesive systems (Clearfil SE Bond,
Optibond Solo Plus SE, Adper
Prompt, and Tyrian SPE) and
compared the results to those of a
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total-etch fifth-generation adhesive
system (Optibond Solo Plus).
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed
a statistical difference between the
groups (P < 0.0001). According to
the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test, the
paired comparison of the groups
showed that Clearfil SE Bond,
Optibond Solo Plus SE, and Optibond Solo Plus obtained similar
results, all of which were superior
to the Tyrian SPE and Adper
Prompt systems. The latter two
systems were also significantly different from each other, with Adper
Prompt exhibiting the lowest bond
strength results.
Self-etching adhesives are used
in clinical practice with increasing
frequency, as they have shown less
technique sensitivity than adhesive
systems that require a separate
etching step.17-19 Schulze et al tested
the shear bond strength of the
Clearfil SE system bonding to dry,
over-wet, and moist dentin and
discovered no significant differences
in bonding among these three
dentin conditions.17 The dispersion
of the mean bond strength values
was approximately twice as much
for over-wet and moist dentin compared to dry dentin, although dry
dentin displayed higher shear bond
strength values. The Clearfil SE
system was considered less sensitive
to the technique used compared to
the conventional one-bottle system
Single Bond, for which the bond
strength results depend on the
moisture condition.17
Clearfil SE Bond can be classified
as a two-step adhesive because the
primer is applied separately from
the adhesive resin. Similarly, Optibond Solo Plus SE is used prior to
the application of Optibond Solo
Plus and acts as a primer. In the
present study, the Optibond Solo
Plus SE system produced very good
bond strength results compared
e58
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with both Clearfil SE Bond and
Optibond Solo Plus. Optibond
Solo Plus SE is relatively easy to
use, although it is more time-consuming to apply (see Table 1). The
two-step application may have contributed to better bond strengths
from these systems. The one-step
self-etching adhesive systems were
shown to be less effective than the
multiple-step systems.20-22
In the present study, Adper Prompt
demonstrated the lowest shear bond
strength values (see Table 2). Adper
Prompt can actually be considered
a one-step adhesive system, because
it carries out conditioning, priming, and bonding in a single step.
Tay et al considered the one-step
adhesive systems as semi-permeable
membranes that leave the moisture
of the underlying dentin intact to
diffuse through the composite resin
interface.23 This type of moisture diffusion results in blisters and droplets
(also known as water trees) forming
at the adhesive interface when the
composite resin is placed on the previously activated adhesive system and
not cured immediately. Although
the formation of water trees was not
verified in the present study, this
condition can result in a weakening
of the adhesion.23
For all-in-one self-etching
adhesive systems, high amounts
of solvents (water, acetone, or
ethanol) or hydrophilic monomers
like 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
(HEMA) are added to their formulations to facilitate diffusion of the
resins inside the dental substrates.
Water is an essential component
because it provides hydrogen ions
that are necessary for demineralization. However, these components
raise the hydrophilicity of the
adhesive, which in turn may
increase the risk of water uptake
into the matrix and decrease the
resins’ polymerization rate.7,22,24
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Tyrian SPE is a self-etching primer
that is available as two separate
bottles of solutions that must be
mixed correctly. In the present study,
the active application of Tyrian SPE
was followed by removing the excess
with a cotton pellet. The solution
changed in color from purple to
transparent, indicating that the acidic
solution was buffered by the dentin
substrate. According to the literature,
the effect of the self-etching primers
is self-limiting due to the release of
calcium and phosphate ions during
the demineralization process.6,25
Increasing the concentration of
these ions tends to limit the depth of
dissolution of the underlying intact
dentin by buffering the acid present
in the primer.6 Applying One-Step
Plus after Tyrian SPE is intended to
provide a bond strength similar to
that of the conventional systems, due
to the additional layer covering the
Tyrian adhesive.
The Optibond Solo Plus system
was selected as the control because
its efficiency has been proven in
earlier experiments and because it
was possible to compare the product
with its self-etching version (Optibond Solo Plus SE). The results
obtained were as expected and
demonstrated the system’s ability to
adhere to the dentin substrate.
To observe the type of failure,
each specimen was individually
examined under a magnification
stereoscopic glass (magnification
10x) without knowing the strength
value that had been obtained in the
shear bond strength test.
The majority of the experiments
produced adhesive and mixed
bonding failures.26,27 In the present
study, it was decided to determine
criteria to facilitate the observation
and categorization of the failure that
occurred. It was preferable to classify
adhesive failures and cohesive failures
in the adhesive as interfacial/adhesive

failures, since the tested adhesive
systems reach high bond strength
values, form hybrid layers, and do
not debond completely from the
dentin. With adhesive failures, the
failure usually occurs in the middle
or at the top of the hybrid layer and
partly in the body of the adhesive,
which is a cohesive failure of the
adhesive. Representative specimens
of all groups were selected and
observed under SEM.
The experimental groups that
produced the lowest mean shear
bond strength (Adper Prompt and
Tyrian SPE) had primarily interfacial/adhesive failures, while the rest
of the failures were predominantly
cohesive in resin (see Table 4).
Among the self-etching systems,
cohesive failure in dentin was
observed in only four of the specimens in Group 2. Cohesive failure
in resin or in dentin occurred only
in the control group (Optibond
Solo Plus). As Optibond Solo
Plus is a total-etching adhesive, it
demineralizes the underlying dentin
more deeply than the self-etching
systems; as a result, the level of
adhesive infiltration may not reach
the deepest limit of the demineralization, which results in a weakened
area of surface dentin that is more
susceptible to fracture.26
The resin/dentin interface of the
occlusal dentin was easily observed
under SEM, making it possible to
analyze and measure the hybrid and
adhesive layers and note the formation of the resin tags and other
important features. The Clearfil
SE Bond adhesive system made it
possible to observe the formation of
a uniform gap-free adhesive layer;
while the layer was thin, it appeared
to be well-integrated with the composite resin and the hybrid layer.
A large number of funnel-shaped,
short, wide resin tags were formed.
The shape and shortness of the tags

Table 4. Type of failure observed after shear tests for each of the
experimental groups.
Type of failure (by %)
Group	Interfacial/adhesive	Cohesive/resin	Cohesive/dentin
1

20

80

0

2

20

53

27

3

80

20

0

4

53

47

0

5

0

67

33

can be explained by the chemical
composition of Clearfil SE Bond;
its primer is not considered to be
very aggressive (pH = 2.0) and it has
a low ionic dissociation potential,
with a relatively low demineralization potential that is rapidly buffered by the dental substrate.
The apparent hybridization of the
resin tags may be due to the infiltration capacity of Clearfil SE Bond,
because of the presence of HEMA
in both the primer and the bonding
agent. HEMA is found in most
adhesive resins because of its wettability and affinity for dentin, which
makes the dentin acid-resistant after
impregnation.6,28 When used in
combination with dentin adhesives,
HEMA optimizes the wettability
and hydrophilicity, which in turn
increases the adhesive resin’s bond
strength to the tooth.12 The hybrid
layer was only 1.0–1.5 µm thick; by
contrast, the layer usually obtained
from conventional adhesive systems
has a thickness of up to 5 µm.20 The
Clearfil SE Bond system obtained
the highest mean shear bond
strength value in this study.
According to the literature, there
appears to be no correlation between
the thickness of the hybrid layer and
bond strength values, which suggests that the bond strength is more
closely related to the presence and
quality of the impregnated dentin
www.agd.org

layer than to its thickness.29-33
The use of the self-etching primer
Optibond Solo Plus SE resulted
in the formation of a thin hybrid
layer that was well-integrated with
the adhesive layer and the underlying dentin. Although the tags that
formed were short and irregular,
they were well-bonded to the hybrid
layer. This system resulted in shear
bond strength values equal to those
of Clearfil SE Bond and the control
Optibond Solo Plus.
A thick adhesive layer was
observed when Adper Prompt was
used, probably because two layers of
the adhesive were applied to most of
the specimens. However, despite the
formation of a uniform hybrid layer,
the tags that formed were short,
irregular, thin, and sparse.
Conversely, the Tyrian SPE
adhesive resulted in the formation
of a thick adhesive layer and a great
quantity of long, thin resin tags.
This system has a pH of less than
1.0, with a higher demineralization
capacity than the other self-etching
systems tested in the present study,
which may explain why Tyrian SPE
dissolves the smear layer well and
opens the dentinal tubules. In addition, the presence of P-phenyl in
Tyrian SPE and HEMA in One-Step
Plus may have increased the wettability capacity and the diffusion of the
monomers in the tubules.6,28
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For Group 5 samples, conventional Optibond Solo Plus resulted
in the formation of a uniform
hybrid layer and funnel-shaped,
wide-based resin tags. In this
system, as with One-Step Plus, the
manufacturers included nanoparticles in the composition to reduce
polymerization shrinkage and
improve the mechanical properties. Studies have shown that such
particles can occupy the microscopic
spaces in the hybrid layer, penetrate
the dentinal tubules, and contribute
to the formation of the tags.34 However, it was not possible to confirm
these findings in the present study.
The analysis of the interface for all
of the adhesive systems used in the
present study contributed to understanding their relationship with the
dentin substrate and the restorative
material. It does not appear that
the thickness of the hybrid layer
influenced the shear bond strength
results. Although the Optibond Solo
Plus system resulted in a thicker
hybrid layer (between 5 µm and 7
µm), its bond strength values were
equivalent to those of the Clearfil
SE Bond and Optibond Solo
Plus SE systems, which resulted
in hybrid layers of approximately
1–1.5 µm mean thickness.
Since different bonding systems
have different chemical compositions, the results obtained in the
present study cannot be related
to other materials. Following this
rationale, these results cannot be
extrapolated directly into daily
practice, although they suggest great
promise in terms of the durability
of the tooth resin restorations,
especially for Clearfil SE Bond and
Optibond Solo Plus SE.

Conclusion
Within the limitations of this in vitro
study, the results meant that the null
hypothesis could not be accepted
e60
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completely. There were significant
differences between the in vitro
dentin shear bond strengths of the
self-etching adhesive materials tested,
with Clearfil SE Bond and Optibond
Solo Plus SE demonstrating the
highest bond strength values. The
adhesive failure was predominant
in the experimental groups with the
lower mean shear bond strengths
(Adper Prompt and Tyrian SPE);
among the other groups, cohesive
failure in resin predominated.
Furthermore, for all of the adhesive
systems analyzed, it was possible to
observe the formation of a uniform
gap-free hybrid layer, despite the differences in their thickness.
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Elusive dental pain
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The dental profession is devoted to treating and preventing dental
pain. Such pain can be referred from teeth in one jaw to teeth in
the opposing jaw, and the origin of the pain a patient describes
may not be the same as the source of that pain. As a result, dental
procedures often produce no relief for the patient. This article

D

entists sometimes find it
difficult to determine which
tooth is causing a patient’s
pain. Too often, the patient can
identify the side but not whether
the pain is coming from a maxillary
or mandibular tooth. Periodically,
a patient will report dental pain
but the clinical and diagnostic
findings do not provide a specific
dental-related reason for the pain.
As a result, well-intentioned dentists
sometimes overtreat.
What is dental pain? For that
matter, what is pain? The International Association for the Study of
Pain defines pain as “an unpleasant
sensory emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue
damage or described in terms of such
damage.”1 According to Sessle, pain
in the face, head, mouth, and throat
areas are the most common pains
in the body.2 Noxious, mechanical,
heat, cold, chemical, and inflammatory stimuli can activate sensory
pathways and lead to responses that
are interpreted as pain.3
Nocioceptors are preferentially
selective to noxious stimuli or to a
stimulus that would be noxious if
prolonged. Nocioceptors are free
nerve endings that are activated by
different noxious stimuli according to their functional properties.4
Mechanical nocioceptors are
activated by mechanical stimuli;
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discusses the neural mechanisms involved in referred pain from one
tooth to another and from muscles to teeth.
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thermal and mechanical-thermal
receptors are activated by stimuli
that cause slow, burning pain; and
thermal receptors are activated by
temperature.5
Pain in dentistry creates the
need for both tooth removal and
endodontic therapy. After root canal
therapy is completed, restorative
dentistry is required to avoid fracturing the remaining coronal tooth
structure and to re-establish form
and function.
Periodically, a patient has tooth
pain with a more elusive point
of origin; for example, maxillary
molar or premolar pain due to a
sinus infection. An elusive variety

of dental pain may occur when a
patient has a pain in a maxillary
tooth. When a radiographic review
provides no confirmation of pathology, the general dentist is likely to
refer the patient to an endodontist
who generally is more familiar with
referred pain. The endodontist
reports to the referring dentist that
the pain is not coming from a tooth
in the maxilla but rather from a
tooth in the mandible. How does
that happen?

Neuroanatomy
Figure 1 shows a schematic of
the side view of the head, with
particular emphasis on the brain

Ophthalmic division
Maxillary division
Trigeminal ganglion

Brainstem

Mandibular division
Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the side view of the head.
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stem (the midbrain, the pons, and
the medulla). The area of interest
to dentists is the trigeminal nucleus
located within the brain stem (Fig.
2). The trigeminal nucleus is the
pathway for sensory and motor
functions of the trigeminal nerve.
The trigeminal nerve enters the
brain stem at the level of the pons.
In terms of pain sensation, the
direction of pain impulses come
from the branches of the fifth cranial nerve and are directed into the
brain stem. A part of the trigeminal
nucleus is the spinal nucleus of V,
the structure into which sensory
and nocioceptive (primary) neurons
enter. A synapse with a second-order
neuron takes place and the nerve
impulse begins its ascent to the
thalamus.6,7 Neurons from the fifth,
seventh, ninth, and tenth cranial
nerves (including neurons from
adjacent ascending spinal nerves)
enter there also (Fig. 3).
Structurally, the spinal nucleus of
V is further divided into functionally separate segments (subnucleus
oralis, subnucleus interpolaris, and
subnucleus caudalis), although
there is some overlapping in terms
of the segments’ functions.8 Figure
3 presents a schematic rendition of
these nuclei.
The neuroanatomy of
referred pain

The subnucleus caudalis is the structural area of the spinal nucleus of V
that needs to be understood relative
to referred pain. The caudalis has
been described as the gateway for
the distribution of head, face, and
neck pain.9 It is considered the
main brain stem site responsible for
processing and relaying nocioceptive
inputs from the craniofacial area.10
A 1990 study confirmed that the
caudalis of rats has a unique lamellar
structure, similar to those found in
cats and monkeys. By stimulating

Midbrain
Trigeminal
ganglion
V1

Mesencephalic
nucleus

Trigeminal
ganglion
V1
Oralis

Main
sensory
nucleus
V2

Midbrain

Pons

Interpolaris
V2

V3

V3

Spinal tract
of V

Spinal
nucleus
of V

Caudalis
Medulla

Medullary
dorsal horn

Pons

Spinothalamic tract
Spinal
nucleus
of V
Medulla

Fig. 2. A schematic illustration of a trigeminal
nucleus.

Fig. 3. A schematic illustration of the spinal
nucleus of V.

a specific neuron, researchers have
located the response of that stimulus
from a specific segment of the
caudalis; that is, when the pulp of
a rat’s tooth was stimulated, the
terminus of that stimulation was
found in a specific lamellar area of
the caudalis.11,12
The structure of the caudalis is
similar to that of the spinal cord
in that both are segmented. The
caudalis has fewer segments than the
spinal cord; however, the former is
sometimes referred to as the medullary dorsal horn because its termination melds into the spinal cord.
There is no intrinsic anatomical
architecture that demarcates where
the spinal nucleus ends and the gray
matter of the spinal cord begins.13

tract of V (Fig. 3).14 The axonal portion of the neuron enters into the
caudalis, where it synapses with a
second-order neuron. The quantity
of first-order neurons exceeds that
of second-order neurons. It is in
the structure of the caudalis that
neuronal convergence can affect
the brain’s perception or location of
pain, thus confusing the patient and
resulting in referred pain.
Dostrovsky reported that it is difficult to localize the origin of pain
to a single tooth, which is consistent
with clinical studies which have
reported that human patients also
find localization difficult, a fact
that is common knowledge among
dentists.15 The convergence of deep
inputs (also known as visceral sensory neurons) upon the majority of
cutaneous nocioceptive neurons has
led to the suggestion that this is why
people often have poor discriminatory ability when it comes to locating pain precisely.16 For instance,
when patients with abdominal
pain can’t determine if the pain is
coming from the gall bladder or the
pancreas, it’s because synapses with

Neuronal convergence
When a pain impulse arises from
one of the three sensory divisions
of the trigeminal nerve, it enters
into the brain stem, as it follows the
neuron (whose cell body is located
in the trigeminal ganglion) and
turns down caudally via a bundle of
common neurons called the spinal
www.agd.org
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Seventh cranial nerve

Referred pain

Mesencephalic nucleus

Ninth cranial nerve
Sensory nucleus

Eleventh cranial nerve

Subnucleus oralis
Spinal tract of V
Subnucleus
interpolaris
Subnucleus caudalis
Cervical
neurons

Medullary dorsal horn
Fig. 4. Divisions of the nucleus caudalis. The numbered icon on the right indicates the facial
segmentations that are likely to correspond to the lamellar layers of the caudalis.

a second-order neuron allow the
neuron to connect to one of two
visceral afferents. The second-order
neuron cannot distinguish between
the two afferents.
Typically, a number of primary
nocioceptor neurons make a synaptic transmission with a secondary
neuron; this convergence reduces
the acuity of stimulus location.17
The extensive convergent afferent
input patterns that are characteristic
of temporomandibular joint (TMJ)or myofascial-activated neurons in
the subnucleus caudalis may explain
the poor localization of deep pain,
as well as contribute to the spread
and referral of pain typical of deep
pain involving the TMJ and associated musculature.
Pain of unremitting intensity can
induce temporal summation. When
temporal summation occurs in the
caudalis, excitatory neurons produce
excessive excitatory neurotransmitters, which spread into adjacent segments of the caudalis, exciting more
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neurons. As more segments of the
caudalis become involved, the sensation of pain spreads to other areas.
If this process continues, the pain
that initiated elsewhere is imprinted
in the brain stem where the caudalis
is located (a process known as
central sensitization). Eventually,
the central sensitization becomes
chronic pain.18 The localization and
frequent occurrence of pain referral
in most toothaches and headaches
can also be explained by analogous
convergent patterns from tooth
pulps and cervicovascular afferents.
Once the synapse occurs, the
pain impulse flows to a secondorder neuron. Subsequently, thirdorder neurons (whose cell bodies
are in the thalamus) synapse with
second-order neurons. Another
synapse occurs in the thalamus,
moving the pain impulse to the
parietal lobe of the cerebellum,
where it is perceived as pain. Until
the pain impulse reaches that area,
there is no pain perception.
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Referred pain describes pain that
is felt from a different location
than its initial point of origin.
Understanding referred pain also
requires understanding the mechanism of convergence.19,20 Neural
convergence occurs when multiple
primary neurons compete to connect to a secondary neuron.21 At the
same time, primary pain afferents
compete to find a secondary connecting neuron. As early as 1984,
animal researchers reported that
fewer secondary neurons receive
pulp afferents exclusively from one
tooth.15 Extensive convergence is
characteristic of pulp-activated
neurons. Spatial discrimination of
tooth pulp stimuli occurs with difficulty in the caudalis because of the
discrepancy between the number of
secondary neurons and the number
of primary neurons. The occurrences listed above, particularly
the convergence of closely located
primary nocioceptors with a smaller
number of secondary neurons, are
known to occur in animals and are
likely to occur in humans, which
could account for a patient’s inability to localize pain. In addition,
muscle pain also can be diffuse,
referred, and difficult to localize.

The concept of segmentation
When discussing the pain referral
mechanism, one must consider the
importance of the microanatomy of
the trigeminal nerve nucleus, which
has been the subject of animal
studies but has rarely been studied
in humans. It is known that the
caudalis is divided into at least five
segments or lamellar layers; each
one corresponds to a segment of
the face. These caudalis segments
have been referred to as the onion
skin effect.22 Figure 4 shows the
division of the dermatomes as
they correspond to the divisions of

Fig. 5. A schematic illustration of facial
segmentation as it relates to teeth.

the trigeminal nerve and the phenomenon known as segmentation.
According to the literature, as many
as 10 segmented lamellar layers can
be found in the dorsal horn of the
spinal cord.23
Figure 5 demonstrates segmentation as it relates to tooth nocioceptors. Segment sharing and neuronal
convergence explain why a patient
may report pain in the maxillary
premolar when the source of the
pain is actually in the mandibular
premolar, because the maxillary and
mandibular premolars share the
same segment within the caudalis.
It is likely that nocioceptive neurons
from the TMJ and the mandibular
third molar share a synaptic communicating neuron with a secondorder neuron, resulting in perceived
molar pain and perceived TMJ pain.
Based on the authors’ experience,
patients often explain TMJ pain as
ear pain; also, a patient with pain in

Fig. 6. A schematic illustration of temporal muscles and pain referral patterns.

a mandibular molar may also report
pain in the TMJ on the same side.

Myofascial pain
In certain instances, a patient may
complain of tooth pain that cannot
be corroborated clinically or radiographically. When examination rules
out tooth-to-tooth referred pain, the
dentist might consider an alternative
diagnosis of myofascial pain.
Myofascial pain refers to pain
emanating from skeletal muscle
whose internal structure harbors
one or more tiny bundles of taut
tissue that induce an unpleasant
or painful, obviously identifiable
sensation by the trigger point’s
(TP) location (Fig. 6). When a TP
is present, the perception of pain
is not likely to occur unless some
kind of muscular contraction takes
place. When a tooth is involved,
the locations of the muscle TP
and the pain are different. This is
www.agd.org

an example of heterotrophic pain,
where the source of the pain and
the location where it is felt are not
the same. Movement precipitates
pain. According to Imamura et al,
10% of the U.S. population has
single, multiple acute, or chronic
dysfunctioning muscles.24
Myofascial pain is a disorder
affecting one or more muscle
groups, accompanied by local and
referred pain, decreased range of
motion, weakness, and (frequently)
autonomic phenomena. The
causative TPs of myofascial pain
are excessively sensitive areas of
muscle tissue.25 A TP is defined
as a focus of hyperirritability in
tissues that is locally tender to
percussion. If the TP is sufficiently
hypersensitive, referred pain
results.26 Palpated TPs may evoke
a twitch response at the site and
cause the patient to report pain
at the site or elsewhere—possibly
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Fig. 7. A schematic illustration of masseter muscles and pain referral patterns.

a significant distance from the
source of the pain.27 When the
source of the pain is determined
to be a muscle TP, the pain could
be alleviated by injecting an
anesthetic (without epinephrine)
into the TP.28 Referred pain can
also be confirmed by palpating the
TP with firm pressure, which will
induce the tooth pain. Figures 6
and 7 demonstrate how TPs in the
temporalis and masseter muscles
can lead to referred pain in teeth.
Myofascial tooth pain is nonpulsatile and aches more constantly
than pain of pulpal origin. It is
variable over time (that is, it can
shut down when muscle activity
slows or stops) and may recur over
a period of months or years.29
Pulpal tooth pain is persistent at all
times, while myofascial pain can
be intermittent and not as acute.
Tooth pain increases with vigorous
or extended use of the TP muscles,
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due to the neuronal convergence
and segment sharing. Referred pain
felt in the teeth may originate from
any structure that provides sensory
convergence within the caudalis of
the trigeminal spinal tract nucleus,
including any structure innervated
by the trigeminal nerve and the
upper cervical nerves.30
Pain also can be referred from a
more remote location, such as the
trapezius or the sternocleidomastoid.
The nocioceptor, which innervates
the sternocleidomastoid, is from
the fourth cervical nerve. This nerve
enters the dorsal horn of the cervical
spinal cord and, via an interneuron
connector, finds its way into a shared
segment of the caudalis, which also
contains a tooth nocioceptor.

Differential diagnosis
Determining that dental pain is
coming from a TP within a muscle
involves a step-by-step diagnostic
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process. A history of dental pain
that is not relieved with regular care
is an important clue. Such pain
often is present for many months,
and while the patient may identify
a tooth in pain, the surrounding
gingiva and alveolar process could
be involved.31
In one scenario, a patient reports
tooth pain but the radiographs and
endodontic evaluation are negative.
Clearly, referred pain is ruled out.
Local anesthesia around the tooth
will not relieve the pain. An interligamentary injection may be used to
develop a differential diagnosis. The
pain is made worse with the patient’s
jaw (muscular) movements. If a TP
can be found, a spray-and-stretch
procedure will eliminate the pain,
as would a local anesthetic (without
epinephrine) injected into the
muscle TP. Remember to review the
patient’s history; most toothaches
usually do not stop or disappear
for long periods and then return, as
TP-induced tooth pain does. A systematic examination of the closing
and supporting muscles should be
included in the diagnostic process.

Summary
It is not always easy to diagnose
dental pain appropriately. There are
rational explanations for referred
pain to teeth; it may be the result of
a muscle problem, and it might be
necessary to refrain from treatment
when the dental examination and
radiographs do not confirm the pain
that the patient is experiencing.
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Photodynamic therapy in periodontal
therapy: Microbiological observations
from a private practice
Georgios E. Romanos, DDS, Dr.med.dent, PhD

n
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In recent years, the combination of laser light and
photosensitizer known as photodynamic therapy (PDT) has
been used in periodontal therapy. However, there are not
enough clinical studies to fully evaluate the effects of PDT on
the periodontal tissues. This microbiological study examined the
effects of PDT on the periodontal bacteria in combination with
scaling and root planing (SRP) in the same group of patients by
randomly selecting PDT or SRP for use in different quadrants of
the mouth.

V

arious clinical guidelines for
the treatment of periodontitis
have been used successfully
in daily practice, and the different
methods of therapy and the various
recall intervals are well-documented
in the literature.1,2 However,
antibiotic therapy is also necessary
for subjects who are refractory for
treatment or have an aggressive type
of periodontitis. Concerns about
resistance to and the side effects from
antibiotic therapy indicate the need
for alternative methods of treatment.
Recent years have seen an increased
focus on using laser systems as an
adjunct in periodontal therapy.3-5
Clinicians and researchers have
different opinions regarding the
results of laser-tissue interactions and
the laser wavelengths that are used.
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) uses a
laser in combination with a dye, thus
utilizing the power of light and its
resulting antibacterial properties.6-8
PDT is used primarily as an alternative to chemotherapy or radiotherapy
for the treatment of cancer on a routine basis; in addition, PDT has been
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For the present study, PDT was compared with a diode laser
(980 nm) and an Nd:YAG laser (1,064 nm). Microbiological
samples were examined and evaluated over a period of three
months. Significant bacterial reduction has been observed in all
cases. The diode laser with SRP presented long-term positive
results, while PDT showed a significant bacteria reduction during
the entire observation period.
Received: September 29, 2008
Accepted: November 10, 2008

used effectively to reduce bacteria or
viruses in the fields of dermatology,
cardiology, ophthalmology, and
gastroenterology.9
In periodontal disease, the
inflamed junctional epithelium at
the bottom of the sulcus migrates
apically, thus establishing the environment of the periodontal pocket.
This migration is caused directly by
microorganisms and indirectly by
the potentially harmful side effects
of the inflammatory response to the
accumulation of plaque.10,11 The
inflammatory response to plaque is a
fundamental defense mechanism of
the organism against microbial infections.12 However, this defense reaction simultaneously leads to tissue
destruction, and the cytokines and
prostaglandins can stimulate bone
resorption. It appears that changes in
the microflora can be very different
from person to person as well as
from site to site in the same person.
In pocket formation, there are
periods of disease activity followed
by clinical findings, such as bleeding
and suppuration.11 A disease can be
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prevented not only by a specific kind
of treatment against periodontopathogenic microorganisms, but also
by influencing the environmental
factors that promote changes to equilibrium in the microflora.12
One must understand the mechanisms of inflammation and the
therapeutic options for controlling
the growth of the anaerobic microorganisms. Etiological cofactors like
stress, occlusal trauma, and smoking
can have a negative effect on tissue
response. Changes in the immune
system that result from systemic
factors (that is, diabetes mellitus and
thromboembolic, cardiovascular,
and allergic and rheumatic diseases)
have been shown to affect the periodontal tissues.13
Typical periodontal treatment
begins with professional prophylaxis, followed by a manual or
mechanical debridement of the
diseased root surfaces. In certain
situations, surgery may be necessary to access the root surface and
thus reduce bacteria and establish
periodontal health. Bacteria or their

Fig. 1. A photosensitizer is applied to a sample
receiving PDT.

Fig. 2. The pocket is irradiated for a second
time using PDT.

Fig. 3. A sample taken six weeks after the start
of therapy.

endotoxins may remain even after
complete treatment, and recolonization may lead to further loss of
attachment.14
Laser-assisted therapy, which
should lead to a greater reduction
in bacteria, is a controversial subject.3,15,16 The literature has discussed
the risk of thermal damage to the
surrounding tissues and tooth
structures.17,18 Antimicrobial agents
(such as chlorhexidine) or local and
systematic antibiotic administration (tetracycline, amoxicillin, or
metronidazole) generally are recommended for periodontal therapy.19
However, the current increase in
resistance to antibiotics must be
considered and antibiotic therapy
should follow bacterial analysis.13
Possible allergic reactions to mouthrinses must be considered as well.20
PDT might also be used to
control specific pathogenic microorganisms. According to the literature,
periodontopathogenic germs
(particularly Prevotolla intermedia,
Porphyromonas gingivalis, Fusobacterium nucleatum, and Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans) can be
significantly reduced by low-energy

laser light if the cells are marked
beforehand with photosensitive
dyes.21-26 This study sought to
compare the antimicrobial effects
of PDT with those of other laser
wavelengths during periodontal
therapy in a group of patients with
periodontitis.

63 sites received SRP and PDT
using a wavelength of 670 nm. The
last quadrant (Group 4; 64 sites)
received only SRP and served as the
control group.
For Groups 1 and 2, the sulcus was
first widened with the laser (using
a 400 μm fiber), then scaled and
irradiated (at a laser setting of 2 W)
for 20 seconds in the periodontal
pocket. The sites in Group 3
assigned to receive PDT were scaled
before the application of a photosensitizer (Helbo Blue, HELBO
Photodynamic Systems) (Fig. 1). At
that point, the pocket was irradiated
with a low-intensity laser (Minilaser
2075 dent, HELBO Photodynamic
Systems) for 20 seconds. The photosensitizer was left in the sulcus for
60 seconds before the residual dye
was washed out using saline solution; at that point, the pocket was
irradiated again for 20 seconds (Fig.
2). In total, 325 microbiological
samples were taken from sites (one
or two sites per quadrant), all of
which had a pocket depth of more
than 5 mm (Fig. 3) six weeks after
initial treatment (baseline); samples
were collected at three days, seven

Materials and methods
Ten patients (between 40 and 50
years of age) with active periodontal
sites (in a total of 253 teeth) were
treated with scaling and root planing (SRP). None of the patients
were smokers, had implants, had
any significant findings in their
medical history, or had received
antibiotic therapy within the last six
months prior to the start of treatment. At a re-evaluation six weeks
after SRP, different laser systems
were assigned randomly to the four
tooth quadrants.
For Group 1, 62 sites received
SRP and irradiation from an
Nd:YAG laser (with a wavelength
of 1,064 nm). For Group 2, 63
sites received SRP and irradiation
from a diode laser (with a wavelength of 980 nm). For Group 3,
www.agd.org
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Table. Percentage of examined sites that demonstrated complete
reduction of bacteria (in %) at examined sites.
Groups
1

A. actinomycetemcomitans

2

3

4

Reduction not Reduction not Reduction not Reduction not
complete
complete
complete
complete

Porphyromonas gingivalis

22.22

10.00

27.27

16.67

Prevotolla intermedia

22.22

11.11

25.00

25.00

T. forsythensis

9.09

13.33

14.29

18.75

Peptostroptococeus micros

7.14

11.11

33.33

18.75

F. nucleatum

Reduction not
complete

5.56

T. denticola

Reduction not
complete

11.76

days, one month, and three months
after the initial therapy.
The microbiological sample
analysis was performed to evaluate
the presence of the seven marker
germs: A. actinomycetemcomitans,
Porphyromonas gingivalis, Prevotolla
intermedia, Treponema forsythensis,
Peptostreptococcus micros, F. nucleatum, and T. denticola.

Results
The table indicates the percentage of sites in each quadrant that
eliminated bacteria as a result of
treatment. Charts 1–4 indicate the
bacterial reduction of the individual
marker germs at the various sampling times.
Based on the results of the present
study, Group 3 achieved the greatest
bacterial reduction among all examined individual germs. Three days
after treatment, Group 2 showed
a 67.72% reduction compared to
baseline (p < 0.05), Group 4 showed
a 64.11% reduction (p = 0.05),
and Group 3 reported a reduction
of 87.57% (p < 0.05). Group 1
achieved less reduction compared
to baseline (55.31%; p < 0.05).
e70
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Reduction not
complete
40.99

5.88
16.67

The total overall results for all
groups improved at seven days.
After one month of treatment,
Group 2 reported a 62.20%
reduction in bacteria (p < 0.05)
compared to baseline, compared to
42.7% for Group 1 (p < 0.05) and
54.43% for Group 4 (p < 0.05).
Group 3 produced the greatest
reduction in bacteria (p > 0.05)
after one month (80.11%) and
after three months (91.37%). Three
months after the start of therapy,
Group 1 reported a 48.14%
reduction in bacteria (p < 0.05),
while Group 2 reported a 71.65%
reduction and Group 4 reported a
54.22% reduction (p < 0.05).

Discussion
The present study showed that PDT
was particularly efficient at reducing pocket bacteria compared with
the other laser-assisted treatment
groups.23,26 However, the literature
indicated that PDT led to a greater
reduction of F. nucleatum than
could be confirmed in the present
study.23,25 In the present study,
different therapies each resulted in
significant reductions of bacteria.
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It is possible that the so-called
biostimulation using a low-intensity
laser will become more popular
than the traditional method of
treatment.27,28 The long-term success
observed in the present study suggests not only that the mechanism
of cell destruction has clinical significance, but also that stimulation
of wound-healing mechanisms and
alterations in the intra- and extracellular cell areas may play a significant
role in healing. Further multicenter
and controlled studies (using longer
periods of observation) are necessary
to uncover the mechanisms of the
cellular biological processes after
laser irradiation.
Complete elimination of the
examined bacteria was not observed
in all cases. It should be considered
that, in general, antibiotic therapy is
not always clinically effective when
the pathogenic germs (A. actinomycetemcomitans, Porphyromonas
gingivalis, and Prevotolla intermedia) are present, particularly in cases
of aggressive forms of periodontitis.
To reduce the risk of resistance, a
microbiological sampling should
be conducted to determine which
germs are present and thus select the
correct antibiotic therapy.
Porphyromonas gingivalis is
not found in the normal flora of
periodontally healthy individuals.4
Porphyromonas gingivalis has a high
pathogenic potential.19 Although
Porphyromonas gingivalis is an anaerobic germ, most patients can eliminate it from the oral cavity through
normal periodontal therapeutic
methods. A. actinomycetemcomitans
is a key germ found in aggressive
forms of periodontitis that appears
only occasionally in healthy individuals; it is considered responsible
for many cases of advanced attachment loss in adults, even among
those who have received generalized
mechanical debridement.5 Clinical

Chart 1. Reduction of each type of germ (%)
three days after the start of testing.

Chart 2. Reduction of each type of germ (%)
seven days after the start of testing.
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Chart 3. Reduction of each type of germ (%)
one month after the start of testing.
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Chart 4. Reduction of each type of germ (%)
three months after the start of testing.
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studies have shown a direct association between the complete elimination of A. actinomycetemcomitans and
the success of therapy in susceptible
individuals.11 Prevotolla intermedia
is a typical opportunistic inhabitant

n Diode + SRP

A.a.	P.g.	P.i.

n PDT + SRP

in the oral cavity; it appears commonly in the general population
(even occurring in periodontally
healthy individuals) and especially
among periodontitis patients.11 Due
to its widespread distribution, it is
www.agd.org

B.f.	P.m.	F.n.	T.d.
Marker germs

n SRP

unrealistic to consider eliminating
Prevotolla intermedia completely;
rather, the goal of treatment
should be to reduce this species of
bacteria to an acceptable level in
the periodontal tissues. Because
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these pathogenic species have an
additional systemic effect (due to
their transmission and ability to
penetrate into the bloodstream and
the gastrointestinal tract), PDT
could be utilized to significantly
reduce bacteria and thus improve the
clinical outcome.
Unlike other laser wavelengths,
PDT does not require dentists to
use local anaesthesia; as a result,
PDT can be applied during the initial phase of periodontal treatment
(as an adjunct to SRP).
PDT may be especially relevant
for pregnant women because a high
prevalence of Prevotolla intermedia
is associated within the second
trimester, in pregnancy-associated
periodontitis, or in patients with
a compromised medical history.
Based on the authors’ experience,
antibiotic administration appears to
be unnecessary when PDT is used.
PDT’s bactericidal effects on periodontopathogenic bacteria mean that
it also can be used as an adjunct
treatment to SRP. A 2007 study by
Andersen et al used PDT in combination with conventional SRP
and reported a significant reduction
of pocket depth after 6–12 weeks,
which increased the effectiveness
of PDT in the treatment of chronic
periodontitis.29
In general, the photosensitizer
dye absorbs photon energy and
forms singlet oxygen (O2), which is
capable of reacting with biological
systems and destroying them.9 Specifically, O2 exerts strong cytotoxic
effects, destroying cellular constituents and microorganisms, such
as viruses, bacteria, protozoa, and
fungi. A higher level of energy may
result in the formation of hydroxyl
radicals reacting with organic molecules in redox reactions; oxidative
destructions of the membrane
lipids and enzymes may cause
cell destruction. This biochemical
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effect occurs frequently in the
unsaturated fatty acids of the bacterial membranes and infrequently
in the membranes of healthy cells,
which have a defense mechanism
against radicals.6,30
Even though PDT has no routine
use in daily practice, there are
potential benefits for this therapy
beyond mechanical debridement.
The amount of cementum that
must be removed is reduced significantly, which allows for better
tissue regeneration without an
increased risk of hypersensitivity.
Furthermore, PDT’s antibacterial
effects are advantageous for patients
with systemic diseases (such as
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes,
and immunosuppresion) and for
those who display high resistance to
antibiotic therapy.31
PDT cannot perform the various
applications of other lasers during
the surgical stage of periodontal
therapy (that is, incision, excision,
or carbonization), but it may
improve both the wound healing
mechanisms and the regenerative potential of cells. Additional
research is necessary to examine
these possibilities.

Conclusion
This study compared PDT’s ability to reduce bacteria with that of
diode and Nd:YAG lasers. During
an observation period of three
months, the examined periodontal
sites showed significant bacterial
reduction when PDT was used as
an adjunctive therapy to SRP.
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Changes in surface morphology and
mineralization level of human enamel
following in-office bleaching with 35%
hydrogen peroxide and light irradiation
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the alterations on
surface morphology and mineral loss of human enamel following
in-office bleaching with 35% hydrogen peroxide and light
irradiation. Dental enamel samples were obtained from human
third molars and randomly divided into 10 groups ( n = 10). The
control group remained untreated. Bleached groups were treated
with one of three whitening products. Bleaching was performed
in a single session, during which bleaching gel was applied
to the enamel surface three times for 10 minutes each time.
During treatment, the bleaching agents were either irradiated
by a halogen light or an LED/diode laser or were not irradiated
at all. Microhardness testing was performed with a Knoop
indentor and the surface morphologic observations were carried
out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Cross-sectional

I

n-office bleaching procedures generally use 35% hydrogen peroxide
as a bleaching agent. This agent
can be further activated by light
to accelerate reduction-oxidation
(redox) reactions during the bleaching process. Light that is applied to
a whitening product absorbs a small
fraction of bleach; this absorption is
considered the primary mechanism
of action for all light-activated
bleaching procedures.1 A variety of
light sources have been developed
for use during bleaching procedures;
these include halogen curing lights,
lasers, light-emitting diodes (LEDs),
and plasma arc lamps, which are
available in a range of wavelengths
and spectral power.2-7
In-office bleaching agents contain
high concentrations of peroxide
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microhardness (CSMH) and polarized light microscopy (PLM) were
used to measure the depth of demineralization.
The results revealed a significant decrease in surface
microhardness values and changes to the enamel morphology
after bleaching. CSMH and PLM showed that bleached enamel
presented lower volume percentage of mineral up to 40 μm from
the enamel surface and demineralization areas located in the subsuperficial region of enamel, respectively. It was concluded that
35% hydrogen peroxide can alter the surface morphology and the
mineralization level of the dental enamel surface and sub-surface
regardless of what type of bleaching light is used.
Received: February 2, 2009
Accepted: May 5, 2009

(25–38%). The changes on enamel
morphology and demineralization
seem to be more intense from 35%
hydrogen peroxide than with homeapplied bleaching, in which patients
use a low concentration of peroxide
daily for at least two weeks.8-11
According to several studies,
using 35% hydrogen peroxide for
vital bleaching has led to alterations
on enamel.10 There is insufficient
information concerning how lightactivated bleaching agents affect
enamel microhardness and surface
alterations. This study used scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) to evaluate how light irradiation affected
the morphology of human enamel
that had been exposed to one of
three in-office bleaching agents,
each containing 35% hydrogen
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peroxide. Surface and cross-sectional
enamel mineral loss were evaluated through a microhardness test.
Demineralization depth promoted
by bleaching was evaluated by
polarized light microscopy (PLM).
The null hypothesis tested was that
enamel surface changes and demineralization are not influenced by
irradiating the bleaching agents.

Materials and methods
Experimental design and
specimen preparation

Sixty-five extracted human third
molars were used for this study. The
teeth were pumiced and stored in
0.1% thymol solution at 4°C for 30
days. Enamel blocks (4 mm long
x 4 mm wide x 3 mm thick) were
taken from the buccal and lingual

surfaces. All surfaces of all samples
were flattened using 600-grit Al2O3
abrasive paper, polished with 1000
and 1200 grit aluminum oxide
abrasive papers, and polished (in
sequential order) with 6, 3, 0.5, and
0.25 μm grit diamond pastes.
The baseline surface microhardness was determined and enamel
blocks with a mean surface hardness of 303.8 (±30.4 SD) Knoop
Hardness Number (KHN) units
were selected. One hundred specimens of enamel blocks were divided
randomly into 10 groups (n = 10),
consisting of one control group
(with unbleached samples placed in
100% humidity at 37°C) and nine
experimental bleaching groups.
Experimental groups and
bleaching procedures

In a single session, one of three
commercial in-office 35% hydrogen
peroxide-based bleaching agents
were used: Whiteness HP Maxx
(FGM), Pola Office (SDI North
America), and Opalescence Xtra
(Ultradent Products, Inc.) (see
Table 1). The bleaching agents
were prepared according to the
manufacturers’ instructions. Each
bleaching agent was applied to
30 samples, as a layer 1 mm thick
(±0.05 g) was applied to the enamel
surface three times for 10 minutes
each time. Each bleaching agent
was either irradiated with a halogen
curing light (XL 2500, 3M ESPE),
irradiated with an LED/diode laser
(Ultrablue Laser System, DMC
Equipment), or not irradiated at all.
When specimens were irradiated
with halogen curing lights (640
mW/cm2), the bleaching gel was
left undisturbed for two minutes
and each specimen was irradiated
for 30 seconds; this process was
repeated three times. For specimens
irradiated with an LED (250 to
350 mW/cm2) and diode laser

Table 1. Bleaching agent compositions.
Material

Manufacturer (batch no.)

Composition

Whiteness HP
Maxx

FGM (02262005)

35% hydrogen peroxide, distilled water,
carbopol, glycol, potassium ions

Pola Office

SDI North America
(0567652)

Liquid: 35% hydrogen peroxide, distilled
water, stabilizers; Powder: thickener, catalyst,
pigments, desensitizers

Opalescence
Xtra

Ultradent Products, Inc.
(H103)

35% hydrogen peroxide, 1.5% carbopol,
glycerin, flavoring

(wavelength of 810 to 830 nm,
with 20 to 30 W of power), the
bleaching gel was left undisturbed
for one minute and each specimen
was irradiated for two minutes; this
procedure was repeated three times.
After bleaching, the specimens were
thoroughly rinsed with deionized
water for 10 seconds and stored in
100% humidity.
Microhardness, SEM
observations, and PLM analysis

Using a microhardness tester with a
Knoop indentor (under a 50 g load
for five seconds), surface microhardness (SMH) was determined in the
enamel blocks before (baseline) and
after bleaching. The Knoop indentor made five indentations, spaced
100 µm from each other and from
the baseline. Data were analyzed
by split-plot two-way ANOVA and
Dunnett’s and Tukey’s tests at a 5%
level of significance.
After SMH, all blocks were
longitudinally sectioned with
a diamond saw (Isomet 1000,
Buehler Ltd.) through the center.
Half of each block was sputtercoated with gold and representative
areas of treated enamel surfaces
were photographed using SEM
(magnification 5,000x) (JSM-5600,
Jeol USA, Inc.) to evaluate the
treated enamel.
www.agd.org

For the other half of each sample,
cross-sectional microhardness
(CSMH) was used to determine
mineral content; these halves were
subsequently subjected to PLM.
These surfaces were polished with
1 μm and 0.25 μm-grit diamond
pastes (APL-4). Using the same
microhardness tester, indentations
were made at 20, 40, 60, 80, 100,
120, 140, 160, 180, and 200 μm
from the outer enamel surface.
CSMH values were converted to
volume percentage of mineral.12
A Knoop indenter (with a 50 g
load) was used for five seconds.
The values of volume percentage of
mineral were analyzed by split-plot
ANOVA statistical design, followed
by Tukey’s test, with bleaching
agents, irradiation mode, and
depth of microhardness measurements as factors. SAS software
(SAS Institute Inc.) was used for
statistical analysis, with the significance limit set at 5%.
After CSMH was determined,
the specimens were sectioned (100
± 10 μm thickness), embedded in
distilled and deionized water, and
mounted on glass slides; at that
point, the demineralization depth
was analyzed by PLM as previously
described. Photomicrographs of a
representative area of the enamel
were taken (magnification 20x).
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Table 2. Mean KHN (± SD) of the enamel surface for each group.
Experimental groups

Baseline

After bleaching

Whiteness HP Maxx with no irradiation

301.7 ± 14.1 A a

284.1 ± 13.5 B a*

Whiteness HP Maxx and halogen light

304.0 ± 11.1 A a

291.7 ± 16.2 B a

Whiteness HP Maxx and LED/diode laser

304.0 ± 17.4 A a

268.7 ± 25.2 B a*

Pola Office with no irradiation

298.6 ± 16.2 A a

268.8 ± 23.9 B a*

Pola Office and halogen light

300.1 ± 17.0 A a

279.1 ± 23.8 B a*

Pola Office and LED/diode laser

317.9 ± 9.6 A a

283.2 ± 22.8 B a*

Opalescence Xtra with no irradiation

297.5 ± 16.3 A a

260.9 ± 17.2 B a*

Opalescence Xtra and halogen light

307.5 ± 12.0 A a

276.3 ± 22.2 B a*

Opalescence Xtra and LED/diode laser

299.9 ± 8.5 A a

264.9 ± 16.6 B a*

Control group

307.7 ± 20.1

Fig. 1. A micrograph (magnification 5,000x)
of enamel surface morphology from an
unbleached sample. Note the smooth and
unchanged surface is noted.

* Significant differences from the control group (untreated enamel) by Dunnett´s test ( p < 0.05).
Uppercase letters compare KHN means of enamel before and after bleaching. Lowercase letters compare
means among treatments between types of treatment and bleaching agents ( p > 0.05).

Chart 1. Volume of mineral (in %) as a function of depth from
the enamel surface, according to the experimental groups.
90
85

Mineral volume (%)

80
75
70
Control Group
Whiteness HP Maxx
(no irradiation)
Whiteness HP Maxx
and halogen light
Whiteness HP Maxx
and LED/diode laser

65
60
55
50
45

20

40

60

80
100
120
140
Depth from enamel surface (µm)

Results
The mean SMH values for enamel
before (baseline) and after bleaching
are displayed in Table 2. Tukey’s
test showed that the initial SMH
(baseline) was similar for all groups
(p > 0.05); however, specimens
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Pola Office
(no irradiation)
Pola Office and
halogen light
Pola Office and
LED/diode laser

Opalescence Xtra
(no irradiation)
Opalescence Xtra
and halogen light
Opalescence Xtra
and LED/diode laser

160

180

200

submitted to bleaching regimens
had significantly lower SMH
(p < 0.05) compared to the control
group, but with no differences
among the bleached groups. After
bleaching, Dunnett’s test showed
that all groups exhibited lower
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SMH than the untreated control
group. The exception to this was
Whiteness HP Maxx irradiated with
a halogen light, which had values
similar to those of the control group
(p < 0.05).
A representative photomicrograph
of an unbleached enamel surface
(control group) is shown in Figure 1.
No significant morphologic alterations were detected on unbleached
surfaces. Bleached groups showed
altered surface smoothness, with
similar levels of surface changes and
dissolution of some of the enamel
superficial areas (Fig. 2–4). The light
irradiation did not exacerbate the
mineral loss or the morphologic
alterations on bleached surfaces.
Chart 1 lists the mean mineral
volume (%) at each depth of enamel
for all groups. According to the
CSMH, all bleached enamel had
lower mineral volume percentages at
20 μm and 40 from enamel surface;
however, the CSMH did not change
significantly at depths of 60–200
μm. PLM analysis did not identify
any alterations of mineral content
(Fig. 5) in unbleached enamel,
while demineralization areas were
observed in the superficial and
subsuperficial regions of enamel
(Fig. 6–8).

Fig. 2. Specimens bleached with Whiteness HP
Maxx. Top: A representative photomicrograph of
a bleached enamel surface without light irradiation. Center: A representative photomicrograph
of a sample cured with a halogen curing light.
Bottom: A representative photomicrograph of a
sample irradiated with an LED/diode laser. Note
the altered surface smoothness, similar levels of
surface changes, and dissolution of some enamel
superficial areas in all cases (asterisks indicate
alterations to the enamel surface after bleaching).

Fig. 3. Specimens bleached with Pola Office
(magnification 20x). Top: A representative
photomicrograph of a bleached enamel surface
without light irradiation. Center: A representative photomicrograph of a sample cured with a
halogen curing light. Bottom: A representative
photomicrograph of a sample irradiated with
an LED/diode laser. Note the altered surface
smoothness, similar levels of surface changes,
and dissolution of some enamel superficial areas
(asterisks indicate enamel demineralization).

Fig. 4. Specimens bleached with Opalescence Extra (magnification 5,000x). Top: A representative
photomicrograph of a bleached enamel surface
without light irradiation. Center: A representative
photomicrograph of a sample cured with a
halogen curing light. Bottom: A representative
photomicrograph of a sample irradiated with
an LED/diode laser. Note the altered surface
smoothness, similar levels of surface changes,
and dissolution of some enamel superficial areas
(asterisks indicate enamel demineralization).

Discussion

office.16,17 SEM images revealed
that all bleaching treatments used
in the previous study (regardless of
whether light irradiation was used)
reduced Knoop enamel microhardness and surface morphological
alterations, with a lack of enamel
smoothness. The changes on the
enamel surface produced by the

Fig. 5. A PLM of an unbleached sample
(magnification 20x) reveals no areas of
demineralization.

Studies have indicated that 30–35%
hydrogen peroxide can promote
superficial enamel alterations and
reduce the calcium:phosphorus
ratio.8-11,13-15 However, because
35% hydrogen peroxide is a strong
oxidizing agent, it is indicated for
professional use only in the dental

www.agd.org
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Fig. 6. PLM analysis of the Whiteness HP Maxx specimens seen in Figure 2. Asterisks note
demineralization areas located at superficial and sub-superficial regions of enamel.

Fig. 7. PLM analysis of the Pola Office samples seen in Figure 3. Asterisks note demineralization
areas at the superficial and sub-superficial regions of enamel.

Fig. 8. PLM analysis of the samples in Figure 4. Asterisks note demineralization areas located at
superficial and sub-superficial regions of enamel.

oxidizing process of bleaching are
related to demineralization on some
areas of the surface (Fig. 2–4).
The decrease in SMH is associated
with the loss of the enamel mineral
content and the mineral content’s
organic matrix.
Although SEM micrographs
of the bleached enamel surfaces
showed pits, waviness, erosions,
and surface roughness, other areas
showed no alterations. PLM images
showed that demineralization was
not uniform along the enamel surface and subsurface. The bleaching
agents were applied consecutively
three times on the enamel (for 10
minutes each time), which corresponds to one clinical session.
e78
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Based on these findings, this mode
of bleaching product application did
not attack or alter the morphology
of the entire enamel surface available for analysis.
According to CSMH analysis and
PLM images, the bleaching agents
produced a demineralization depth
of up to 40 μm from the enamel
surface (Chart 1). Mineral volume
(in %) was reduced at 20 μm and
40 μm from the enamel surface. The
enamel was considered sound at
depths of 60–200 μm, showing no
effect from the bleaching treatment.
Peroxide diffuses through enamel
toward the enamel-dentin junction; however, the literature has
demonstrated that the effects of
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peroxides are only superficial and
do not involve the entire thickness
of human enamel.18-20 In a 2005
study, Efeoglu et al used computerized tomography to examine
human enamel specimens that had
been treated for 15 days (eight
hours a day) with 10% carbamide
peroxide and reported significant
demineralization in the upper 50
μm.19 Bizhang et al also evaluated
bovine enamel after treatments of
10% carbamide peroxide (eight
hours a day for two weeks) or 5.3%
hydrogen peroxide (one hour a day
for two weeks) and found median
lesion depths of 4.85 μm and 1.65
μm, respectively.20 A 2005 study by
Attin et al showed that the reduction in hardness was confined to the
superficial layers.18
For products that contain peroxide, the concentration of peroxide
and the duration of the products’
application are important factors in
determining the products’ whitening efficacy and adverse effects.10,21
The bleaching agents in the present
study had different compositions
and colors, although all of them
contained 35% hydrogen peroxide
as their main ingredient (see Table
2); as a result, SEM, PLM, and
microhardness testing did not
reveal any differences among the
products. Some colored products
used in light-activated bleaching
contain pigments (such as carotene,
manganese sulphate, and Brazilian
urucum) that are said to aid the
energy transfer from the light to the
peroxide gel.6,7,22,23
Because irradiating the bleaching
agents did not affect enamel surface
changes and demineralization, the
null hypothesis tested in this study
was accepted. The light source was
used to activate peroxide degradation and accelerate the chemical
redox reactions of the bleaching
process, which could exacerbate

the adverse effects of bleaching
agents.2,3,7 However, such an
exacerbation was not observed in
the present study. Although some
studies have demonstrated the
efficacy of light-activated peroxide
tooth bleaching systems, the
dental literature is controversial
and limited regarding the evidence
from clinical and in vitro studies
about the true influence of light
irradiation on tooth bleaching.4,5,6,21
The light sources may be important
during bleaching for increasing the
peroxide chemical reaction rate and
energizing the tooth stain to accelerate the bleaching process; however,
the irradiation had no influence on
the results in the present study.21,24

Conclusion
All bleaching procedures tested in
this study reduced enamel microhardness, altered surface morphology, and caused mineral loss for the
enamel surface and subsurface. The
light irradiation during the bleaching did not exacerbate the effects of
35% hydrogen peroxide.
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Clinical importance of the presence of
lateral canals in endodontics
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This article presents a clinical case in which the diagnosis
and treatment of a lateral canal was instrumental in the
successful completion of endodontic therapy. Endodontic
treatment was performed by crown-down shaping and copious
irrigation (using 2.5% sodium hypochlorite associated with

T

he anatomical relationship
between the pulp and the
periodontal structures plays a
major role in the etiopathogenesis
of the pulp or pulp-periodontal
lesions.1,2 Dentinal tubules, ramifications, lateral canals, or deltas may
contribute to the persistence of periapical lesions, even after endodontic
treatment is completed.3,4
Cleaning the lateral canals
mechanically is always a challenge
and may favor the perpetuation of
a predominantly anaerobic polymicrobial ecosystem that is able to
sustain a periradicular lesion.5,6 Anatomically, a lateral canal is defined
as a structure that extends from
the main canal to the periodontal
ligament. Previous studies have
used different methods to evaluate
the presence of lateral canals and
reported such canals in 8.3–19%
of the populations evaluated.4,7,8
Lateral canals are rarely diagnosed;
however, this does not mean that
they are infrequent.
Ramifications from the main
root canal are rarely treated
during endodontic preparation
and instrumentation; however,
they have been discovered during
root canal restoration, especially
when hybrid-filling techniques are
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17% ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (EDTA)). After 10 months,
there were no clinical symptoms of inflammation and radiographs
showed periradicular healing.
Received: December 2, 2008
Accepted: March 20, 2009

used.9-12 According to Weine and
Buchanan, the presence of lateral
canals is not indicative of endodontic failure; however, the presence
of bacteria inside these canals can
initiate and/or maintain periapical
inflammation.10 Decalcifying solutions, such as citric acid and ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (EDTA),
are used to remove the smear layer
during canal preparation and to
decrease the virulence of bacterial
microflora.13
Filling a lateral canal denotes that
at least part of the bacterial biofilm
was chemically affected and that
the septic/necrotic content has been
partially removed. Finding the right
irrigating solution and irrigation
technique for such a situation may
make the root canal system biocompatible, allowing periradicular healing. In the following case report,
these concepts were taken into
consideration for the treatment of
a tooth that had an extensive lesion
and a lateral canal.

swelling in the area of the maxillary right first premolar. The thermal test, performed using a
tetrafluoroethane spray (Roeko
Endo-Frost, Coltene/Whaledent,
Inc.), revealed a negative response
to cold, confirming the absence of
pulp vitality. The intraoral examination showed a gingival swelling
with a sinus tract opening on the
mucogingival junction. A purulent
exudate drainage was observed
under digital palpation, but periodontal probing did not reveal a
periodontal pocket. The patient
also reported discomfort in
response to vertical percussion.

Case report
A 26-year-old man reported experiencing moderate pain in the right
maxillary region (exacerbated in
the dorsal decubitus) during the
previous three months, with
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Fig. 1. A radiograph taken during the patient’s
first visit.

Fig. 2. A conductometry radiograph indicates
the patient’s root canals.

Fig. 3. A radiograph taken immediately after
lateral condensation.

with paramonochlorophenol (Calen
PMCC, S.S. White Technologies
Inc.) was used as an intracanal
medication for 15 days; at that
point, the root canal was restored
with an endodontic sealer (Endofill,
Dentsply Maillefer) and guttapercha points.
Radiographs taken after lateral
condensation (Fig. 3) and root filling
(Fig. 4) revealed a lateral canal that
had not been detected initially. A
radiograph taken 10 months postoperatively showed that the radiolucent
area had healed significantly (Fig. 5).

Discussion

Fig. 4. A radiograph taken immediately after
root restoration, revealing the presence of a
lateral canal.

Fig. 5. A radiograph taken 10 months
postoperatively.

Radiographically, a composite restoration was observed in a complex
cavity; in addition, an extensive circular radiolucent image (with defined
limits) was observed in the interdental alveolar bone, between teeth No.
24 and 25. The radiograph suggested
that the lesion was associated with
tooth No. 24 and that the alveolar
bone crest was intact (Fig. 1). The
final diagnosis was a periradicular
lesion of pulp origin. A complete
buccal examination was performed,
during which no other dental/oral
pathologies were observed.

Treatment planning focused
on the endodontic treatment of
tooth No. 24. Radiographically
and electronically, it was estimated
that both root canals had a working length of 22 mm (Fig. 2). The
crown-down instrumentation
technique was performed using
Gates Glidden burs (No. 2, 3,
and 4, in that order), followed
by flexofile files (No. 15-40) and
K-files (No. 45-80). The irrigant
solutions were 2.5% sodium hypochlorite with 17% EDTA (Odontopharma). Calcium hydroxide
www.agd.org

Determining the correct therapeutic
approach requires a knowledge of
the anatomical structures and the
clinical-radiographic characteristics
of lesions caused by pulp necrosis
and periodontal disease. Periodontitis lesions and lesions of pulpal
origin have similar radiographic
characteristics, particularly when
lateral canals are present. The
presence or absence of periodontal
pockets and the results of sensitivity
tests are key steps to finding the
differential diagnosis. The presence
of a periodontal pocket suggests the
diagnosis of periodontitis, while
a healthy periodontium (with an
intact dentogingival union of junctional epithelium and supracrestal
connective tissue attachment) combined with pulp necrosis strongly
suggests endodontic involvement.1
In general, periodontal destruction
of endodontic origin offers a greater
potential for regeneration than
lesions that result from periodontal
pockets.14 The destruction of the
junctional epithelium and supracrestal connective tissue attachment
results in an apical migration of
junctional epithelium, which leads
to a pocket epithelium. As periodontitis progresses, periodontal ligament
and alveolar bone loss will occur.
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The present case showed a
periodontal lesion of an exclusively
pulpal origin. The patient’s dentogingival union was intact, which
prevented epithelial migration to
the healing area. The presence of a
bone-cell supply in the surrounding tissues was favorable to tissue
regeneration.
An incorrect diagnosis may lead
a practitioner to insert periodontal
instruments inside the lesion, jeopardizing the potential for regeneration
displayed by endodontic lesions. In
the present case report, an endodontic lesion located laterally to tooth
No. 24 was treated exclusively with
a root canal preparation and showed
an excellent regenerative response.
The presence of an isolated lateral
periodontal alteration unrelated to
the probing depth suggested the
presence of a lateral canal.2
According to Zolty, unfilled
accessory canals are responsible for
a small percentage of endodontic
failures; these unfilled canals also
may result in persistent lateral
bone loss.2 The continued presence
of the lesion may be related to the
size and permeability of the lateral
canal and the preoperative microbiologic condition.
The anatomical complexity of
the root canal system allows viable
bacteria to exist inside the infected
dentinal tubules and accessory
canals.5,6 It is difficult for endodontic files to access these regions; as
a result, dentists must choose the
appropriate irrigating solutions to
disinfect these accessory canals.
According to the literature, sodium
hypochlorite (at concentrations
ranging from 2.5–5.25%) and
decalcifying solutions should be
used during the chemomechanical
preparation.13 The irrigant solution
will also be responsible for the elimination of the smear layer during
endodontic preparation. Although
e82
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the smear layer is not an obstacle to
a sealer’s ability to penetrate, maintaining the smear layer may allow
the surviving micro-organisms to
reorganize and form a biofilm on
the walls of the root canal, resulting
in treatment failure.15
In cases of pulp necrosis,
intracanal medications should be
utilized between the treatment
and retreatment clinical sessions
of infected canals. In the present case, calcium hydroxide with
paramonochlorophenol was used
in response to a predominantly
anaerobic polymicrobial ecosystem.
The intracanal medication will act
primarily in inaccessible areas of
the canal system, where bacteria
cannot be removed by instruments
or irrigation.13
A lateral canal can harbor bacteria and remnants of pulp necrotic
tissue that could lead to endodontic
failure.9 Although lateral and
accessory canals have a clinical
pathologic significance, they may
be only casually recognized during
endodontic treatment.16 The lateral
condensation technique applies a
lateral pressure to the wall where
the lateral canal is located; however,
the hybrid combination of lateral
condensation and thermomechanical compaction of gutta-percha
results in a more homogenous root
canal restoration (that is, one that
favors the filling of lateral canals)
compared to using the lateral condensation technique alone.12

Summary
Radiographically, the presence of
a radiolucent area in the lateral
portion of a root may indicate pulp
necrosis and the presence of a lateral
canal. Suspecting and determining
the presence of lateral canals may
guide the appropriate therapeutic
approach, especially in terms of the
irrigating solutions used to disinfect
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the area. The presence of lateral
canals may influence the obturation
technique selected during endodontic treatment; in addition, it can
help to prevent subjecting healthy
sites to periodontal treatment due to
an incorrect diagnosis.
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Influence of cavity design and restorative
material on the fracture resistance of
maxillary premolars
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This study sought to evaluate how the type of cavity preparation
and indirect restorative material affected the fracture resistance of
maxillary premolars. Teeth were divided into seven groups (n = 14)
according to the cavity preparation design (inlays, partial onlays
with palatal canine coverage, and total onlays with coverage of both
canines) and restorative material used. After the teeth were prepared,
restorations were manufactured using a ceramic or a composite resin
and cemented with a resin-based cement, with the exception of a
control group consisting of sound premolars with no preparation.
Fracture resistance was assessed using a universal testing machine
with a 9 mm steel ball at a speed of 0.5 mm/minute until fracture.

T

he reconstruction of partially
destroyed teeth offers a
more conservative approach
compared to standard porcelainfused-to-metal crown preparations,
due to the adhesive capacity of
esthetic materials; this capacity
preserves sound dental structure and
reinforces the restored tooth.1-4 It is
important to preserve healthy dental
structure, as the loss of dental structure drastically diminishes resistance
to tooth fracture compared to sound
teeth.5-7 However, there is little
information about how much fracture resistance is restored after the
placement of inlays or onlays.7,8 It
is known that catastrophic fractures
occur more frequently in restored
posterior teeth than in anterior
teeth.6,9-11 The main determinants
in posterior tooth fractures are the
restorative material, the type of
cementing agent, and the extension and conformation of cavity
preparation.1,2,5,6,8,9
e84
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ANOVA results showed significant differences between
restorative materials and types of preparations ( p < 0.05). Cavity
design did not affect composite resin restorations, while ceramic
restorations with partial and total canine coverage presented the
lowest fracture resistance values (p < 0.05). Within the limitations
of this study, the authors concluded that indirect composite resin
restorations offered better performance than ceramic restorations,
regardless of the cavity design.
Received: November 5, 2008
Accepted: December 11, 2008

In the past, posterior teeth with
occlusal and proximal involvement
were restored with amalgam and
metallic inlays, a non-adhesive,
non-esthetic approach that resulted
in a high incidence of fractures over
time.12 These fractures may have
occurred because these restorations
provided primary mechanical
retention without increasing dental
structure resistance.11,13
Today, more esthetic restorative
materials, such as ceramics and
composite resins, are being utilized
with adhesive techniques.14-16
Ceramics offer biocompatibility,
chemical durability, fluorescence,
compression and wear resistance,
and a thermal expansion coefficient
similar to that of the dental structure.1,15-17 While composite resins
offer improved wear resistance and
good esthetic results, they also have
certain relevant drawbacks, such as
polymerization contraction.15,18,19
These restorations generate stress
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at the tooth-restoration interface,
which leads to marginal gap formation, marginal discoloration, postoperative sensitivity, and secondary
caries.14,15,20,21
Indirect or semi-direct techniques
have been proposed for minimizing
polymerization shrinkage, as the
extraoral method of polymerization produces minimal contraction
inside the mouth, minimizing
shrinkage to the width of the luting
agent gap.15,22 These methods allow
for appropriate reproduction of
tooth anatomy and proximal contacts, improved surface finish, and
greater mechanical resistance.1,14,23
This study evaluated how two indirect restorative materials and three
types of cavity preparation designs
affected fracture resistance in maxillary premolars. Two null hypotheses
were tested: The first assumed that
there would be no difference in
fracture resistance values between the
two restorative materials, the other

that there would be no difference in
fracture resistance between the different types of cavity preparations.

Materials and methods
This study utilized 98 caries-free
sound human premolars that had
been extracted for orthodontic
reasons. Periodontal soft tissues
were removed, and the teeth were
immersed in 1% choramin-T for
72 hours.22 Prior to the study, the
teeth were examined (magnification
10x) to find any possible fissures,
washed in running water for 24
hours, and stored in distilled water
at 37°C for five days. At that time,
the teeth were divided randomly
into seven groups (n = 14) according to the cavity designs and
restorative materials.
Group 1 was the control group,
consisting of sound premolars with
no restoration. Group 2 consisted
of mesio-occlusal-distal (MOD)
inlays restored with ceramic material
(Vitadur Alpha, Vident); Group 3,
partial onlays (that is, palatal canine
coverage) restored with Vitadur
Alpha; Group 4, total onlays (both
canines covered) restored with Vitadur Alpha; Group 5, MOD inlays
restored with composite resin (Filtek
Z250, 3M ESPE); Group 6, partial
onlays with palatal canine coverage
restored with Filtek Z250; Group 7,
total onlays (with coverage of both
canines) restored with Filtek Z250.
Using autopolymerized acrylic
resin, the teeth’s roots were embedded in a PVC matrix (Artigos
Odontologicos, Classico Dental
Products) 1 mm below the cementoenamel junction (CEJ) limit (that
is, the interface between cementum
and enamel). The occlusal preparation was 2 mm deep, with a width
of half the interproximal distance.
The proximal boxes were prepared
at a width that equaled half of the
bucco-lingual distance (1.5 mm

deep axially), and the cervical wall
was 1 mm coronal to the CEJ. The
cusps of the protected canines were
reduced by 1.5 mm and extended 2
mm in the cervical direction at the
buccal surface, while the functional
canine was reduced by 2 mm and
extended 2 mm in the cervical
direction at the lingual surface.24
Diamond burs (4138, KG Sorensen)
were used and discarded after every
fourth preparation was performed.
To manufacture the indirect and
semi-direct restorations, polyvinyl
siloxane impressions (Silon 2APS,
Dentsply Caulk) were made to
produce a hard stone master model
for each sample (Fig. 1–3).

Figure 1. MOD ceramic inlay preparation
design.

Ceramic restorations

The ceramic restorations were
manufactured with Vitadur
Alpha, using the refractory mold
technique, with three burnings
at 600–960°C. The restorations
were finished and polished (SofLex, 3M ESPE), then glazed at
930°C. At that point, the ceramic
restorations were sprayed with
glass particles for internal surface
cleaning. The ceramic surface was
etched using 10% hydrofluoric
acid for four minutes and silane
was applied with a microbrush.
The dental surface was treated with
37% phosphoric acid (Scotchbond
Etchant, 3M ESPE), which was
applied to enamel for 30 seconds
and to dentin for 15 seconds.22
The dental cavity was washed with
water for 15 seconds, and the tooth
was dried slightly with absorbing
paper. Using a microbrush, the
adhesive (Single Bond, 3M ESPE)
was applied in two layers, with
a light air jet used between the
application of the first and second
layers. At that time, the adhesive
was photocured for 40 seconds (XL
3000, 3M ESPE) at an energy level
greater than 450mW/cm 2.
www.agd.org

Figure 2. Ceramic onlay preparation design,
with lingual canine coverage.

Figure 3. Ceramic onlay preparation design
providing coverage to both canines.

Composite resin restorations

The impressions made with the
condensation silicone were poured
with type IV stone (Durone IV,
Dentsply Caulk). Stone dies
were covered with a thin layer of
separating agent (K-Y Jelly, Johnson
& Johnson). The direct microfilled
composite resin (Filtek Z250)
was added in increments no more
than 1 mm thick, and each layer
was photocured with a halogen
light source (400 mW/cm2) for 60
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Table 1. Mean ± SD fracture resistance (in kgf), according to the cavity
design and restorative material.
Groups
Materials

Control

Inlays

Partial onlays

Total onlays

Ceramic

178.62 ± 33.91

173.87 ± 12.82Ba

116.54 ± 21.15Bb

104.73 ± 20.40Bb

Composite
resin

178.62 ± 33.91

147.75 ± 20.05Aa

150.07 ± 24.51Aa

161.08 ± 34.37Aa

Different uppercase letters represent statistical differences between restorative materials. Different
lowercase letters represent statistical differences among cavity designs (ANOVA, p < 0.05).

Table 2. ANOVA results considering the variation sources.
Degree of
freedom (df)

F

P

Between materials

1

3,324.091

4.798

<0.033
(not significant)

Among preparation designs

3

6,995.548

10.098

<0.001

6.800

<0.001

Source of variation

Interaction

Mean square

3

4,710.359

Residual

48

692.739

Total variation

55

71,693.276

seconds at a distance of 10 mm. The
internal surfaces of the restorations
were abraded with a 50-µm
aluminum oxide spray and the dental
surface was treated as described prior
to cementation.
Cementation of ceramic and
composite resin restorations

The ceramic and resin restorations
were cemented with a resin-based
cement (Rely-X, 3M ESPE),
according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, and the ceramic was
positioned over the enamel surface
with a 1 kgf load, using a Vicat
needle for two minutes to produce
standard pressure. Excess cement
was removed with scalers. Next,
the mesial and distal faces were
polymerized for 40 seconds, and
all samples were finished and polished using the Sof-Lex system.
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The fracture resistance test was
performed on the teeth’s occlusal
surfaces in a universal testing
machine (MEM-2000, EMIC Ltd.),
using a 9 mm sphere at a speed of
0.5 mm/minute. The sphere was
positioned in the center of the
occlusal surfaces (with a load of
500 kgf) until specimen fracture.25
Statistical analysis employed a fixed
significance level of 5%. For data
analysis, two-way ANOVA followed
by Tukey’s test was performed.

Results
A significant difference was found
among restorative materials and
preparation designs (p < 0.05).
Mean and standard deviation values
of the fracture strength obtained
in the axial compression test are
described in Table 1. Table 2 shows
the different performances between
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the different restorative materials
and cavity designs.
Results differed among Groups
2–7 in terms of the different cavity
designs. The overall results showed
that ceramic restorations (Groups
2–4) offered inferior fracture resistance compared to the composite
resin restorations (p < 0.05). Among
the ceramic restorations, only inlays
demonstrated fracture resistance
values similar to those of the control
group; however, the results among
these groups were similar for partial
and total onlays (p > 0.05).
Composite resin restorations
did not differ by the type of cavity
design in Groups 5–7; they presented
acceptable fracture resistance values
even with the more invasive preparations involving one or both cusps.
All teeth restored with composite
resin demonstrated similar fracture
resistance values to sound teeth.

Discussion
Esthetic partial restorations in posterior teeth have increased greatly
since the evolution of adhesive
systems.1-4 However, the clinical longevity of these partial esthetic indirect restorations is a concern, with
fracture among the main causes
of failure.10,11,18,26,27 It is difficult
to determine the ideal restorative
material for posterior teeth.1,14,15,18
Fracture risk becomes critical when
extensive cavity preparations in
posterior teeth are subjected to
masticatory forces.5,6
In the present study, composite
resin restorations demonstrated
higher fracture resistance than
ceramic restorations; in addition, the
composite resin restorations were not
affected by the type of cavity design.
All teeth restored with composite
resin restorations were capable of
developing fracture resistance similar
to that of the control group. By comparison, only ceramics with inlays

demonstrated resistance similar to
that of the control group.
The composite resin restorations
that involved one or two canines
demonstrated superior performance
in terms of fracture resistance,
reinforcing the remaining dental
structure. This resistance can be
explained by composite resin’s elasticity module, which is similar to that
of dentin and is capable of absorbing
masticatory or compressive loading
forces. This elasticity module acts as a
resilient substratum that favors more
uniform stress transference to the
tooth structure; as a result, teeth and
restorations tend to act as a single
unit.28-31 In spite of the high elastic
modulus materials, ceramics tend to
develop high tensile stresses directly
below their interface with the resin
cement at the loaded area.28-30
Fracture can result from crack
formation and propagation generated by fatigue, which is significant
for ceramic restorations due to their
brittleness.7,17 Using a low modulus
restorative material (such as composite resin) for a typical mesiooccluso-distal-lingual (MODL)
restoration may result in better
biomechanical performance for restorations that involve cuspal replacement.32 Indirect composite resin
inlays also show enhanced stress
dissipation and elastic biomechanics
similar to that of sound teeth, while
glass ceramic inlays may generate
higher stress levels at the cusp and
transfer stresses to the dental walls
or to the resin-cement and adhesive
layers.30 The results of the present
study corroborate other studies that
showed higher fracture resistance
in indirect composite restorations
when compared to ceramic or fiberreinforced restorations.7,22,31
It is common knowledge that an
indirect restoration is the treatment
of choice for a large cavity. Previous
studies have recommended reducing

canines that have no support, converting inlays to onlays to enhance
the restored teeth’s resistance to
fracture. Converting inlays to onlays
with canine involvement is also recommended to eliminate occlusal contacts of the antagonistic tooth when
it occurs at the tooth-restoration
interface, protecting canines without
support.1,7 Although onlay restorations strengthen teeth, it is important
to note that these restorations
require removing additional tooth
structure.7,8,29 Indirect restorations are
more time-consuming and expensive
than direct restorations; however, they
may allow for better control during
the manufacturing stages, achievement of appropriate anatomy, proper
finishing, reconstruction of occlusal
and proximal contacts (which may
be critical in Class II cavities), and
better esthetic results.1,14,23 Another
advantage of indirect restorations is
that polymerization contraction is
limited to the cement film, reducing
marginal gap, marginal staining, and
secondary caries.22,23
According to the literature, some
indirect resin composites have a similar composition to direct resin composites and offer no advantages in
terms of mechanical properties.33,34
Other studies report that the second
polymerization procedure (which
involves additional polymerization
or a furnace or oven for post-curing)
does not improve the performance
of restorations with composite
materials.34,35 According to Rees and
Jacobsen, the curing process prevents
the inlays from bonding to the composite luting cement, compromising
shear bond strength.23
The present study proposed using
a semi-direct inlay/onlay technique
for indirect inlays. The restorations
were not submitted to additional
polymerization, which usually occurs
when indirect composite restorations
are prepared, but still provided the
www.agd.org

benefits of an indirect technique,
as restorations were manufactured
outside of the mouth prior to placement.22,36 Using a direct composite
resin for an indirect manufacturing
technique presents several advantages, as completing this technique
does not necessarily mean depending
on a laboratory. Unlike conventional
indirect inlays, this technique does
not require additional polymerization or a furnace or oven for postcuring. In addition, polymerization
shrinkage is restricted to the resin
cement, which improves both proximal and occlusal contacts.22
This in vitro study had its limitations: For example, no thermal or
mechanical aging was used and
only the effect of preparation design
on tooth fracture strength was
analyzed. However, this type of
fracture strength test indicates the
load-bearing capacity of restorations
in simulated clinical situations. Additionally, in vitro studies are capable
of determining probable clinical
failures, while clinical trials may be
restricted due to the cost of funding
and the small number of subjects.37
To develop fracture resistance
values similar to those of restored
teeth, additional studies should be
performed, based on load-bearing
capacity tests and evaluating different cavity designs and minimum
tissue reduction. In the present
study, composite resin restorations
built with the semi-direct technique
presented fracture resistance values
similar to those of sound teeth. This
was a surprise, as direct resin restorations are not usually recommended
for severely destroyed teeth.14,15,18,23
Indirect or semi-direct techniques
may be feasible for extensive Class II
cavities with cervical cavity preparation margins in dentin, as indirect
restorations minimize polymerization shrinkage, thus favoring the
longevity of the restoration.35
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Conclusion
The composite resin and ceramic
restorations performed differently,
depending on the cavity design.
Overall results showed that ceramic
restorations offered less fracture
resistance than composite resin
restorations, which showed adequate
resistance regardless of the type of
cavity design. All teeth restored with
composite resin as well as ceramic
inlays were capable of developing
fracture resistance values similar to
those of sound teeth.
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Hemimandibular hyperplasia is a rare asymmetrical mandibular
malformation, characterized by enlargement of the condyle, the
condylar neck, the ramus, and the body of the mandible. This
condition results in laterognathia, dental articulation disorders, and
functional defects. Therapy largely depends on the patient’s age
and the desired esthetic and functional results.
This clinical report describes the prosthetic rehabilitation of a
50-year-old woman with hemimandibular hyperplasia. During

H

emimandibular hyperplasia
was first reported in 1836
as a complication of rheumatoid arthritis.1 Obwegeser and
Makek were the first authors to
classify this disorder; since the
anomaly terminates exactly at the
symphysis of the affected side, it
was referred to as hemimandibular
hyperplasia.2 This condition is
a rare malformation of nonneoplastic origin, characterized by
three-dimensional enlargement
of one side of the mandible and
enlargement of the condyle, the
condylar neck, the ramus, and the
body of the mandible.2
The incidence of hemimandibular hyperplasia and its hybrid forms
is not known; however, according
to Baveja et al, hyperplasia of
the mandibular condyle occurs
frequently (and often unilaterally)
in women.3 The etiology of hemimandibular hyperplasia is uncertain; however, the literature has
claimed that the condition stems
from genetic factors, circulatory
problems, hormonal disturbances,
traumatic lesions, infections, and
arthrosis.1,4,5

the diagnostic phase, facial asymmetry was observed, as was the
chin midline shifting to the unaffected side and three-dimensional
enlargement of one side of the mandible, the condyle, the condylar
neck, and the ramus. No biomechanical or functional problems
were seen at a five-year follow-up visit, except for physiological
wear to the artificial teeth.
Received: January 20, 2009
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Clinically, hemimandibular
hyperplasia is characterized by facial
asymmetry and the midline of the
chin shifting to the unaffected side.
The unilateral asymmetric increase
in facial height usually occurs during
the second decade and the rima oris
of the mouth becomes shallow; however, mouth opening is not restricted.
When hyperplasia occurs before
puberty, the downward and forward
mandibular growth is followed by
maxillary growth. This growth causes
the teeth on the affected side to
remain at a lower level of occlusion
than the teeth on the unaffected
side, moving the occlusal plane in
the transverse dimension.2,6,7
Radiographically, pathognomic
findings—including elongation of
the ascending ramus, enlargement
of the condyle, and elongation and
thickening of the condylar neck—
are observed. The mandibular
border of the affected side is bowed
downward and positioned lower
than the unaffected side.1,2 Irregular
and thickened bony condylar
trabeculae, consisting primarily of
trabecular bone whose surfaces are
covered in osteoids, are observed.5
www.agd.org

Histologically, the affected condyle
is covered by a broad layer of
hypertrophic cartilage; in addition,
islands of chondrocytes are present
in subcondral trabecular bone. The
fibrocartilaginous layer is distributed
in a diffuse but regular manner over
the entire condylar head.8,9 Large
cells with vesicular cytoplasm and an
uninterrupted layer of undifferentiated germinating mesenchymal cells
are considered typical.9
This case report presents the clinical and radiographic findings and
the prosthetic treatment (including
a five-year follow-up period) of
hemimandibular hyperplasia in a
50-year-old woman. The article also
examines the limitations for dental
interventions and five-year follow-up.

Case report
A 50-year-old woman with no
significant medical problems or any
family history of hereditary disease
sought treatment for temporomandibular joint (TMJ) problems
that required prosthetic treatment.
Extraoral examination revealed
facial asymmetry of the mandibular
facial region with laterognathia
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Fig. 1. A 50-year-old woman with lightly
sloped rima oris and facial asymmetry.

Fig. 2. An occlusal view of the patient, revealing overgrowth of
the left mandible.

Fig. 4. An intraoral view of the patient’s existing dentures.

to the right side, resulting in an
increase in the lower facial height
and rotated facial appearance.
Moreover, the rima oris was slightly
sloped (Fig. 1 and 2).
A detailed medical history of the
patient revealed that laterognathia
had been present since puberty (Fig.
3). She was not worried about her
facial appearance; rather, her current
complaints were pain in the TMJ
region and difficulty chewing.
Intraorally, lower and upper
clasp-retained partial dentures that
had been placed seven years earlier
e90
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Fig. 5. The patient’s existing dentures mounted on an articulator.

were at cross-bite relation at the
anterior and right posterior regions.
The occlusal plane was inclined
to the left side and deep carious
lesions were seen on the mandibular
canines (under the clasps). The dentures were severely worn, resulting
in decreased occlusal vertical dimension (OVD). The loss of maxillary
abutment teeth resulted in a lack of
retention in the existing maxillary
denture (Fig. 4 and 5). When the
dentures were removed, the interarch distance on the left side was
larger than that on the right side

General Dentistry

Fig. 3. Top: An anterior view
of the patient at age 18.
Bottom: An anterior view of
the patient at age 32.
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due to a hypertrophic left mandibular bone that did not restrict mouth
opening. The remaining teeth were
periodontally healthy.
A radiographic examination
revealed excessive overgrowths in
the condyle, the condylar neck, the
ramus, and the body of the mandible
(Fig. 6 and 7). The distance between
the apex of the left mandibular
canine and the lower mandibular
border of the mandible was greater
than the distance from the mandibular border to the apex of the right
canine on the contralateral side.

Before a definitive prosthetic
rehabilitation was performed, a
treatment plan was formulated that
involved endodontic and periodontal therapy for the mandibular
canine teeth and increasing the
OVD. The current dentures were
mounted on a semi-adjustable articulator (Artex CT, Jensen Dental)
and acrylic resin (Orthoplast, Vertex
Dental) was applied (in 1 mm increments) to the occlusal surface of
the existing dentures over a 90-day
period to increase the previous
OVD by 3 mm (Fig. 8). The patient
was asked to wear the dentures for
six months; during this period,
biweekly recall visits were used to
identify discomfort or TMJ-related
problems. At each six-month recall
visit, the patient’s complaints of
TMJ discomfort decreased gradually.
After the static and dynamic positions of the jaws had been evaluated
on the articulator, a definitive
treatment plan was developed. No
mandibular surgical corrections
were planned, as the prosthetic
rehabilitation could be performed
without any anatomical limitations
from the hypertrophic mandible.
A complete maxillary denture
and a mandibular conus crownretained overdenture were planned.
Individual trays were fabricated
on casts that had been constructed
using irreversible hydrocolloid
impression material (CA37, Cavex
Dental). The mandibular canines
were prepared for conus crowns and
the impressions for these crowns
were made with a polyvinylsiloxane
elastomeric impression material
(Affinis, Coltene/Whaledent, Inc.).
The border molding was applied to
the upper tray and an impression
was made using a ZOE product
(Cavex Outline, Cavex Dental). The
impressions were poured using a
low-expansion Type IV dental stone
(Glastone, Dentsply International).

Fig. 6. A radiograph reveals excessive overgrowth of the condyle, the condylar neck, the ramus, and
the body of the mandible.

Fig. 7. CT views of the left and right condyles of the mandible.

Fig. 8. The patient’s dentures, after the OVD was increased in situ by 3 mm.

The maxillo-mandibular relationship
was recorded with a facebow and the
casts were mounted on the Artex CT.
The conus crowns were prepared
by a laboratory and checked in the
mouth; at that point, a functional
www.agd.org

impression was taken for each
individual tray, using a polyether
impression material (Impregum,
3M ESPE). The denture try-in was
performed and the dentures were
set to achieve balanced occlusion.
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Fig. 9. An anterior view of the final dentures.

Dentures finished in the laboratory
(using Orthoplast) were evaluated clinically and OVD, centric
relation, excursive movements,
esthetics, and phonation were
examined. The conus crowns were
cemented with a polycarboxylate
cement (Poly-F Plus Bondex,
Dentsply DeTrey) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, and
the dentures were delivered to the
patient (Fig. 9 and 10).
The patient was satisfied by the
esthetic and functional outcome and
agreed to return every six months
for follow-up. The five-year followup period did not reveal any significant changes or any biomechanical,
functional, or TMJ pain issues,
except for the physiological wear of
the artificial teeth.

Discussion
Hemimandibular hyperplasia is
a disorder that causes unilateral,
excessive mandibular growth, resulting in facial asymmetry.2,3 Condylar
hyperplasia has been classified into
three categories: hemimandibular
hyperplasia (consisting of enlargement of the condyle, the condylar
e92
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Fig. 10. The patient after placement of the final
dentures.

neck, the ramus, and the body of
the mandible, with tilting in the
occlusal plane), hemimandibular
elongation (condylar neck enlargement accompanied by variable
displacement of the ramus and
the body of the mandible without
tilting the occlusal plane), and condylar hyperplasia.2
The patient in the present case
had all of the major properties of
hemimandibular hyperplasia, including the occlusal plane’s movement
to the unaffected side and different
right and left intermaxilla relations.
The patient had no significant medical history and her family history
did not include this condition.
Radiographs revealed a large volume
of trabecular bone; excessive overgrowth of the condyle, the condylar
neck, the ramus, and the body of the
mandible; and bony surfaces covered
in osteoids.5 Photos revealed that she
had suffered from hemimandibular
hyperplasia since childhood.
Surgical and orthognathic
treatment plans for children and
adults affected by hemimandibular
hyperplasia have been reported in
the literature.3,6,10-13 However, the
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authors are unaware of any studies
concerning the prosthetic treatment
of elderly patients with hemimandibular hyperplasia. Surgical
treatments (such as condylectomy,
condylar shave, orthognathic
surgery, and so forth) have been
proposed, depending on the
patient’s age, the presence of active
or inactive condylar growth, and
the severity of the patient’s facial
appearance.14 Delaire supported
an early condylectomy for young
patients.15 In a 2001 article about
adults with hyperplasia, Bertolini et
al recommended a condylectomy
with standard orthognatic surgery
for active condylar hyperplasia, and
orthognatic surgery alone for inactive condylar hyperplasia.10
For the patient in the present
case, diagnostic cast evaluation
indicated that a prosthetic design
could be utilized; as a result,
no surgery was planned. When
noninvasive prosthetic treatment is
applicable, the authors believe that
conservative treatment modalities
should be adopted before surgery
in most cases. Proper prosthetic
treatment could lead to correct

function, esthetics, and phonation.
By contrast, surgical treatment is
difficult, more time-consuming,
and may result in nerve injury,
neurological complications, and
postoperative patient discomfort;
in addition, it may not correct
the asymmetry of the mandibular
border.7,13
In most cases of hemimandibular
hyperplasia, the occlusal plane is
inclined, which interferes with
antagonistic tooth contacts and
interference during excursive movements; as a result, prosthetic treatment in such cases requires careful
treatment planning.16,17 In the
present case, function, phonation,
comfort, and esthetics were the primary goals of prosthetic treatment.
A lower conus crown-retained overdenture and a complete maxillary
denture were applied to maintain
retention and stability, and occlusion was balanced following the
gradual increase of the OVD.
Although many clinical methods
for obtaining an appropriate vertical dimension are described in the
literature, no instrumentation to
obtain this exact craniomandibular
position is currently available.18
The patient’s ability to tolerate the
proposed increase in OVD was verified by using her existing dentures
as a diagnostic treatment prosthesis.
The conus crowns prevent excessive
lateral loads with sufficient retentive
capacity to transmit the occlusal
loads along the long axis of the
abutments.19,20 Balanced occlusion
is necessary for the even distribution
of the masticatory forces and the
stability of complete dentures and
overdentures.21,22

Summary
For the treatment of hemimandibular hyperplasia, case-sensitive treatment modalities should be adopted,
depending on the patient’s age and

demands, while being aware of the
possible risks of surgery. Prosthetic
rehabilitation should be considered
for elderly patients affected by
hemimandibular hyperplasia, to
maintain function and relieve any
discomfort related to TMJ. In the
present case, the recalls for maintenance continued every six months
for five years; the patient remains
satisfied with her final dentures and
has no TMJ discomfort.
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This study investigated how different photocuring units, exposure
times, and ethanol storage affected the depth of cure in a
microhybrid composite. Forty composite specimens (each with a
depth of 4 mm) were prepared and divided randomly into four
groups (n = 10) to receive treatment from a quartz-tungstenhalogen (QTH) curing unit (400 mW/cm2 ) or a light-emitting-diode
(LED) curing unit (180 mW/cm2 ). The specimens were photocured
for either 20 or 40 seconds and stored in the dark for 24 hours at
room temperature. Knoop hardness was measured by making three
indentations at each depth interval of 1 mm (up to 4 mm) with a

T

he long-term durability of
composite restorations depends
in large part on the quality of
the composites’ polymerization. The
polymerization process is triggered
by exposing these materials to a
light that will excite the initiator
molecules present in the composite;
camphoroquinone is the most
common initiator.
Quartz-tungsten-halogen (QTH)
photocuring units are the most
commonly employed photocuring
devices. The curing units produce a
white light that must utilize a filtering process to select the wavelength
that corresponds to the intensity
required to excite the camphoroquinone. Because of this characteristic
of the white light, only 20% of the
light produced is within the useful
band (between 400 nm and 500
nm).1 Additionally, the filtration
process produces heat, which tends
to degrade the curing unit over time.
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
produce a blue light with a narrower
light spectrum; their intensity peaks
at approximately 460 nm, a level
e94
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50 g load for 30 seconds. The specimens were stored in ethanol for
24 hours; at that time, hardness was measured again. Data were
submitted to three-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test, and Student’s t-test
( p < 0.05).
Statistical analysis revealed that hardness was significantly
affected by depth, exposure time, and storage in ethanol
( p < 0.001). No differences were observed between the curing
units tested.
Received: April 15, 2008
Accepted: June 16, 2008

similar to the absorption peak of
camphorquinone.2 LED curing
units produce less heat than QTH
units and the diodes can last for
approximately 10,000 hours. However, most of the first generation
LEDs offer a considerably lower
light intensity than the QTH curing
units, impairing the depth of cure.3
When comparing the microhardness
of composites cured by a QTH unit
to those cured by first generation
LED units, some studies showed
similar hardness results between the
two devices, while others reported
improved hardness from QTH
units, especially at depths of more
than 2 mm.4-6
In an effort to reduce chairtime,
recent composites have been manufactured for the purpose of photocuring them within 20 seconds.
However, low exposure time may be
especially critical when first generation LED curing units are used.7
Curing a composite for a short time
may not polymerize it completely,
especially when the device produces
a low light intensity.8,9 Forty seconds
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is considered the minimal amount
of time necessary to produce
adequate hardness for composites
photocured with an LED unit.10
Microhardness has been used
indirectly to evaluate the degree of
conversion for composites.11 The
degree of conversion represents
the consumption of carbon double
bonds after polymerization and
depends on the photocuring mode.
Dental composites characteristically
form dense, cross-linked polymer
networks. The cross-link density of
the polymer determines many of
the polymer’s properties (including sorption and swelling).12 This
parameter may be measured by
exposing the material to a solvent
(usually ethanol) and subjecting it
to a microhardness test.12,13 Differences in cross-link density may be
found in composites that display
similar degrees of conversion.13
This study sought to evaluate the
Knoop hardness of composites activated with an LED or QTH curing
light, with different exposure times,
at different depths of cure, and

2.2 mm

4.0 mm

2.0 mm

Fig. 1. A lateral view of the split mold, showing the 10 grooves and their
lateral extension. The grooves are 2 mm high and 2.2 mm wide.

Fig. 2. An upper view of the inferior part of the mold and the length of the
grooves (4 mm), which simulates the depth.

Mylar strip
Light
Fig. 3. A view of the insertion of composite, matrix position, and direction
of light incidence during the polymerization process.

after ethanol immersion. The null
hypotheses tested were that the type
of photocuring unit, the exposure
time, the depth of cure, and the
specimen’s immersion in ethanol
would have no significant effect on
composite microhardness.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation

Forty specimens of a microhybrid
composite resin (Filtek Z250,
3M ESPE) were prepared using
a rectangular metallic split mold
containing 10 grooves 4 mm deep
(Fig. 1 and 2). A mylar strip was
positioned between the two parts
of the mold. The composite was
inserted and photocured from the
lateral face of the mold, with the
light guide as close as possible to
the composite surface (Fig. 3). This

Fig. 4. The specimen is divided for the hardness test. Indentations are
made in the upper surface of the specimen, before and after the unit is
stored in ethanol.

study used a QTH curing unit
(CLK-50, Kondortech Dental
Equipment) with a 400 mW/cm 2
light output and an LED curing
unit (Ultrablue I, DMC) with a
180 mW/cm 2 light output. The
light intensity produced by the
curing units was measured constantly, using a radiometer (Model
100, Kerr-Demetron).
Storage and hardness
measurement

The specimens were dry-stored for
24 hours in a dark environment at
room temperature and submitted to
the Knoop hardness test.7 The upper
surface of the specimens was divided
with a razor blade into four 1 mm
segments (Fig 4). The microhardness
test was performed with a miniload
hardness tester. Three indentations
www.agd.org

were made at each 1 mm interval,
with a load of 50 g for 30 seconds.
The specimens were placed in
ethanol (98°C) for 24 hours; following storage, hardness was evaluated
again.
Statistical analysis

Data were submitted to three-way
ANOVA and Tukey’s test (a < 0.05)
to evaluate the effect of exposure
time, depth, and storage condition
for each curing unit. Student’s t-test
was used to determine how each
curing unit affected hardness in
terms of depth, exposure time, and
storage condition.

Results
While exposure time, storage in ethanol, and depth were found to significantly influence hardness
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Chart 1. Mean hardness values produced with the QTH curing unit.
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Chart 2. Mean hardness values produced with the LED curing unit.
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(p < 0.001), no significant
differences were reported between
curing units (p > 0.05). Chart 1
shows the mean hardness values
produced with the QTH curing
unit. Hardness was reduced significantly as the depth increased
e96

Chart 2 shows the mean hardness values produced with the
LED curing unit, indicating that
increased depth, shorter exposure
time, and ethanol storage decreased
hardness significantly (p < 0.001).
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(p < 0.001). Generally, specimens
photocured for 40 seconds produced higher mean hardness values,
while ethanol storage produced significantly lower hardness, especially
at depths of 3 mm or less from the
surface (p < 0.001).
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A QTH curing unit must have a
power output of more than 300
mW/cm 2 to guarantee an adequate
degree of conversion in an increment 2 mm deep.14 The QTH
curing unit used in the present
study has a power output of 400
mW/cm 2; however, it was unable
to produce greater hardness than
specimens cured with the 180 mW/
cm 2 LED unit. LEDs produce a
narrower light spectrum that is
closer to the excitation peak of
camphoroquinone. As a consequence, the light emitted by these
curing units is more effective at
initiating the polymerization process, even when their power density
is lower.15
Both curing units demonstrated a
strong inverse relationship between
hardness and depth (Charts 1
and 2), in accordance with the
literature.4,5,8,16,17 The light’s ability to penetrate the composite
depends on several factors, chiefly,
the presence of opaque pigments
and filler particles.16,18,19 The dense
polymer network that forms during
polymerization also hinders light
penetration.1
In the present study, both curing
units displayed similar hardness
within the first 2 mm. According to
Rueggeberg et al, composite increments should not be thicker than
2 mm to provide homogeneous
hardness; they reported in 2000
that the mean hardness ratio for
all curing lights exceeded 0.80 (the
accepted minimum standard) at
a depth of 2 mm.4 Nevertheless,
in some clinical situations (for

example, with proximal boxes of
Class II cavities), the distance from
the curing tip to the cervical wall
is more than 4 mm, making an
adequate degree of conversion more
difficult; such situations require
additional exposure time.20
Some composite manufacturers
recommend limiting exposure to
curing lights to approximately 20
seconds. However, previous studies
have reported that photocuring
for 40 seconds produces greater
hardness than photocuring for 20
seconds.8,21 Increased exposure
time promotes longer exposure
to the photons produced by the
curing units, which could be
especially helpful when working
with first generation LED curing
units, which have a low power
density. However, it is important to
highlight that despite its reduced
power output, the first generation
LED curing unit used in this study
matched the hardness produced
by the QTH curing unit. At the
same time, the LED light did not
affect the degree of conversion or
the composite’s cross-link density,
as represented by the hardness
measured before and after the
specimens’ storage in ethanol.
Storing resin-based composites
in ethanol has a softening effect
and may reveal differences in crosslink densities after the composites
are subjected to different types
of photocuring.8,13 In the present
study, ethanol significantly reduced
the hardness values for both curing
units and for the exposure times;
however, this effect was reduced as
the depth increased. The softening effect was reduced when the
specimens were cured for longer
periods of time. A longer exposure
time contributes to the formation of
a cross-linked network, compared
to the linear polymer chains formed
during shorter exposure times.

Polymerization of a photocured
composite is never complete; as
a result, a considerable number
of monomers (25–55%) fail to
react. These remaining monomers
act as plasticizers in the polymer
matrix, thus reducing the stiffness
of the polymer network. Polymer
degradation occurs via a chain scission process in which the chains
are cleaved into oligomers and even
into monomers. This degradation
process may be mediated by water
or another solvent such as ethanol,
which modifies the microstructure
of the material, creating pores,
releasing the residual monomers and
fillers, and weakening the material
architecture.12,22

Summary
Within the limitations of this in
vitro study, it was possible to conclude that LED and QTH curing
units produce similar hardness
values when exposed to similar conditions. Increased depth and storage
time in ethanol reduced hardness
significantly, while increased exposure time increased hardness. These
findings suggest that both LED
and QTH curing units can be used
safely in daily dental practice to cure
composite resins, obtaining satisfactory results in increments up to 2
mm deep.
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